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'I won’t complain. If I
complain they won’t let me
go out. When I go out at least
I can ind another employer.'
Lea, a Filipina domesic worker

'I live in this house as if it
were my house…They let my
whole family stay.'
Kamlee, a Shan domesic worker

'I love the baby so much…I
fear if I answer my employer
back…I will not be able to see
the baby again.'
Sharon, an Indonesian domesic worker
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Foreword
Domesic workers comprise a signiicant proporion of the global workforce in informal
employment and are among the most vulnerable groups of workers. Approximately 21.5 million
domesic workers – or 41 per cent of the esimated global total – are employed in Asia. They work
for private households, oten without clear terms of employment, and are oten excluded from
the full protecion of labour legislaion and social security.
The majority of these workers are women and girls and many are migrant workers. As demand for
workers in the care economy grows, more and more women are expected to move into these jobs.
Exising research on domesic workers in Thailand and Malaysia has focused on creaing proiles
of domesic worker populaions, the extent of legal protecion, and work and employment
condiions.1 Research on the aitudes and behaviour of employers and service providers towards
domesic workers is in its infancy. To date, there has been no atempt to combine the broader
issues of public aitudes towards domesic workers with the scope of legislaive protecion and
working condiions at individual and household levels.
To explore and address this knowledge gap, a joint study was designed and commissioned by
the Internaional Labour Organizaion (ILO) and the UN Women Regional Oice for Asia and the
Paciic. Its objecive is to pave the way for more evidence-based policies and pracices that are in
line with the ILO Domesic Workers Convenion, 2011 (No. 189).
By exploring the social dynamics and public aitudes inluencing the employment experiences of
migrant domesic workers, this study creates a more comprehensive picture of the domesic work
sector. It includes qualitaive research looking at the nuances of issues and individual experiences,
and quanitaive research assessing the frequency and representaion of these issues, across four
research sites in Thailand and Malaysia. The study concludes with concrete, evidence-based,
gender responsive policy recommendaions for governments, civil society, employers and the
media. These recommendaions are grounded in internaional labour standards and aim to relect
the voices, needs and experiences of migrant domesic workers.
This study was undertaken as part of the Australian Government Department of Foreign Afairs
and Trade (DFAT)-funded UN Women project on ‘Prevening the Exploitaion of Women Migrant
Workers in ASEAN’, which builds on UN Women’s exising work within ASEAN on safe migraion,
social protecion, ending all forms of violence against women, and increasing women’s voice and
paricipaion in decision-making. The study also builds on an ILO labour migraion programme in
Southeast Asia supported by the Australian Government and other partners.

1
See: ILO (2013) Domestic Workers Around the World: Global and Regional Statistics and the Extent of Legal Protections;
Boontinand (2010) Domestic Workers in Thailand: Their Situation, Challenges and the Way Forward; and Human Rights Watch
(2004) Help Wanted: Abuses Against Female Migrant Domestic Workers in Indonesia and Malaysia.
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Strengthening the posiion of women migrant workers is a priority for both UN Women and
the ILO. By partnering on this project the aim is to improve the availability of gender-sensiive
evidence and knowledge on labour migraion, enhance the capacity of ASEAN insituions to
advocate efecively for greater cross-border collaboraion, and increase social mobilizaion to
improve public awareness of and acion against the abuse and exploitaion of women migrant
workers in ASEAN.

Ms Tomoko Nishimoto

Ms Miwa Kato

Assistant Director-General and Regional Director,
ILO Regional Oice for Asia and the Paciic

Regional Director,
UN Women Regional Oice for Asia and the Paciic
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‘They say if they give
high salary, it won’t be
a family any more’
Kyek, a Karen domesic worker

Executive
summary
Cleaning, cooking, and caring are crucial contribuions that domesic workers make to socieies and
economies across the world. Domesic work is foundaional to human life, yet it is typically not regarded
as proper work. Consequently, domesic workers may be speciically excluded from labour rights and
protecions, or subject to discriminatory provisions. Furthermore, domesic work is increasingly carried
out by migrant workers, who are oten governed by highly constraining immigraion laws or not included
in immigraion regimes at all, meaning that they must reside illegally. In order to create a clearer picture
of the underlying factors inluencing the lived employment experiences of migrant domesic workers in
Thailand and Malaysia, this study focuses on the links between the working condiions as described by
migrant domesic workers, and aitudes to migrant and domesic workers as expressed in the media and
by employers.
This is a mixed methods study that employs both quanitaive and qualitaive data collecion tools. Migrant
domesic workers and their employers were surveyed and interviewed, focus group discussions were
hosted, and government oicials were interviewed. Press coverage was also analysed through quanitaive
and qualitaive methods.

The legislative context
The report situates its indings within the immigraion and employment law of Thailand and Malaysia. It
inds that while both countries are important desinaions for migrant domesic workers, they approach
this group of workers in quite diferent ways. In Thailand, the employment condiions of the esimated
250,000 domesic workers are mainly governed through labour laws. In contrast, in Malaysia immigraion
law is the principle instrument of governance, with labour law as a secondary focus.
Despite these diferent approaches, migrant domesic workers in both countries experience a signiicant
lack of labour protecion and rights. In Thailand, most provisions under the Labour Protecion Act B.E.
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2541 (1998) (LPA) do not apply to domesic workers. Despite some limited enitlements extended to
domesic workers in 2012, the sector coninues to be excluded from working hours limitaions, overime
compensaion, maternity leave, and minimum wage protecions. An increasing proporion of domesic
workers in Thailand are migrants from Cambodia, the Lao People’s Democraic Republic, and Myanmar.
More recently, a populaion of domesic workers migraing from Viet Nam has been ideniied. In some
cases, domesic workers may enter Thailand under arrangements sipulated by a memorandum of
understanding (MOU) agreed between their state of origin and Thailand, but more usually their status
is governed by the Naionality Veriicaion (NV) system, a lengthy, employer-driven process that grants
irregular migrants a right to temporary stay.
In Malaysia, while domesic workers are technically included under the Employment Act (1955), in pracice
they are excluded from the protecions aforded by it. The employment condiions of domesic workers are
instead largely regulated through addiional condiions on employers and workers imposed via immigraion
requirements and through MOUs. There are some 300,000 documented domesic workers in the country,
the majority of them migrants from Cambodia, Indonesia, and the Philippines.
Much needs to be done to bring the legal frameworks and MOUs shaping the employment and working
condiions of migrant domesic workers into line with the minimum standards of the ILO Convenion
on Domesic Workers, 2011 (No. 189). In their current shape some of these naional frameworks and
agreements create a context that enables, rather than prevents, the exploitaion and abuse of migrant
domesic workers.

Fictive kin and employment contract
There are two models that are oten used to make sense of employment relaions in private households:
employment contract and icive kin. Ficive kin – or “false kin” – is a term used by sociologists and
anthropologists to describe social relaionships that are not based on “blood” or on marriage, but are
explicitly likened to these ies. It suggests a close relaionship that is governed by emoion and reciprocity
rather than contract. One of the key indings of the research is that many migrant domesic workers
themselves deploy the icive kin model, in part because it captures the emoional aspects of their role that
are not acknowledged in an employment contract. These emoional aspects oten pass unrecognized, but
have a considerable impact on the experiences of the workers, who can be reluctant to negoiate working
condiions or leave even abusive employment situaions because of their emoional ies to the individuals
they care for. Furthermore, workers expressed that the icive kin relaionship is not problemaic simply
(or even primarily) due to a denial of their rights as workers, but because it does not necessarily result in
the same long-term commitment to emoional and social well-being that is assumed in kin relaions. In
other words, being “part of the family” is not detrimental in itself, the problem is rather that the icive kin
relaionship can be applied selecively by the employer, or be withdrawn completely when workers may
need it the most, such as in sickness or old age. A sole emphasis on contract as the answer to the problems
faced by domesic workers can overlook these issues. Indeed, workers surveyed for this study expressed
a lack of enthusiasm for contracts, which seems to be because contracts are associated with a lack of
freedom to leave. Restricions on exiing the employment relaion were very much at the fore in the terms
and condiions of the government-issued contracts in both Malaysia and Thailand, and are compounded
by immigraion regulaions that restrict workers’ ability to change employers.
Employers too deployed the concept of icive kin, though in pracice there were important difereniaions
between the family and the domesic worker. In Thailand, a substanial minority of employers thought that
a writen contract was not an appropriate right for any domesic worker. This was relected in the fact that
having a writen contract was extremely uncommon: only seven per cent of migrant domesic workers
surveyed in Thailand had a writen contract. By contrast, in Malaysia, even respondents who felt that
domesic workers should be treated as part of the family were supporive of writen contracts – perhaps
because in Malaysia contracts are associated with immigraion requirements and explicitly ie workers to
employers. Almost all employers in both Malaysia and Thailand thought that domesic workers should be
permited to change employers in case of abuse.
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In pracice employers, workers, and oicials slipped between the two typologies of contract and icive
kin. This nuance is relected in the fact that domesic work oten falls between government departments.
Domesic work is not included in the purview of labour ministries because it is related to families, and not
regulated or relected by family or gender ministries because it is related to labour.

Working hours, time off and autonomy
Reasonable ime away from work is a requirement of any form of employment. It is paricularly important
in the case of live-in domesic workers because of the limited autonomy they have within the household.
Our research found that migrant domesic workers are working excessive hours in relaion to the “normal
hours of work” established for workers, set in both countries at eight hours a day. Daily working hours for
carers reported in this research are paricularly extreme – 15 hours in Malaysia and 13.5 hours in Thailand.
Employers in both Thailand and Malaysia believed that eight-hour working days were not appropriate
because domesic work is not “producive” in the tradiional sense of creaing a direct proit, and they
felt that much of the ime domesic workers were able to take it easy and were not really working. Only
one-tenth of Malaysian employers and less than half of Thai employers felt that eight-hour working days
were an appropriate right for domesic workers. Moreover, in Malaysia only one-ith of employers thought
that domesic workers should have 24 hours of consecuive rest, compared to two-thirds of employers in
Thailand.
Workers and employers had diferent perspecives on stand-by hours, contribuing to diferent ideas
about what consitutes working ime. In some countries, being a migrant domesic worker has paricular
consequences for individual autonomy when the worker is living in their employer’s home. Autonomy is
limited by immigraion requirements and this is compounded by isolaion and the lack of social networks.
Most of the domesic workers surveyed were not able to leave the house without their employers’
permission, even on their weekly rest day. They were also restricted in terms of permission to host visitors
in the home. Combined, these indings indicate that while living in an employers’ house may be “free” in
terms of cost, it is living out that gives “freedom”.

Wages and social security
While monthly wage data for domesic workers in both Thailand and Malaysia suggests that domesic
workers are paid above the minimum wage, this changes when taking into account hours of work and days
of. Taking the minimum wage per hour into account, it was esimated that over 90 per cent of migrant
domesic workers in both countries are paid below the minimum wage. This calculaion is approximate
only, and does not take into account the fact that live-in domesic workers oten do not have to pay for
accommodaion or food costs (though it is not clear that such provisions are always suicient, with a
signiicant minority of live-in workers reporing that they did not have enough to eat, paricularly
in Thailand). It also does not account for the fact that in Thailand and Malaysia domesic workers are
efecively excluded from the social security provisions governing formal sector workers, including pensions
and maternity leave.
Thai employers were generally more sympatheic to including migrant domesic workers in social security
coverage than Malaysian employers, who viewed such beneits as external to them and beyond their control.
This is atributed to the combinaion of contract and immigraion requirements in Malaysia that results in
workers being seen as temporary and fungible if they become sick, pregnant, or too old. Interesingly,
neither legal status nor length of stay impacted migrant domesic workers’ wage levels in either country.
However, country of origin had signiicant efects on wages, especially in Malaysia, where diferent income
requirements are placed on employers depending on the naionality of the person they are hiring.
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Press coverage and public attitudes
One of the key indings to come out of the press analysis was the strikingly strong associaion made between
immigraion and “illegality” in the press coverage. This was the case for both the quanitaive analysis of
English-language press (New Straits Times and The Naion), and the qualitaive analysis of non-Englishlanguage coverage. For instance, in the New Straits Times during the period analysed, approximately 80–95
per cent of the ime when an explicit descripion of an immigrant or immigrants was provided, it included
the word “illegal”. Illegality referred to both the immigraion status of migrant workers and to criminal
acivity. Though the overall use of the word “illegal” to describe migrants remained largely constant in
the New Straits Times over the period analysed, it has decreased sharply in recent years in The Naion
(however, it is sill notably high). Although it is temping to use these results to claim that one country’s
media is more “immigrant friendly” than the others’, it is important to remember that the publicaions
analysed are not representaive of either country’s whole media environment.
What can be said is that the negaive images and discourses disseminated in the media contribute to
creaing a hosile environment for migrant workers. In both Thailand and Malaysia, employers surveyed
associated migrants with crime, and were concerned about the potenial for their domesic worker to be
associated with criminal acivity. It is diicult to know whether press coverage is the cause or consequence
of such aitudes, but if increased rights are to be secured for migrant domesic workers, then some of
these embedded stereotypes and damaging images need to be challenged and unsetled. One potenial
avenue for such change could be through including the voices of migrant workers themselves: in the over
200 stories included in the qualitaive analysis, migrant voices were almost completely absent, whereas
police and other oicials were overrepresented.

Conclusions and recommendations
One of the key conclusions of the study is that the insituional and policy context is criical in shaping the
aitudes and pracices of employers. As Kamlee, a domesic worker from Myanmar working in Thailand,
stated, “People treat you badly when they think that you have no choice,” suggesing that it is a person’s
lack of freedom and choice that enables abuse. Various factors mean that low-skilled women migrant
workers oten have no choice but to accept domesic work posiions. This would suggest that increasing
the viable opions for these workers is key to alleviaing experiences of exploitaion, forced labour, and
traicking. Furthermore, laws and policies regulaing migrant domesic workers’ employment experiences
need to be brought in line with relevant internaional standards, including ILO Convenion No. 189.
However, legislaive protecions are oten inadequate or slow to be realized, and so informal, employerdriven protecions become perinent as well to enhance domesic workers’ employment experiences.
To this end there is a need to educate employers and the public more broadly about the rights and
contribuions of migrant domesic workers, emphasising that treaing someone as “part of the family”
should include respecing their human and labour rights. In paricular, the importance of live-in domesic
workers’ right to freedom of movement and basic labour rights should be highlighted. Furthermore, the
percepions around paid domesic work and migraion need to change, and the media and civil society
have an important role in this, as do trade unions, which by organising and represening migrant domesic
workers can signiicantly increase their voices and visibility.
While care economy needs are growing, it is important to also recognize that employment of domesic
workers is a cultural and social pracice as much as it is an economic one. Women’s increased labour
market paricipaion is not the only reason why the employers paricipaing in this study hired domesic
workers. Instead, the pracice of employing domesic workers is strongly linked to the noion of cultural
reproducion. Tools that are developed to promote best employment pracices in private households must
recognize the cultural and economic factors that create a market for domesic workers, and too oten
excuse their abuse.
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‘People treat you badly
when they think that you
have no choice’
Kamlee, a Myanmar domesic worker

1. Introduction
1.1 Introducing the study
In 1973 the sociologist Lewis Coser predicted that paid domesic work would soon be obsolete.
Modernizaion and industrializaion would mean a global decline in domesic service, which he designated
a “pre-modern occupaion”, work that is done by “an underclass of social inferiors who have no place in
the social scheme of things”. An occupaion built on status and the blurred lines between home and work
would become unsustainable as people found new alternaives. The predicion was misguided (see box 1).

Box 1:
Domestic work igures
In the last 20 years, paid domestic work has not only become more visible, but the sector has grown. In
its 2015 report Global estimates on migrant workers, the ILO estimated that in 2013 at least 67 million
people were employed as domestic workers globally. Thought this represents an increase of over 15
million compared to data from 2010, the estimation still errs on the conservative side.
Approximately 73.4 per cent of all migrant domestic workers are women. Asia and the Paciic has the
largest percentage of domestic workers, at over 40 per cent of the global total. The region also hosts
the largest share of women migrant domestic workers, at 24 per cent of the global total.
Source: ILO, 2013a; 2015c
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However, while Coser’s predicion of obsolescence may have been wrong, his characterizaion of domesic
work as a sector where the work is oten performed by the socially excluded coninues to hold. The sector is
heavily female dominated, with women outnumbering men in most regions, accouning for approximately
80 per cent of all domesic workers (ILO, 2015c).1 In Asia and the Paciic region, an esimated 7.8 per cent
of all women in paid employment are working in the domesic work sector (ILO, 2013a). Many of these
workers are either rural–urban or cross-border migrants. The paricular vulnerabiliies and challenges
associated with this sector were recognized by the internaional community in the ILO Domesic Workers
Convenion, 2011 (No. 189).
The demand for household services, childcare, and eldercare has increased in Thailand and Malaysia over
the past four decades. The Thai Labour force survey of 2013 esimated the number of domesic workers
in Thailand to be over 250,000 (ILO, 2013b), and this excludes undocumented migrants and those working
informally. In Malaysia, the number of domesic workers is esimated to be between 300,000–400,000
(ILO, 2016a). Both countries rely heavily on migrant workers. In Thailand, domesic workers now mainly
come from Cambodia, the Lao People’s Democraic Republic, and Myanmar (although some older Thai
women do work in the sector). In Malaysia, paid domesic work is undertaken almost exclusively by migrant
workers, largely from Cambodia, Indonesia, and the Philippines.
The purpose of this report is to explore the links between migrant domesic workers’ employment
experiences; aitudes to migrant domesic workers as expressed by employers and in the media; and the
legislaive and policy frameworks that govern migraion and labour rights in the domesic work sector.
Though there has been extensive research on migrant domesic workers, litle has been writen on public
aitudes towards migrant domesic workers and how these afect working condiions experienced by
individuals at the household level or protecions aforded at the legislaive level. The Centre on Migraion,
Policy and Society (COMPAS) at the University of Oxford was therefore invited to lead a study in Thailand
and Malaysia on the employment and working condiions of migrant domesic workers, as compared to
standards in ILO Convenion No. 189, and aitudes towards domesic workers, with a paricular focus on
employers’ aitudes and press coverage of migrant workers.
The study uses exising literature and research to provide a proile of migrant domesic workers in Thailand
and Malaysia, their rights and their economic and social contribuion, as well as generaing new empirical
data.
The report irst outlines the methodological approach and sample characterisics of the study before
going on to describe the regional and naional contexts shaping the experiences of migrant domesic
workers in Thailand and Malaysia with reference to immigraion and employment law. It then analyses the
aitudes to migraion and migrant domesic workers exempliied in the press coverage in both countries,
in interviews and surveys with employers, as well as the nature of the demand in Thailand and Malaysia for
migrant domesic labour. It explores two ways of managing the presence of domesic workers in the private
household: either “just like one of the family”, introducing the concept of icive kin; or “just another job”
governed by contractual relaions. The report then moves to the speciics of the working condiions of
domesic workers, with a paricular focus on working ime and the importance of autonomy, wages, and
social security. It concludes with an exploraion of the ways in which domesic workers themselves manage
relaions in the private household and the importance of collecive voices working together to ensure that
rights are recognized.
Before outlining the report’s analyical basis and indings it is necessary to determine key terms, including
the deiniion of domesic work, and give some background on the ILO Convenion No. 189.

It is important not to forget that this means that 17 per cent of domestic workers are men. It can be particularly dificult for male
domestic workers to access available services because these are largely targeted at women.
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ILO Convention
Concerning Decent Work for
Domestic Workers, 2011 (No. 189)

Domestic work is work performed in or
for a household or households.

A domestic worker is any person
engaged in domestic work within an
employment relationship.

A person who performs domestic work
only occasionally or sporadically and
not on an occupational basis is not a
domestic worker.

1.2 Deining terms: What is domestic work?
1.2.1 Social reproduction
In 2011 a new set of internaional labour standards – the ILO Domesic Workers Convenion (No. 189) – was
adopted by the Internaional Labour Conference. In Aricle 1, the Convenion deines “domesic work” and
“domesic worker” as follows:
•
•
•

the term “domesic work” means work performed in or for a household or households;
the term “domesic worker” means any person engaged in domesic work within an employment
relaionship;
a person who performs domesic work only occasionally or sporadically and not on an occupaional
basis is not a domesic worker.

However, this legal deiniion does not capture the social and cultural aspects of domesic work. Domesic
work in private households is part of the broader category of reproducive labour, including the labour
required for raising children; caring for the elderly, disabled, and others in ime of need; the distribuion and
preparaion of food; basic cleanliness; and hygiene. Reproducive labour refers to the diverse and complex
mesh of aciviies necessary for the producion of human beings, communiies, and cultures. It is about
subsistence and life itself, but also about socializaion and living together. Reproducive labour is necessary
to survival both individually and as a species, but it is not only performed for survival and neither is it
conined to the family – educaion and the media, for example, are also socially reproducive insituions.
Reproducive labour is not only about the maintenance of physical bodies nor the producion of economic
units: people are also social and cultural beings. The physical and emoional labour of reproducive work
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creates people and human relaions. How a house is ordered, older people cared for, children brought up,
and what food is cooked are expressions of who “we” are as people within paricular sets of social, cultural,
and economic relaions. The organizaion of homes, families, and social lives demonstrates one’s posiion
within wider social relaions – through the doing of domesic work we literally reproduce communiies and
our place within them.
For instance, household pracicaliies and relaionships are oten culturally disincive and relect ideas of
what it is to be Thai or Malaysian, whether that be through cooking, child rearing, or hanging out washing.
In Malaysia, the role of domesic work in social reproducion is relected for instance by the fact that
immigraion rules require employers who are Muslim to only hire Muslim domesic workers. It is also
implied in the way that the government-issued contract requires domesic workers not only to abide
by Malaysian law, but to “respect the customs and tradiions of Malaysia”. The Thai government-issued
contract also requires workers to “respect Thai customs and tradiions”. That is, there is clearly unease at
the use of ‘outsiders’ in this form of labour.

1.2.2 Gendered social relations
As reproducive work is concerned with the social and cultural reproducion of human beings, the actual
doing of the work – who does it, when, and where – is a crucial part of its meaning. More than a relecion,
it is an expression and reproducion of social relaions. Housework is, as the itle of West and Zimmerman’s
well-known aricle states, “doing gender” (1987). In taking responsibility for the house, a woman is oten
seen as acing appropriately as a woman, and domesic work is oten associated with natural female
disposiions. In most socieies the roles of women and men in the home are sharply delineated, and in
some cases male involvement in domesic work is simply considered inappropriate. Many employers
interviewed in this study certainly took this posiion when asked about hiring men. Men were able to
oversee domesic workers and in some instances even train them, but it was culturally unacceptable for
them to do the work themselves.
Male? Nahhh, I don’t think so. I have seen how my husband works. I don’t think he can handle the kitchen very
well. Malaysian female employer aged 41–50
In our society men do not want to do work like this. Thai female employer aged 51–60

The highly gendered nature of domesic work is one of the most obvious and visible aspects of its social
construcion. Who does the work maters, as the doing of domesic work is not just the accomplishment of
certain tasks, but the reproducing of social roles and relaions – between women and men, between rich
and poor, between migrant workers and naionals, and between adults and children.
However, while demand for paid domesic work is recognisably inluenced by demographic and social
factors – the demise of extended family structures, feminizaion of labour markets, lack of provision for
care outside the home, ageing populaions, and so on – the employment of a domesic worker nevertheless
does not create a simple subsitute for a housewife. The domesic worker is not a replacement because
she is not the “mother” or the “wife”, but the “domesic worker”. In her performance of her duies she is
not reproducing the relaion between husband and wife, but between householder and domesic worker.
Even when her tasks are ostensibly the same as those that would be performed by a “mother” or a “wife”,
her role is diferent.

1.2.3 Social status
The demand for household workers is not only about demand for care workers (those who look ater
children, elderly, and disabled people), but also demand for workers who will clean houses, wash up, iron,
cook, and perform other household tasks. There is a notable lack of literature on demand speciically for
cleaning services inside the home, but it is clear that domesic work facilitates consumpion and lifestyle
maintenance: some householders sustain certain lifestyles because they do not have to perform the
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labour associated with their maintenance. For example, they may own decoraive objects that require
maintaining, or choose looring that requires daily polishing. What is entailed by this kind of labour is
heavily dependent on physical infrastructure: washing clothes and collecing water, for instance, can take
hours of hard labour, or the touch of a switch. Consequently, a family can indicate its wealth and class status
as much in employing a domesic worker as in the work that is actually performed (Anderson, 2000), and
in this way domesic workers themselves can be a status symbol, a means of conspicuous consumpion.

1.2.4 Skills
Domesic work is generally classed as low-skilled. Non-caring domesic tasks that are someimes recognized
as being specialized, like gardening and chaufeuring, are more likely to be undertaken by men. Indeed,
the language of skills is highly gendered, and some claim that this language has its basis in the gendered
division of labour. One male employer interviewed illustrated some of the contradicions implicit in the
applicaion of skills to domesic work, and its relaion to gender. He placed considerable emphasis on the
importance of proper training: “Slowly you teach them, and they are very good maids… usually ater one
year’s ime.” However, he said would not employ a male domesic worker because “I won’t know how to
instruct them... To imagine they can cook, wash, follow a strict rouine like a lady, I don’t know… [A woman]
may be more built to do household work. If it is a male nurse, alright maybe you can. It is a profession,
it is a specialized skill, but this is domesic work” (Malaysian male employer aged 51–60). This employer
feels able to instruct women in the requisite skills for domesic work on the one hand, yet on the other
he suggests that it is also a mater of feminine disposiion – that is, that women have a natural facility for
domesic labour that men do not have.
These sorts of claims reveal that the meaning of “skills” is highly contested. Some skills can require years of
specialized training; others a one-day course. Some jobs that are deemed low-skilled may demand apitude
for personal relaions, organizaion, and emoional intelligence among others.

Box 2:
Regional Model Competency Standards for Domestic Work
The ILO’s Regional Ofice for Asia and the Paciic has developed Regional Model Competency Standards
(RMCS) for domestic work. The RMCS are a set of benchmarks that deine the skills, knowledge, and
attributes that are needed to perform a work role. They provide a basis for developing national training
programmes, skills assessment and certiication, and, as a regional reference point, they can help
support labour mobility. The RMCS for domestic workers include generic, vocational, and technical
competencies ranging from effective communication, management and organization, and assisting
clients with medication.
Source: ILO 2014a

Some of these skills are oten not relected in a formal qualiicaion, but in generalized “experience”. They
are paricularly important in sectors where social relaions with customers, clients, and service users are
important to the delivery and quality of the work, and where employers require that the job is done in a
way that contributes to a good service experience, rather than simply to complete the task. This is the case
for domesic work, where employers oten express a preference for personal qualiies or experience over
formal qualiicaions (Cangiano et al., 2009; Anderson and Ruhs, 2010). Even so, the ILO has developed
regional model competency standards for domesic work (see box 2).
So-called “low-skilled” workers are supposed to be fungible and easily replaceable – “anyone” can do low
skilled work, supposedly, if only they had the ime to do it. However, domesic work suggests that this is
not always the case. Employers are oten keen to hold on to a paricular worker because they know how
to do things in their household, because the worker has built a strong relaionship with a person they care
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for, or because the employer and the worker have built a relaionship based on trust over ime. Domesic
work is not only about doing certain tasks, but doing them in a certain way. A worker can make a family
breakfast, for example, but does that worker think about what food the family enjoys eaing, or just ind
something in the cupboard?

1.2.5 Social identities and market segmentation
Markets for domesic work are oten heavily gendered and racialized, and across the world domesic workers
are put into hierarchies of desirability according to disincions such as skin colour, ethnicity, religion,
naionality, caste, and so on, that are viewed as being appropriate for diferent types of domesic work
and as meriing diferent levels of wages. The form this “otherizing” takes depends very much on social,
economic, historical, and geographical contexts (among others). In general, these ideniies are constructed
at a community or social level, though individual households may express “eccentric” predilecions. If an
employer has lived abroad, for example, they may prefer a domesic worker from that place. Markets for
domesic work are highly segmented, with certain groups deemed more suitable for certain types of jobs
than others. This segmentaion is not just driven by individual employers but by government immigraion
policies, by placement agencies, and by domesic workers themselves who are eager to boost their posiion
in the labour market, enhancing their own social status by drawing on hierarchies of race and ethnicity
(Hondagneu-Sotelo, 2001; Anderson and O’Connell-Davidson, 2003).

1.3 The international legislative framework
ILO Convenion No. 189 entered into force in 2013, two years ater raiicaion by the irst two states –
Uruguay and the Philippines. It was the culminaion of years of work by domesic workers, trades unions,
migrant organizaions, employers, governments, and other actors, and it builds on other instruments and
intervenions at the internaional level that aim to protect domesic workers. These intervenions include the
UN Commitee on the Eliminaion of All Forms of Discriminaion Against Women General Recommendaion
No. 26 on Women Migrant Workers (2008), and the 2002 General Recommendaion on Discriminaion
Against Non-Ciizens issued by the UN Commitee on the Eliminaion of Racial Discriminaion, which briely
menions domesic work. The 2000 UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress, and Punish Traicking in Persons
does not speciically menion domesic work, but it has resulted in a renewed interest in the diiculies
faced by migrant domesic workers.

Box 3:
ILO Convention on Domestic Work, 2011 (No. 189)
ILO Convention No. 189 – along with the accompanying Domestic Workers Recommendation, 2011
(No. 201) – establishes minimum standards for domestic work, including equal treatment with respect
to normal hours of work, remuneration, and social security. The Convention also sets out who is a
domestic worker. It has provided some necessary momentum for state recognition of domestic workers’
rights, and some countries have subsequently started to revise their legislation on paid domestic work.
As of April 2016, 22 states had ratiied the Convention, including the Philippines as the only state from
Asia and the Paciic.
Source: ILO 2016b

While developing past eforts, Convenion No. 189 was historic on several counts: it recognized the social
and economic value of domesic work; it applied for the irst ime internaional instruments to an essenially
informal segment of the global workforce; and it acknowledged and integrated migrant and non-migrant
workers into the same framework of protecion (see box 3). The Convenion’s key principles are that
domesic workers should be treated like other workers and not disadvantaged by occupaion, gender, race,
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or status; that social, economic, and civil rights should be respected; and that domesic workers should
not be subject to forced labour (see Mundlak and Shamir, 2014, for a detailed discussion of the global
governance of domesic work). However, neither Thailand nor Malaysia are signatories to Convenion No.
189.
Not only does Convenion No. 189 need to be raiied and its principles relected in naional law, it must
become possible for domesic workers, including migrant domesic workers, to exercise their rights.
Of course this is a challenge for all internaional instruments, but when it comes to domesic work it is
paricularly demanding because the work is conducted in the private household. This raises paricular
issues for regulatory authoriies on account of the complex relaion between patriarchy, state authority,
and the private household, as has been exempliied in the longstanding challenges faced by atempts to
protect women and children from domesic violence.
The Convenion’s accompanying Recommendaion No. 201 is a non-binding instrument that ofers pracical
guidance for the strengthening of naional law and policies on domesic work. Recommendaion No. 201
builds on the provisions of Convenion No. 189 and serves as a source of guidance for member states with
regard to measures they may take to apply Convenion No. 189. It contains guidance on several maters
not addressed by the Convenion, including policies and programmes for the professional development of
domesic workers, work-life balance, provisions regarding staisical data, and internaional cooperaion in
a number of areas, including with regard of the protecion of the rights of domesic workers employed by
diplomaic personnel.

1.4 Domestic work and migration
The provisions of Convenion No. 189 apply to all domesic workers, including migrant domesic workers.
In addiion, Convenion No. 189 explicitly addresses the situaion of migrant women in its provisions.
This is criical because migrant women are paricularly vulnerable in private households and regularly
ind themselves excluded from labour protecions not only because of the sector they work in, but also
on the basis of their ciizenship or their immigraion status. For migrant workers, private homes may be
considered a good place to work precisely because of the lack of state oversight, but this lack of oversight
also has the potenially unintended efect of making it extremely diicult for domesic workers to report
abuse and exploitaion. Migrant women who are the vicims of domesic violence can be made even more
vulnerable because of anxieies about immigraion status and residence rights for themselves and family
members, which can compound reluctance to approach the authoriies for assistance (paricularly when
the migrant is of irregular status).
In diferent countries across the world, migrant domesic workers live in the shadows of two bodies of law:
labour law and immigraion law. Both almost always exclude – or diferenially include – migrant domesic
workers. Caught between these two laws, migrant domesic workers may ind themselves working but not
as “workers”. They may be excluded from labour protecions as “not workers” at the same ime as being
found in breach of immigraion controls because they are “working”. Moreover, in migraion policy lowskilled workers are oten regarded as undesirable and compeing with low-skilled ciizens for jobs. If not
forbidden from entry, they tend to be subject to restricive provisions, with ime limitaions on their visa
or work permits that make it diicult to access ciizenship or permanent residence. The designaion of
domesic work as low-skilled therefore shapes the legal protecions and possibiliies for migrant domesic
workers in very paricular ways.
To summarize, Convenion No. 189 and Recommendaion No. 201 are criical tools for giving domesic
workers, including migrant domesic workers, respect and recogniion. Domesic workers are not only doing
certain tasks, but they are also performing paricular roles in the private household. Because domesic
work is not conceptualized as producive labour and takes place in the private space, it is oten treated as
excepional and not as “proper work”. When domesic workers are recognized as workers they are usually
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considered “low-skilled”. The exclusions – or diferenial inclusions – that this generates are given a further
dimension when domesic workers are also migrants. The next secion will consider the pariculariies of
these exclusions in the cases of Malaysia and Thailand.

1.5 A note on recruitment agencies
Employers who believe that domesic
workers should not have to pay private
recruitment agencies

52/105

Of-shore recruitment is a common measure in labour migraion regimes of countries within the Associaion
of Southeast Asian Naions (ASEAN). Such recruitment is intended to prevent undocumented migraion:
irst, the migrant must get papers and employment, and only then migrate, rather than migraing in order
to search for work. In pracice it has resulted in a booming private recruitment industry that has raised
the cost of migraion for both workers and employers. Many migrant workers use recruitment agencies
and have to pay high service fees, puing them in debt at the outset (Rangsitpol, 2014). These lending
pracices and the resultant debt set the stage for grave abuses (see HRW, 2011). Many migrant workers do
not know how to access support from the receiving state or their embassy, and only correspond through
the labour agency. This can mean that in cases of abusive employers, migrant workers will be returned to
the employer or back to their country of origin (Huling, 2012). Making maters worse, there is a lack of
enforcement against unscrupulous agencies (UN Women, 2013a).
Recruitment agencies are an important aspect of the domesic work sector in both Thailand and Malaysia.
However, this study is not focused on recruitment agencies and their role in labour abuses, as there is already
a range of research conducted on this topic (see, for example, UNIAP, 2011; Leone, 2012; HRW, 2011; Killias
2014). It is sill worth noing, irst, that in Malaysia researchers came across the pracice of agencies being
cited in legal documents as the employer of the domesic worker and then subcontracing their work out;
and second, that in Malaysia and Thailand, of the 105 employers surveyed, 52 felt that domesic workers
should not have to pay agencies, and 21 thought they should only pay in certain circumstances. Eight of the
200 domesic workers surveyed in Malaysia had their documents held by agencies.
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‘Not every employer
is bad. It depends how
you treat them.’
Kyek, a Karen domesic worker

2. Methodology
2.1 Research questions
The study responds to the following research quesions:
•
•
•
•

What are the employment and working condiions of migrant domesic workers as compared to those
laid out under naional legislaion, ILO Convenion No. 189, and relevant MOUs and ASEAN agreements?
What kinds of aitudes do diferent stakeholders, paricularly employers, have towards migrant
domesic workers?
How are migrant domesic workers represented in the press in Malaysia and Thailand?
How do domesic workers understand their employment relaionships and their futures?

2.2 Data collection techniques
This study employed a mixed methodology using both quanitaive and qualitaive data collecion tools.
In order to examine the living and working condiions of domesic workers as compared to standards in
Convenion No. 189, a small-scale face-to-face survey of 400 domesic workers was carried out. Of these
400 surveys, 200 where carried out at two sites in Thailand (Bangkok and Chiang Mai) and 200 were carried
out at two sites in Malaysia (Kuala Lumpur and Penang). In addiion, 105 employers were surveyed on
what rights they thought were suitable for domesic workers in general and for migrant domesic workers
in paricular. Fieldwork was originally planned from September 2015 to December 2015, but was extended
to the end of February 2016.
As surveys are limited when it comes to providing nuanced aitudinal data, in-depth interviews
with domesic workers and employers were also conducted to follow up on indings from the survey
quesionnaires. Paricipants for the interviews were selected from survey respondents. A total of 16 in-
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depth, semi-structured interviews – four at each research site – were carried out with migrant domesic
workers to inform the qualitaive analysis. A further 16 interviews were held with employers to explore
their aitudes and why they considered certain rights suitable or not for domesic workers.
The research was interested in idenifying good pracices through in-depth interviews with domesic
workers. For this reason, at least two (half) of the domesic workers selected for in-depth interviews at
each research site had, in the survey, described their current employer as a 'good' employer. Similarly, for
the employer interviews, the research sought to engage with those who self-ideniied as ‘good’ employers,
in order to provide ideas for beter pracice.
In addiion, four focus group discussions with employers were held, one at each research site. The focus
group discussions were moderated by the principal invesigator and held in English. The aim of the focus
groups was to explore aitudes toward migrant domesic workers, media impacts, and how to expand
good pracice. Each focus group discussion was held in two parts. The irst explored the demand for
domesic workers and the challenges of being an employer, and the second discussed a newspaper aricle
on domesic workers (see table 1.)
Structured interviews with oicials were also conducted in order to get a beter understanding of the
naional poliical and policy context. In Thailand, oicials were interviewed from the Department of Labour
Protecion and Welfare (DLPW), the Department of Employment (DOE), the Social Security Oice (SSO)
and the Ministry of Social Development and Human Security (MSDHS). In Malaysia, a group interview with
government oicials was conducted. The interview was hosted by the Ministry of Human Resources (MOHR)
and included paricipants from the Labour Oice (Foreign Workers Division), the Immigraion Department,
the Home Afairs Department, and the Women’s Department. Interviews were also conducted with the
Indonesian Embassy in Kuala Lumpur, and the Indonesian Consulate in Penang.
To determine if a correlaion or relaionship is evident, a qualitaive and quanitaive press analysis was
carried out in addiion to the survey, interviews and focus groups, to gauge public aitudes to migrant
domesic workers.
Table 1: Domestic worker and employer research samples, by research site

Bangkok

Chiang Mai

Kuala
Lumpur

Penang

Total

100

100

100

100

400

In-depth interviews with
domesic workers

4

4

4

4

16

Surveys with employers

29

26

25

25

105

In-depth interviews with
employers

4

4

4

4

16

Focus group discussion with
employers

1

1

1

1

4

Surveys with domesic
workers
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2.3 Research sample
2.3.1 Research sites
The surveys, interviews, and focus groups were carried out across four research sites: Bangkok and Chiang
Mai in Thailand, and Kuala Lumpur and Penang in Malaysia. The capital ciies were chosen because they
have a high concentraion of domesic workers. Chiang Mai and Penang were selected because of their
high numbers of migrant domesic workers, and because there were organizaions and personal contacts
that could facilitate access to domesic workers.

2.3.2 Domestic workers
Though esimates exist, the total numbers of migrant domesic workers in Thailand and Malaysia are
unknown. This is largely because many migrant domesic workers migrate through irregular channels and
are therefore not counted in oicial staisics. The lack of data means that there is no reliable “sampling
frame” against which to construct a representaive research sample. However, in order to ensure variance,
the research aimed to survey and interview migrant domesic workers of diferent naionaliies (see table
2). In total, 400 migrant domesic workers were surveyed, 100 at each research site and 200 in each
country. All were women. The research explicitly excluded domesic workers employed by expatriates, as
expatriates oten ofer a diferent employment culture and environment, and their inclusion would have
further complicated indings across the two countries.
Table 2: Migrant domestic worker sample by country of origin
Malaysia

Thailand

Country of origin

N

%

Country of origin

N

%

Indonesia

121

60.5

Myanmar1

177

88.5

Philippines

62

31

Viet Nam

15

7.5

Cambodia

16

8

Thailand

6

3

Sri Lanka

1

0.5

Lao PDR

2

1

Total

200

100

Total

200

100

In Malaysia most of those surveyed were live-in domesic workers (see igure 1). Of the 25 domesic workers
who lived outside of their employer’s home, only six said they were working without a permit. This is
surprising given that there is an immigraion requirement to live in employer-provided accommodaion. It
suggests either that people were not being honest when asked about their legal status, or that they were in
breach of requirements without knowing it, or that they were living in employer-provided accommodaion
but not in the house where they were working.

1

11
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In Thailand, where there are no restricions on whether migrant domesic workers should live in or out of
the employer’s home, only about two-thirds of domesic workers surveyed were live-in (see igure 1). It
was comparaively more diicult to ind live-in workers in Chiang Mai than in Bangkok. This might be due
to a number of factors, including the lower cost of living in Chiang Mai, shorter commuing distances, and
the existence of a larger and stronger network of migrant workers, all of which makes living out easier.
Furthermore, many migrant workers in Chiang Mai have migrated as family units and prefer to live together.
Figure 1: Migrant domestic worker sample by live-in status
Live-in

Live-out

Unknown

Malaysia

Thailand
1.5%

3

0.5%

1

12.5%

25

86%

132

172

67
33.5%
66%

Approximately ten per cent of the Malaysian sample and 25 per cent of the Thai sample may be
undocumented (see table 3). It should be emphasized that this is not representaive of the populaions as
a whole. In Malaysia it is esimated that up to half of all migrant workers are undocumented (ILO, 2016a),
whereas in Thailand the number of undocumented workers is esimated to be even higher (Huguet, 2014).
Table 3: Migrant domestic worker sample by legal status, by country
Malaysia

Thailand

N

%

N

%

Regular

167

83.5

150

75

Irregular

21

10.5

50

25

Unknown

12

6

0

0

Total

200

100

200

100
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2.3.3 Employers
This study set out to survey 25 employers at each research site, or a total of 50 in each country. The aim was
to survey both male and female employers of live-in migrant domesic workers, with no restricion on how
long they had been an employer. In Thailand 29 employers in Bangkok were surveyed and 26 in Chiang Mai,
making a total of 55. Six of these respondents were male, 48 female, and one survey was completed by a
couple. Of the 50 respondents from Malaysia, 14 were male, 32 female, and four surveys were completed
by couples (see table 4). Employers did not have to belong to the majority ethnicity but they were required
to be Thai or Malaysian ciizens, and as menioned above, expatriates were excluded from the research.
Table 4: Gender breakdown of employer survey respondents, by country

Thailand

Malaysia

Total

Men

6

14

20

Women

48

32

80

Couples2

1

4

5

Total

55

50

105

2.3.4 Media
For the quanitaive media analysis, two English-language newspapers were selected: the New Straits Times
in Malaysia and The Naion in Thailand. These two newspapers were chosen due to their comparaively
high circulaion and their availability on Faciva, the internaional news and company database.3 The ime
period for analysis chosen was from 1 January 1999 to 31 December 2014, which is the maximum shared
ime between the two publicaions as archived in Faciva. In total, the dataset contained 14,196 items
comprising nearly eight million words (7,954,927).4
For the qualitaive media analysis, a number of non-English-language publicaions in Thailand and in
Malaysia were selected. Given the wide numbers of newspapers available, it was decided to focus on a few
speciic publicaions, but if a headline from another publicaion caught the research assistants’ eye it was
also included. The newspapers selected aimed to cover a range of poliical viewpoints.

2

One man and one woman.

3

Factivia aggregates content and provides access to a wide range of sources, including newspapers, journals and magazines in 28
languages.
4

The following search query was used for this study (immigrant* OR migrant* OR foreign worker* OR overseas worker* OR
domestic worker* OR servant* OR helper* OR maid* OR carer* OR nanny OR nannies OR housekeeper*) NOT (civil servant* OR
public servant* OR government servant* OR maidin OR maiden). Any item containing at least one of the query terms was retrieved.
There are a number of exceptions: (1) civil, public, or government servants are not relevant kinds of servants in this context; (2)
‘Maidin’ appears to be a sports club; and (3) ‘maiden’ is an adjective referring to an initial or irst occurrence rather than the noun
(‘maid’).
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Figure 2: Publications monitored and search terms used in qualitative press analysis in
Thailand

Publications

Languages

Thai
(72 stories)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thai Rath
Maichon
Thai Post
Bangkok Business
Daily News
Chiang Mai News
The Naion

Search terms

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Labour (raeng ngaan)
Worker (khon ngaan)
Employee (look jaang)
Foreigners (dtaang chaat)
Migrant (kaam chaat)
Alien (dtaang daao)
Servant (khon chai)
Housekeeper (mae baan)
Domesic work (ngaan baan)
Nanny (pee liang)
Old age (khon gae/poo soong aa-yu)
Take care (doo lae)

Figure 3: Publications monitored and search terms used in qualitative press analysis in
Malaysia

Publications

Languages

Search terms

English
(26 stories)

• The Star
• Malay Mail

• Migrant worker

Malay
(105 stories)

•
•
•
•

• Foreign ciizen (warga asing)
• Foreign worker (pekerja asing)

Tamil
(10 stories)

• Malaysia Nanban

• Foreigners (vellinainar)
• Foreign worker (anniya tholilalarkal)

Chinese
(17 stories)

• Nanyang Siangpau
• Oriental Daily
• Sinchew Jitpoh

• Foreign worker (wai lao)
• Illegal foreign worker (fei fa wai lao)

Berita Harian
Kosmo
Metro
Utusan Malaysia
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In Thailand, the following seven publicaions were monitored: Thai Rath, Maichon, Thai Post, Bangkok
Business, Daily News, Chiang Mai News, and The Naion. All these newspapers are available in hard copy
and on the internet. Broad search terms, such as worker or migrant, as well as terms more speciically
related to the domesic work sector were used (see igure 2), so as to ascertain that all news related to
migrant workers in Thailand was captured. The non-English-language sample covered 60 stories from 22
March 2015 to 26 February 2016. In some cases there were muliple aricles on one news story (72 aricles,
60 stories).
In Malaysia two English, four Malay, one Tamil, and four Mandarin-language newspapers were monitored
(see igure 3). There were numerous aricles on migrants in Malaysia, and it proved impossible to include
all of those available. So instead of focusing on paricular newspapers, a select coverage from a wide range
of publicaions was chosen. The sample chosen was from 5 October 2015 to 28 February 2016 and included
158 aricles in 11 outlets, all in the printed press (though some were accessed online). It should be noted
that the muli-lingual press might mean that the same story was covered twice (e.g. once in the Tamil press
and once in the Chinese press). However, the headlines of all 158 aricles suggest that all cover diferent
real world stories.

2.4 Research ethics
The study was subject to University of Oxford ethical review processes. Informed consent was sought from
all paricipants. Paricipants were given an informaion sheet explaining the project and their role in it
and that they could withdraw at any stage from the project before publicaion. The sheet guaranteed
anonymity and conideniality. Any person who disclosed experiences of abuse was referred to a group
that could ofer support.

2.5 Data analysis
2.5.1 Survey and interview data
Survey data was analysed using the IBM Staisical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). Interview data
was hand coded with atenion to the research quesions and to issues emerging from the SPSS analysis.
Qualitaive indings were also used to select variables for analysis in the SPSS data.

2.5.2 Quantitative and qualitative press analysis
For the quanitaive press analysis, the dataset was analysed using corpus linguisic methods, which are a
set of techniques that look for paterns in relaively large amounts of text. The aim was to determine if any
paterns of media representaion were discernible so that representaions could be linked to employment
pracices or aitudes held toward migrant domesic workers.
For the qualitaive press analysis, a coding sheet was completed for each selected story. This detailed the
type of coverage, the speciic word used in the aricle for “migrant” and for “domesic worker”, gender,
naionality, and “frame”. For the frame, the principle and secondary representaions of migrants were
assessed based on 14 possible descriptors. These included posiive (e.g., “hard worker”), negaive (e.g.,
“cultural threat”), and neutral (e.g., “poorly educated”) terms. “Other” was also an opion. If employers
were represented, their frames were similarly coded. Finally, the stories were also coded based on the
speakers that were directly quoted (for example, migrants, employers, police, or oicials).
The aim was to determine if any diferences in representaion could be seen between the English- and
naional-language press, though results were not expected to be conclusive. Diferences in representaion
could indicate several factors at play.
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2.6 Research terminology
This research adopts the Convenion No. 189 deiniion of “domesic worker” and uses the term to mean
any person, woman or man, engaged in domesic work who receives payment (which may include “inkind payment”) for doing so, and who considers domesic work their occupaion. One of the advantages
this deiniion has is that it does not describe domesic work purely in terms of the tasks performed.5 The
scope of this deiniion is very broad and includes, for example, gardeners, family chaufeurs, and guards in
private homes. However, while workers performing these roles were not excluded from the research, the
principle focus was on workers doing tasks such as cleaning, cooking, and care work.
The study was speciically interested in “migrant domesic workers”. Who counts as a “migrant” is far from
straighforward and is historically and naionally dependent. For the purposes of this project “migrant”
was deined as a non-ciizen, of whatever legal status. The principle focus was on people who are living
outside of their country of ciizenship, though it was decided not to exclude stateless naional minoriies
(speciically hill people in Thailand). In Thailand it was also decided to include a few ciizens who were
working in the sector and who researchers came across serendipitously.
Though the study did not atempt to sample domesic workers by legal status, quesions that made it
possible to gauge probable legal status were asked, as it is an important factor shaping migrant domesic
workers’ experiences. Legal status is not an easy concept to deine, as it does not funcion as a simple
binary. For the purposes of the research, having legal status in Malaysia was deined as having a valid
work permit, and in Thailand as either entering under an MOU or applying for the naionality veriicaion
process. The concept is discussed in further detail in the following chapter.
Domesic workers are oten disinguished by whether they live in their place of work (live-in) or in separate
independent accommodaion (live-out). The aim of this research was to survey and interview mainly livein workers, as their working experiences can difer signiicantly from those who live out. Living in exposes
domesic workers to further vulnerabiliies, including excessive working hours, excessive salary deducions
in exchange for accommodaion and food, inadequate living condiions, and limitaions to the right to
privacy and freedom of movement (ILO, 2013d). Domesic workers may also feel more dependent on their
employer, as they can end up homeless as well as unemployed if they leave their job or are dismissed (ILO,
2016a). Sill, living in can also be the preferred opion for many migrant domesic workers, as it may be
cheaper or more convenient (ILO, 2013d).

2.7 Research limitations and challenges
Although the research applied a mixed methodology, it emphasized a qualitaive approach. As a result,
the survey data was not analysed in great depth and should be interpreted as playing a supporing role
within the study. Overall, the quanitaive sample, paricularly the number of employers surveyed, was
relaively small and the resultant data should therefore be seen as indicaive rather than representaive.
Consequently the results of the employers’ survey are not given as percentages, as this could be misleading.

The deinition sharply distinguishes between domestic work as an occupation and when it is not an occupation, that is, when it
is carried out in one’s own house or in the house of a relative. In practice the borders between paid and unpaid domestic work are
extremely nebulous: domestic work is often performed unpaid in a wide variety of circumstances in return for board and lodging,
most obviously by wives and children. There are many states where children are “adopted” from relatives, often rural, to do unpaid
domestic work. Similar arrangements of work in return for food, accommodation, or protection are not conined to quasi-kinship
arrangements, and have been observed in Europe, the United States, and Canada (Anderson, 2000; Romero, 1992). The lack of
distinction between paid and unpaid domestic work can become apparent even within a single employment situation: employers
may ask for or workers may offer “favours” that are unpaid, and such arrangements may continue even after the employment
arrangement has ceased (Anderson, 2000).

5
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It proved very diicult to contact employers, and researchers therefore largely drew on their personal
contacts. As the research was paricularly interested in people who self-ideniied as 'good' employers, they
wanted to ensure that NGO workers and acivists were included in survey respondents, though this proved
easier in Thailand (N=16) than Malaysia (N=3). Contacing domesic workers was also a key challenge. In
this study, domesic workers were contacted through a number of entry points in order to capture diferent
experiences and groups, and to avoid accessing people solely through their membership in organizaions.
Despite eforts to diversify the sample, a signiicant number of workers were contacted through NGOs in
Malaysia (118) and Thailand (65). It should be noted that this will bias the sample, but it is not possible to
know precisely how. For example, workers accessed in this way may be more networked and have greater
access to support simply because they are members of organizaions, or they may have faced paricularly
diicult employers and been moivated to contact a group. For this reason, the researchers also sought to
contact domesic workers through other means (see Annex I for a full descripion of how domesic workers
were contacted).
Another challenge was ensuring variance in the sample. The aim was to sample a minimum of ten migrant
domesic workers from at least three diferent countries of origin. This proved diicult in Thailand, where
88.5 per cent of the domesic workers surveyed were from Myanmar. Access to domesic workers from
Myanmar was easier because they are informally organized – both as domesic workers and as ethnic groups
– and there are more services targeted at them, including educaion and religious services. Furthermore,
many of the research paricipants from Myanmar were from Shan State. This may have further biased the
sample, as Shan and Thai people are culturally and linguisically similar and may therefore have favourable
employment condiions compared to other migrant domesic workers. While the researchers would have
had access to a group of Filipina domesic workers, they largely worked for expatriate employers who, as
menioned, were explicitly excluded from the sample.
The two surveys were designed to be administered face-to-face by a third party, but they were also
translated into the relevant languages and could be completed independently. In pracice, they were oten
done through guided self-compleion, where the researcher advised a group of domesic workers on what
the quesions meant. This proved the most eicient form of gathering data in the ime period available.
However, it resulted in some minor limitaions in data quality for some surveys.
Regarding the quanitaive press analysis, it should be noted that as English-language publicaions, the
readership of the New Straits Times and The Naion is not likely to relect Thai and Malaysian society more
broadly. Unfortunately, it was outside the scope of this study to carry out a more comprehensive and
representaive quanitaive press analysis. However, this was at least parially miigated by an extensive
qualitaive review of the non-English-language press in both countries.
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‘If you stay in, every hour,
every minute, the boss
controls you’
Pine, a Cambodian domesic worker

3. Regional context
Domesic work and migraion are intrinsically linked. The ILO’s most current igures suggest that nearly one
in ive domesic workers are internaional migrants. The proporion of rural–urban migrants is likely much
higher (ILO, 2015c). However, trade, mobility, and muliple interacions between groups of people who
difer linguisically, culturally, or religiously is not conined to the current era of globalizaion. The study of
migraion tends to locate it as a new phenomenon, but in fact it is oten the borders and their intensive
policing that are new, rather than the movement between communiies (Wimmer and Glick-Schiller, 2002).
Migraion has become more remarked on and regulated with the solidifying of the naion state form, and
this certainly seems to be the case for Thailand and Malaysia. Before “Thailand” and “Malaysia” existed as
states, the region hosted annual migraions and stays abroad for generaions from paricular areas of China,
while people from India rouinely travelled to South-East Asia and could live there for decades if not for
the rest of their lives (Mazumdar, 2007). Focus on cross-border movements has also led to overlooking the
relaion between mobiliies that are now classed as “internal” and those that are classed as “internaional”.
Similarly, domesic work performed in the homes of non-relaives is not a new phenomenon. The situaion
of migrant domesic workers and of their employers in contemporary Thailand and Malaysia therefore
needs to be understood in terms of the deep historical roots of both migraion and domesic work in the
region, and people’s ideas of the region’s history more generally. For example, one employer explained her
reasons for not employing a Cambodian domesic worker in the following way: “I don’t really like Cambodian
workers. It might be because of the history I learned about Praya Lawak… If you ask my generaion we
heard about history and war” (Thai female employer aged 61+). Praya Lawak was a Khmer ruler who was
considered a rebel against Ayuthaya’s monarch in the late sixteenth century. The way states’ histories are
imagined has implicaions for employers’ aitudes and pracices.
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3.1 Thailand
3.1.1 Labour migration in Thailand
Thailand is now a major desinaion for migrant workers within the ASEAN region. It is esimated that there
are between 3.5 and four million migrants living in Thailand, of whom around 3.25 million are working
and approximately 1.59 million (or about half) are undocumented (Huguet et al., 2014). This mobility
has a long history. In the north-west of the country there has always been considerable movement and
trade across what is now an internaional border by minority groups. The majority of people living in
Myanmar’s Shan State are Tai-speaking and have close socio-cultural and historical ainity with people
in the north of Thailand. Historians have uncovered at least 25 lows of “migrants” from what are now 15
diferent countries of origin between the thirteenth and eighteenth centuries, including modern China,
Japan, Bangladesh, Pakistan, France, Iran, and India. The late eighteenth century onwards was marked by
organized lows of indentured male migrant workers, and signiicant numbers from China. A combinaion
of patriarchal families, gender-speciic labour demand and the restricions imposed by the Chinese local
state meant this migraion was male-dominated (Wongboonsin, 2013).
The early twenieth century saw a shit towards a more naionalisic policy, though the number of Chinese
immigrants seems to have grown during this ime, and female migraion also increased. Thailand’s irst
immigraion act B.E. 2470 (1927–28) required an 'alien' to have a certain sum of money, but in pracice
these measures were not strictly enforced and the costs of ceriicaion seems to have resulted in illegality,
promping the Government to counter with the Registraion of Aliens Act B.E. 2480 (1937–38) requiring
aliens to obtain Alien Registraion Ceriicates. These and other restricions did not reduce numbers, but
they did raise revenue (Coughlin, 1955). Coughlin observes:
The speciic legislaion enacted by the Thai Government was obviously inluenced by similar legislaion
previously enacted in the United States. Thus we ind such ideas and techniques as excludable categories
of aliens, literacy tests, and quota restricions being writen into Thai laws. The very concept of immigraion
laws and regulaion is itself an innovaion from the West. We can note further that the control of Chinese
immigraion in Thailand has coincided roughly with the period of the most drasic United States control of its
immigraion (1955, p. 236).

Strong labour demand and highly porous borders combined with this long tradiion of regional labour
mobility and networks, and for several decades large numbers of people from Cambodia, the Lao People’s
Democraic Republic, and Myanmar have moved across borders to work in Thailand. The 1978 B.E. 2521
Working of Aliens Act allowed for one-year work permits but preserved the limitaions of the 1972 Royal
Decree on reserve occupaions for Thai people, including manual work, work in agriculture, ishery,
and forestry, and construcion. However migrants now principally work in agriculture, manufacturing,
construcion, isheries, and domesic work – precisely the sectors that were supposed to be reserved for
Thai people (Huguet, 2014). The Act was revised in 2008 to relect this, and no longer includes domesic
work as a sector reserved only for Thai workers.
By the 1990s Thailand had become a net receiving country for internaional labour migrants but without an
established migraion management system. In response to labour shortages and undocumented migraion,
short-term amnesies were ofered, and in 1992 Thailand began to issue migrant worker cards to persons
from Myanmar working on the Thai/Myanmar border. These measures did not give full legal status or
labour protecions to migrant workers, and it became clear that a more sustainable approach was required.
Following a regional consultaion in 1999, the Bangkok Declaraion on irregular migraion was adopted with
the support of 19 states in Asia and the Paciic. This emphasized the importance of interstate cooperaion
and established the basis for the signing of three bilateral MOUs between Thailand and Myanmar, Thailand
and Cambodia, and Thailand and the Lao People’s Democraic Republic in 2002 and 2003. In December
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2015 a new MOU with Cambodia was signed (ILO, 2015a).1
The MOUs set out cooperaion under the following objecives: employment; repatriaion; protecion
of workers’ rights; and prevenion of and acion against illegal border crossing, traicking, and illegal
employment. However, the focus has been very much on admissions, prevenion of irregularity, and
repatriaion, with much less atenion paid to the protecion of migrant workers (ILO, 2015a). Under the
MOUs, workers are recruited in their countries of origin and, having fulilled the necessary criteria and
documentaion, migrate legally to work in Thailand. The MOUs are for temporary stay only, with permits
for an iniial two-year period that can be renewed up to a limit of four years. Workers are ied to their
employer for their irst two years, with no possibility of changing employer without losing their legal status
except in the most necessary situaions. Such situaions include cases where the employer dies, becomes
insolvent, breaches the rights of the workers, commits a violent act, or does not act in accordance with
labour protecion laws (ILO, 2015a). Having completed the maximum contract of four years, workers must
return to their country of origin and wait for 30 days before being eligible to reapply under the MOU.2
The numbers of migrant workers with valid work permits who have entered Thailand through the MOU
process is relaively low (see table 5). Unfortunately, the oicial work permit and MOU data is not
disaggregated by sector of work, so it is impossible to determine the numbers of domesic workers coming
to Thailand through the MOU process. Furthermore, though migrant workers need to be sponsored by an
employer to obtain a valid work permit, many domesic worker employers do not register their workers as
they do not consider themselves “employers”. These factors mean that domesic workers do not show up
in the oicial staisics. Further, domesic workers were likely not considered in the design of the systems
to regularize migrant workers, speciically the MOU processes, so while there is an atempt to track migrant
data, domesic workers are overlooked.
Table 5: Number of migrant workers with valid work permits who have entered Thailand
through the MOU process (July 2016)
Nationality

Male

Female

Total

Myanmar

105 243

62 886

168 129

Cambodia

77 948

54 494

132 442

Lao PDR

17 454

17 511

34 965

Total

200 645

134 891

335 536

Source: Oice of Foreign Workers Administraion, Department of Employment, Ministry of Labour.

The legality of migraion of domesic workers from the Lao People’s Democraic Republic and Myanmar
is unclear, but it is clearly taking place (ILO, 2015a). For instance, the Myanmar Government has arguably
suspended MOU migraion for domesic work through media statements and by not including explicit
provisions for domesic workers in the MOU with Thailand, but there has been no formal suspension enacted
by legislaive instrument or policy. In our sample of domesic workers, three women born in Myanmar
claim to have entered Thailand under the MOU. Similarly, in the Lao People’s Democraic Republic, the
The new MOU between Cambodia and Thailand was signed in December 2015 and was not operational at the time of ield
research. Additional MOUs between Thailand and the Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Myanmar, and Viet Nam have also been
agreed since ield research concluded.

1

2

This is stated for instance in Article 6 of the Agreement on the Employment of Workers between the Royal Thai Government and
the Republic of the Union of Myanmar, 24 June 2016.
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decree governing labour migraion prohibits workers from migraing into professions that do not “broadly
develop skills and/or technical knowledge, are contrary to tradiion, culture and law or are dangerous to
the health and safety of workers” (ILO, 2015a). Lao Government oicials have indicated that domesic
work is generally seen as such a profession, but no formal ban has been insigated. According to interviews
conducted with the Thai Department of Employment for this study, domesic work is an important sector
for Lao people entering under MOUs, a statement that is not enirely evident in oicial data.
Alongside the MOUs that facilitate legal entry, Thailand has put into place a Naionality Veriicaion (NV)
system. This atempts to deal with the presence of large numbers of undocumented workers. The process
is employer-driven and migrant workers cannot apply without employers’ support. Migrant workers from
Cambodia, the Lao People’s Democraic Republic, and Myanmar who are residing and working irregularly
in Thailand as a consequence of illegal entry can register with the Thai authoriies to paricipate in the
process. Those registered can obtain a “pink card” and a work permit for one year (extended in 2016 to
two years), but they are only semi-regularised and have extremely limited rights. They are ied to their
employer and their mobility within Thailand is restricted.3 If a domesic worker leaves their employer, the
employer has an obligaion to report this to the Department of Employment, though in pracice this rarely
happens. Once the workers are registered, they are required to have their naionality veriied by their state
of origin, ater which they can receive permission to stay and work for four years (extended to eight years
in 2016). The number of migrants who completed NV processes by 2013 was 860,000, of whom 730,000
came from Myanmar (ILO, 2015a, p. 15).4 Registraion for NV does not in itself give permission to stay
and there are large numbers sill in process. There are also signiicant numbers of people who have not
registered, including people put of by the ime, complexiies, and costs, and those not supported by their
employer. There are also groups who are not eligible because their ciizenship is not recognized by their
country of origin, such as people from Myanmar who self-idenify as Rohingya. In 2014 the Internaional
Organizaion for Migraion (IOM) esimated that approximately one million workers remained unregistered
(Huguet, 2014). Thus it is important to understand migraion status in Thailand as a coninuum rather
than a legal/undocumented dichotomy, moving from undocumented, through to NV registered, and on to
legally registered temporary residents. In February 2016 a new MOU was signed between Myanmar and
Thailand that promised to expedite the NV process, including by establishing six naionality veriicaion
centres for workers from Myanmar working in Thailand.
According to the Alien Working Act B.E. 2551 (2008), if a Thai person is found to be employing an
undocumented migrant they are subject to a ine of between 10,000 and 100,000 Thai baht (THB)
(approximately US$279.41–2,794.075) per undocumented worker (Secion 54). The undocumented worker
can be ined up to THB100,000 and be given a prison sentence of up to ive years (Secion 51). According
to the study’s interviews with government oicials, in pracice employers are usually ined THB10,000 per
worker, while the worker is ined THB2,000 (US$55.88) and imprisoned only if they cannot pay. There is no
speciic data available on such sancions in the context of domesic workers.

3.1.2 Labour law and social security protections in Thailand
The key piece of general labour legislaion in Thailand is the 1998 Labour Protecion Act (LPA) (amended
in 2008). Under this legislaion it was possible to interpret domesic workers as a category of employee,
but Secion 22 stated that along with agricultural work, sea ishing, transportaion, and other work as
prescribed in royal decrees, domesic work could be subject to labour protecion that difers from that

3

In some sectors recruitment agencies act as proxy employers, registering migrant workers and subcontracting them out to
employers (ILO, 2013c, p. 37). How this might apply in the case of migrant domestic workers is not known.
4

The large proportion of people from Myanmar is particularly striking given that, in contrast to the authorities of Cambodia and the
Lao People’s Democratic Republic who sent out mobile teams to issue temporary passports, until 2015 the Government of Myanmar
required migrants to return to Myanmar to collect their documents.
5

The United Nations exchange rates from February 1st 2016 are used for all conversions from THB and Malaysian Ringgit (MYR) to
US$.
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provided in the Act. A Ministerial Regulaion issued that same year speciically excluded LPA applicaion to
domesic workers (or at least those not working in commercial businesses) with respect to crucial working
condiions, including minimum wage, weekly days of, working ime, and the provision of basic welfare
services such as drinking water, toilets, and basic medical care. The LPA coninued to apply to domesic
workers with respect to the minimum requirement of six days of per year. In 2012, the Thai Government
introduced the Ministerial Regulaion on the Protecion of Domesic Workers that amended the regulaion
of 1998 and extended more enitlements to domesic workers – though not the full LPA enitlements
(ILO, 2013b; Rangsitpol, 2014). Under this regulaion, all domesic workers were granted the right to a
weekly rest day, tradiional public holidays, up to 30 working days of sick leave a year, and payment of
unused leave. These were to be recognized even without a writen contract. The general minimum age for
admission to employment (15 years old) was made applicable to domesic workers (Rangsitpol, 2014). A
domesic worker who has worked for a single employer for one year without interrupion is enitled to at
least six working days of annual holiday with pay. Domesic workers must be paid at least once a month,
unless otherwise agreed with the worker. Therefore, in some respects Thai legislaion became more
closely aligned with the requirements of Convenion No. 189. However, domesic workers coninue to be
excluded from working-hour limitaions; overime compensaion; the majority of provisions regarding the
employment of young workers; maternity leave and protecions (including protecion against terminaion
of contract upon pregnancy); and minimum wage protecion (ILO, 2013b). Furthermore, enforcement of
labour protecions is a serious issue, one that is especially marked for migrant domesic workers. It has
been argued that only about 20 per cent of employers actually comply with the regulaion (Bangkok Post,
2015).
The Social Security Act B.E.2533 (1990) (SSA), as amended in 1999 (third amendment), deined an employee
enitled to coverage as “a person agreeing to work for an employer in return for wages irrespecive of
designaion, but excluding an employee who is employed for domesic work which does not involve a
business” (Secion 5). In 2015, the fourth amendment of the Act removed the explicit exclusion of domesic
workers from the deiniion, but the Royal Decree issued by virtue of the Act sill excludes “employees of a
natural person whose work does not involve business”. The process of amending subordinated laws to be
in line with the Act is ongoing.
Under Secion 33 of the SSA, employees are enitled to seven beneits: injury or sickness, death, invalidity,
maternity, child allowance, old age pension, and unemployment. The Government and employers both
contribute to this fund. Secion 33 employees who move into the informal sector can become insured
persons voluntarily under Secion 39, as long as they have paid contribuions under Secion 33 for no less
than 12 months. Secion 39 enitles such workers to all beneits except unemployment. Though it is not
stated explicitly, migrant workers are efecively excluded from coverage under Secion 39 as their stay in
Thailand is ied to a speciic employer. A person may also voluntarily insure themselves under Secion 40,
which enitles them to certain beneits depending on their monthly contribuion. Persons contribuing
THB100 ($2.79) per month are enitled to compensaion for non-work related illness and injury, invalidity,
and death. For persons contribuing THB150 ($4.19) per month, beneits include the three aforemenioned
plus old age pension. The Government’s contribuion is not obligatory under Secion 40. Whether domesic
workers should be eligible for Secion 33 or Secion 40 coverage has been the subject of prolonged debate.
At the ime of research this was a topic sill under discussion with the Social Security Oice, which is
conducing a study to determine the scope and need for social security protecion for domesic workers,
and the demand from employers to include domesic workers under this scheme (SSO, 2016).
Whatever the results of this future study, Social Security Oice oicials interviewed for this research stated
that in order for workers to access Secion 40 insurance beneits they will have to have Thai naionality or
an idenity card issued to ethnic minoriies from the highlands and their children (someimes known as a
‘hill tribe card’).6 Migrant domesic workers are therefore excluded.7 Instead, migrant workers who have

6

Interview at Social Security Ofice, Bangkok 16 December 2015

The ILO recommends that domestic workers should be included under Section 33 of the SSA. This would be particularly beneicial
for migrant domestic workers, as Section 33 also covers migrant workers (though only those who have migrated through regular
channels)..
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completed the registraion phase of the NV scheme are required to register under the Migrant Health
Insurance Scheme (MHIS), which includes an annual health check-up and medical insurance. The annual
fee for this is THB2,100 (US$58.90). Employers are generally required to register workers and contribute
to the Workmen’s Compensaion Fund in the case of accidents at work, but in the case of migrants this is
dependent on their legal status. Regardless of their legal status, migrant domesic workers are completely
excluded from this protecion.
Together, the Network of Domesic Workers in Thailand, the ILO, and HomeNet have recently developed a
model contract for domesic workers that relects the rights of workers under Convenion No. 189 in the
context of Thailand and the minimum standards required by Thai law.8 It is an important potenial training
tool for both domesic workers and employers.

3.2 Malaysia
3.2.1 Labour migration in Malaysia
Malaysia, like Thailand, has a long history of migraion. Pergi merantau, to leave one’s home with no
compulsion to return, was “deeply rooted in the cultures of the region and pre-dated the formaion of
states” (Wang, 1985, p. 45). Populaions were luid and highly mobile for the purposes of kin, trade, and
adventure. Over centuries people from what is now known as China and India also travelled to and setled
in the Peninsula. Warfare, trade, and scholarly exchange oiled the movement between Aceh and the Malay
Peninsula, even ater the Anglo–Dutch border between Borneo and the Straits of Malacca was demarcated
in the treaty of 1824. The Javanese too had centuries of connecions with what is now Malaysia (McGahan,
2008).
Malaysia’s current border regime and ethnic idenity poliics have to be understood within the context
of the Briish colonial legacy. Britain deployed indirect rule in the protectorate of Malaya and insituted
far reaching economic policies that required large numbers of migrant workers. Large plantaions and in
mines were established and a migrant labour force from China, India, and Indonesia was developed. Under
the Briish, many small holders from Indonesia entered and setled in Malaysia idenifying as “Malays”
(Kahn, 2006). The early twenieth century saw massive migraion to the Peninsula:
There were three main explanaions for this demographic transformaion: the policy of unrestricted immigraion;
the need to ensure a planned and regulated migrant labour supply; and the need to avoid over-dependence
on any one group. Unrestricted migraion and the policy of favouring Indonesians meant that the Indonesian
migrants (who also came as agriculturalists), invariably setled in Malaya (Kaur, 2009, pp. 283–284).

The 1864 Banishment Ordinance was used to control the movement of Chinese poliical acivists, but the
irst piece of immigraion law was the Immigraion Restricion Ordinance (IRO) (1928). The ordinance was
largely aimed at the Chinese and allowed the Governor of the Straits Setlements to restrict mobility “for
the purposes of performing domesic or manual labour whenever the inlux of immigrants threatened
unemployment, economic distress, or was not in the public interest” (Parmer, 1960, as cited in Kaur, 2009,
p. 286).
The Aliens Ordinance replaced the IRO in 1933. It was designed to regulate the admission of aliens, and
again was targeted at the Chinese, as Indians were not aliens but Briish subjects (Kaur, 2009). Indonesian
labour migraion coninued to be encouraged. The 1953 Immigraion Ordinance (enacted during the
Malayan Emergency) laid down for the irst ime speciicaions by naionality and occupaion, emphasising
the importance of migrants’ skills. Malaysia’s irst substanial immigraion legislaion as an independent

8
The contract can be accessed at the International Domestic Workers Federation (IDWF) website http://www.idwfed.org/
myfairhome/download/employment-contract/thailand [accessed 27 October 2016]
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state was the 1959 Immigraion Act covering admissions, visas, and deportaion. However, immigraion
from Indonesia in paricular was relaively unrestricted unil the 1980s. This decade saw the introducion
of more formalized measures, including MOUs with Indonesia (1984) and the Philippines (1985) governing
migraion for domesic work.
The situaion of migrant domesic workers in contemporary Malaysia carries legacies of Briish colonialism
shaped by immigraion regimes and cultures that characterized paid domesic work as gendered and
ethnicized. Immigraion rules from the 1930s onwards also contributed to this by encouraging the migraion
of Chinese women to work as either amahs or mui tsais9 (Chin, 2005, p. 264). Domesic work had also been
performed by rural–urban migrants, but by the 1970s it was proving diicult to ind Malaysian ciizens
prepared to be live-in domesic workers. Urbanizaion, industrializaion, and the decline of extended families,
combined with new economic opportuniies for women, both created a demand for domesic workers and
ightened naional supply. As with Thailand, a signiicant leap in numbers of migrants working in the sector
became marked in the 1990s. In 1991 the Malaysian Government introduced the Comprehensive Policy
on the Recruitment of Foreign Workers. The Policy was intended as a temporary measure in response to
labour shortages (Nah, 2012), but today Malaysia is a signiicant employer of low-waged migrant labour,
atracing labour from across the region. Like Thailand, it began to draw up MOUs with other states in the
region in the early 2000s, and by 2013 it was hosing some 2.5 million migrants, about 1 million of them
women. These migrants come from a range of countries, with Indonesia, Bangladesh, Myanmar, and Nepal
as the top four countries of origin (ILO, 2015b).
The Immigraion Department disinguishes between “expatriates” (pegawai dagang), “foreign workers”
(pekerja asing), and “foreign domesic workers” (pembantu rumah asing). Expatriates are given visas for
key, execuive, or highly skilled posts for a maximum of ten years. They must earn a minimum of 5,000
Malaysian ringgit (MYR) (about US$1,188.92) per month and have a two year employment contract.10
Individuals classiied as “foreign workers” are permited to work in manufacturing, plantaions, agriculture,
construcion, and services. Foreign workers can only come from approved source countries and may be
limited to certain sectors by gender.11 Employers of foreign workers must apply for a migrant quota and post
a security bond that is forfeit should the worker abscond. The amount of the bond varies by naionality,
from MYR250 ($59.45) for Indonesian naionals to MYR1,500 ($356.68) for Vietnamese naionals. Unlike
expatriates, foreign workers are not permited to be accompanied by spouses, and they are also prohibited
from marrying Malaysian ciizens. They must be aged between 18 and 45 and pass a medical examinaion.
Their visa is valid for 12 months but can be extended on an annual basis (for a fee depending on naionality)
for up to ten years.
Foreign domesic workers – or “helpers” (FDH) as they are described on the English-language page of
the Immigraion Department website – must be women aged between 21 and 45 and come from a list of
approved countries (Cambodia, India, Indonesia, the Lao People’s Democraic Republic, the Philippines,
Sri Lanka, Thailand, Viet Nam). They must have passed a medical test at a clinic registered with the foreign
workers medical screening board (FOMEMA), which includes screening for human immunodeiciency virus
infecion, sexually transmited diseases, and pregnancy, as sipulated by the Ministry of Health. The worker
must pay for the health check, and it costs men approximately MYR190 ($45.18) and women MYR200
($47.56). Women must pay extra for the pregnancy test. The medical examinaion must be undertaken
within 30 days of registraion and arrival. Foreign domesic workers must live in employer-provided
accommodaion. The visa is valid for one year and extensions are possible on an annual basis as long
as the FOMEMA medical is passed. The employer must either have a child under 15 years old or sick

9
The amahs were migrants from Canton who worked for European and wealthy Eurasian and Chinese families; the mui tsais were
bonded labour, often teenagers or even pre-teens who as well as domestic workers could become the mistress of the master or the
sons of the household.
10
For further details see http://www.imi.gov.my/index.php/en/main-services/expatriat/additional-information.html [accessed 02 Feb
2016].
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For further details see http://www.imi.gov.my/index.php/en/main-services/foreign-worker [accessed 02 Feb 2016].
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parents, and have a minimum net income of between MYR3,000-5,000 ($713.40-1,188.90) a month. The
range in minimum incomes is ied to the naionality of the domesic worker; for example, if employing
an Indonesian domesic worker, the employer must earn a minimum of MYR3,000 ($713.40), if a Filipina,
MYR5,000 ($1,188.90). Muslim employers are permited to hire only Muslim workers. Since 2002 irregular
migrants and their employers are subject to mandatory whipping of up to six strokes of the cane.

3.2.2 Labour law and social security protections in Malaysia
The Employment Act of 1955 is the foundaional piece of employment law in Malaysia. It established the
basic relaionship between an employer and an employee and sets out basic rights regarding holidays,
wages, sick leave, overime, etc. The Act deines the working week as 48 hours with a maximum of
eight working hours per day and six working days per week. There are special provisions for women in
the industrial and agricultural sectors, including prohibiions on working between 10 p.m. and 5 a.m.,
or commencing work without having had a period of 11 consecuive hours of rest. Criically, the 1955
Employment Act (also enacted while Malaya was under Briish rule and during the Malayan Emergency)
deined a domesic servant, but excluded them from the majority of the rights and beneits associated
with employment (except with respect to the rights and obligaions to the appropriate noice period upon
terminaion of employment). The Act speciically excludes domesic workers from maternity beneits, rest
days, and working hour limitaions. In 2009 Malaysia’s Minister of Human Resources announced that the
Employment Act would be amended to allow for a mandatory weekly rest day for domesic workers, but
this has not materialized. Domesic workers are also excluded from the minimum wage, introduced in May
2012 at MYR900 ($214.00) per month. This minimum wage applies to regular migrants as well as Malaysian
ciizens, but not to domesic workers regardless of their ciizenship.
While the 1951 Employee Provident Fund (EPF), the major social programme for the workforce, does not
directly exclude domesic workers or migrant workers, their employers are not obligated to contribute to the
fund. All migrant workers were excluded from the Employee Social Security Ordinance 1969 that provides
protecion in the event of injury or death, but they are covered by the 1952 Workmen’s Compensaion Act.
This Act requires employers to take out a ceriied insurance policy to cover compensaion, medical, and
rehabilitaion costs. However, the First Schedule of the Act sipulates that an employee does not include a
“person employed exclusively in the work or in connecion with the work, of a private dwelling house”, and
while the Act has been amended, this sipulaion sill holds.
The employment condiions of migrant domesic workers are largely regulated through addiional condiions
on employers and workers imposed via immigraion requirements and through MOUs. According to
condiions sipulated on the Immigraion Department of Malaysia’s (IDM) website, FDH must be assigned
to domesic chores (not including washing cars) and “room ameniies/accommodaion provided for the
FDH must be equipped with basic faciliies. The FDH should be given nutriious food and proper rest,
including sleeping ime” (IDM, 2016). Employers are not allowed to strike the worker. The employer must
ensure that their domesic worker does not change employment or employers.
In 2004, an MOU was signed with Indonesia seing out terms for the hiring of Indonesian domesic
workers. In 2009, highly publicized, serious cases of abuse led to the Indonesia Government applying a
two-year ban on migraion of domesic workers to Malaysia. This ban was lited ater protocol amendments
to the MOU in 2011. Some improved protecions were included, but excepions were also writen in. For
example, the amended MOU states that workers must be permited to keep their own passport, but also
inserted a paragraph staing that: “The Domesic Worker may allow and agree for the Employer to keep
his/her passport for safekeeping purposes. Such agreement shall be made in wriing. The passport shall
be returned upon request”(Aricle 6.1).12 The amended MOU requires employers give a weekly rest day,

12
The 2011 amended MOU is available at http://apmigration.ilo.org/resources/mou-between-government-of-the-republic-ofindonesia-and-the-government-of-malaysia-on-the-recruitment-and-placement-of-indonesian-domestic-workers [accessed 16 Feb
2016].
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but states, “The Domesic Worker may agree to work on his/her rest day” – though in this case the worker
must be paid an agreed amount (Aricle 5.7(c)). The MOU was widely criicized for not seing a minimum
wage and for permiing a recruitment structure that efecively facilitates indebtedness by insering a new
paragraph saying:
“The Employer may pay for the recruitment and placement fee of the Domesic Worker concerned in advance,
provided that the Employer shall be enitled to deduct the monthly wage of the Domesic Worker not exceeding
the amount of 50% of the Domesic Worker’s basic wage per month unil such advance payment is fully setled
by the Domesic Worker” (Aricle 6.6).

Indonesia’s 2009 suspension of domesic worker migraion resulted in a shortage of domesic workers,
with over 35,000 Malaysians on waiing lists for a migrant domesic worker (Gooch, 2011). Recruiters
consequently turned to Cambodia as an alternaive, substanially increasing the number of Cambodian
domesic workers in Malaysia. However, as the Indonesian suspension was lited, a ban from Cambodia
was imposed. The Cambodian suspension was lited in December 2015 with the signing of a new MOU.
Exploitaion of domesic workers is a key issue that the MOUs have sought to address, with Cambodia,
Indonesia, and the Philippines all haling deployment at various points. While increasing protecion for
some groups of domesic workers in Malaysia, a fundamental problem with using these agreements as an
instrument for change is that they apply on the basis of naionality rather than for the sector as a whole.
Therefore, they can have the unintended efect of insituionalizing discriminatory pracices towards
domesic workers of certain naionaliies, rather than enabling the more egalitarian improvements that
could be achieved through naional legislaion (ILO, 2016a).
To beter regulate the employment of domesic workers in Malaysia, the MOHR has proposed new legislaion
enitled the Regulaion (Terms & Condiions of Employment) on Domesic Servants 2014. However, the
new law has been criicized due to a lack of transparency in its development process. In paricular, the
consorium of civil society organizaions working under the framework of the Domesic Workers Campaign
Coaliion have stated that they were not adequately consulted during the drating process. They have voiced
strong concerns that the new regulaion being formulated will not provide domesic workers with labour
protecions equal those aforded to workers in other sectors – as is implied by the coninuing reference to
domesic workers as “servants” within the provisions of the drat regulaion (ILO, 2016a).

3.3 Conclusion
While Malaysia and Thailand are both important desinaions for migrant domesic workers, the two
countries approach this group of workers in very diferent ways. In Thailand, while there are increasing
numbers of internaional migrants, there have in the past been signiicant numbers of Thai domesic
workers. Consequently, labour law is more relevant than immigraion law with regard to the ways in
which migrant domesic workers are controlled, governed, and made visible to the state. By contrast, in
Malaysia, immigraion law is the principle instrument of governance for domesic work, with labour as
a secondary focus. While respecing the very diferent cultures and histories that inform the contrasing
legislaive frameworks in the two countries, it should be possible to draw some interesing lessons by
comparing the outcomes of these diferent approaches. However, what is clear is that much needs to
be done to bring the legal frameworks and MOUs shaping the employment and working condiions of
migrant domesic workers into line with the minimum standards of Convenion No. 189. The abuse and
exploitaion someimes experienced by migrant domesic workers is not solely due to individual bad
employers; legislaive frameworks and labour and migraion policies also contribute by creaing a context
enabling such behaviour.
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‘I told them jokingly about
day of ‘Mae, you have to
give three/four days of a
month.’ … She laughed and
that’s it’
Neung, a Lao domesic worker

4. Attitudes to migration
and demand for domestic
workers in Thailand and Malaysia
There are muliple factors that structure the experiences of migrant domesic workers. As discussed above,
the employment relaion must be understood within a paricular historical and legal context, but public
aitudes and the nature of demand for domesic work also afect employment relaions. These elements
are all interrelated and there is no simple causal relaion between them. This chapter will irst consider press
coverage and public aitudes to migraion in Thailand and Malaysia, and then unpack the nature of the
“need” for domesic workers in this context. It will then move, in the following chapter, to an examinaion
of the understandings of the employment relaion.

4.1 Press coverage and public attitudes to migration in Thailand
and Malaysia
Over the last 20 years, the depicion of migrant domesic workers in the media has caused concern for
advocates in both Thailand and Malaysia. In Malaysia in the 1990s, Filipina and Indonesian domesic
workers were consistently portrayed as thieves and prositutes on the one hand, and as vicims of physical
and sexual assault on the other (Chin, 1997). In a later paper, Chin (2003) argued that a hosile media
discourse framing migraion in terms of security threats permeates Malaysian society and presents migrant
domesic women as a potenial threat to the Malaysian general public. In Thailand, Ali (2015) claims media
and news reports remain a primary source of informaion, and the negaive public percepions toward
migrants are inluenced by negaive messages in the media. Sunpuwan and Niyomsilpa (2012) found the
newsprint media oten use pejoraive language and describe migrants in terms of threats to social order,
carriers of diseases, and burdens and drains on the labour market and health services.
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A four-country ILO study conducted in 2011 found that there was more knowledge and posiive aitudes
towards migrants in the Republic of Korea and Singapore than in Malaysia and Thailand (Tunon and Baruah,
2012). The authors noted that the disincion between regular and irregular migrants mapped onto ideas
of who was deserving and undeserving of certain rights. The study found that in Thailand nearly 80 per
cent of local respondents believed that migrants commit “a high number of crimes”, and in Malaysia this
igure was over 80 per cent. Moreover, in Malaysia, about three-quarters of respondents thought migrants
were threatening the country’s culture and heritage. The Thai Government has at imes mirrored this kind
of language. Notably, Thailand’s Ministry of Labour launched a controversial public awareness campaign
that equated migrant workers with poisonous snakes (O’Kane, 2001 cited in Thanasombat, 2004).
Aitudes to issues like migraion can vary signiicantly by diferent segments of the populaion, so one
must be cauious of claiming insights into homogenous “public aitudes”. Moreover, it is important not to
simplify the relaion between press coverage and public aitudes more generally. While it may be temping
to accuse the press coverage of having a negaive impact on aitudes towards migrants, press coverage
can relect as much as shape aitudes. Newspapers, and media more generally, are compeing in markets
and using stories to sell newspapers, rather than necessarily seeking to inluence their readership (though
government inluence on the media should also be taken into account). Finally, the newspaper industry is
only one of many media outlets, and arguably it is one that is decreasing in scope compared to television,
radio, and of course, social media.
In order to uncover public aitudes to migrant workers, a qualitaive and quanitaive analysis of press
coverage of migraion issues in Thailand and Malaysia was conducted. The quanitaive analysis was of
two English-language newspapers, the New Straits Times (Malaysia) and The Naion (Thailand) (see box 4).
The publicaions were analysed for frequencies of terms and for modiiers. Frequency analysis provides an
overview of how oten a selected term has appeared in each newspaper or during certain ime periods,
which can suggest a measure of saliency. Modiiers are words that describe another word and add detail
to objects or people. Usually, these can be thought of as adjecives. For example, the word “illegal” can be
a modiier of “immigrant”, as can the words “Indonesian”, “undocumented”, “economic”, or “skilled”. By
systemaically totalling up all instances where a target word has a modiier atached to it, it is possible to
see which words typically describe that target word in a large amount of text. Examples of this technique
can be found in Blinder and Allen (2016).

Box 4:
Description of publications for quantitative study
The New Straits Times is the largest mass circulation English-language newspaper published in
Malaysia with a daily circulation of approximately 68,000. It is part of Media Prima Berhad, the leading
media company in Malaysia, and maintains a politically right-wing and conservative editorial line.
The Nation is an English-language newspaper with a circulation of 60–80,000. It is owned by The
Nation Multimedia Group. In 2008 The Nation recast itself as a business newspaper. Its target audience
is English-speaking upper and upper-middle class Thais, and it maintains a conservative editorial line.

4.1.1 Salience of migrant workers, 1999–2014
In the charts and tables that follow, the results are reported in normalized terms. Normalizaion refers
to any process that takes into account the fact that diferent newspapers may publish diferent amounts
of coverage. In these cases, simply reporing the raw frequencies of modiiers might give the incorrect
impression that one newspaper uses a term more oten than another newspaper, when in fact there
simply may be more coverage generally. The analysis reports two kinds of normalized igures. The irst
is “occurrences per 1,000 items”. This takes the number of items that each newspaper published about
migrant workers into account, as well as the possibility that one newspaper may publish longer aricles
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than the other. The second is “occurrences per 1 million words”. This is a similar measure to the irst, but
instead accounts for the overall amount of text rather than aricles. Both techniques are commonly used in
linguisic research (see Gabrielatos and Baker, 2008).
How salient have migrant workers been in the two publicaions over ime? Figure 4 displays the total
number of items in each publicaion menioning at least one of the query terms, broken down by each of
the 16 years in the dataset. It shows two key points. First, since 1999, the New Straits Times (Malaysia) has
published 47 per cent fewer aricles menioning migrants or domesic workers – from 673 items in 1999
to 357 in 2014. Meanwhile, The Naion (Thailand) published 342 per cent more aricles menioning these
groups over the same period – increasing from 148 items in 1999 to 654 in 2014. Second, although there
have been some short-term reversals of these trends, they remain in place over the whole 16 years. In
fact, The Naion overtook the New Straits Times in 2011. While interesing to observe this comparison, it
is impossible to conclusively say that these overall levels solely relect how salient migrant workers are in
each press outlet. For example, it could be that the New Straits Times simply has become smaller and is just
publishing fewer aricles in general. What this inding does show, however, is that—for whatever reasons—
the frequency with which migrant workers are menioned in each publicaion has changed dramaically
since 1999. It is not possible to say the extent to which this is relects or shapes public aitudes, but it is
indicaive of the context that migrant workers in general must negoiate.
Figure 4: Number of items mentioning migrant workers, by publication, 1999–2014
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4.1.2 Portrayals of migrant workers: Modiiers, 1999–2014
The quanitaive analysis of the New Straits Times inds that by far the most common term used to refer to
migrants is “immigrant” (3,793), followed by “foreign worker” (490) and “migrant” (182) (see igure 5). The
quanitaive analysis of The Naion found that the term most commonly used for migrant was “immigrant”
(650), followed by “migrant” (502) and “foreign worker” (166) (see igure 6). It should be noted that in the
New Straits Times “immigrant” is the most common word, but it is far less strongly the predominant term,
as the more neutral term “migrant” is also very common.
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Figure 5: Three most common words describing migrants in the New Straits Times
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Figure 6: Three most common words describing migrants in The Nation
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Figures 7 and 8 show the top ive modiiers atached with the terms “immigrant(s)” and “foreign worker(s)”
– allowing for the fact that “foreign” is already a modiier of “worker”. In both newspapers, the most
frequent modiier is “illegal”. In the New Straits Times the normalized frequency of “illegal” is nearly 13
imes as high as the next most frequent modiier. Other terms, including those describing migrant workers’
backgrounds (geographic origins, sector in which they work, personal qualiies), were used much less
frequently.
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Figure 7: Top modiiers of “immigrant(s)”, both publications, 1999–2014
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Figure 8: Top modiiers of “foreign worker(s)”, both publications, 1999–2014
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4.1.3 Changes in key portrayals over time, 1999–2014
The previous secion provided a staic snapshot of the most salient kinds of portrayals in the whole period
of 1999–2014. However, it is possible that these frequencies may be dynamic. Some of the indings are
large enough to allow analysis at the annual level.
For instance, the way in which The Naion and the New Straits Times have described “immigrants” as
a general category over ime reveals an interesing diference between the two publicaions. Overall,
“illegal” was the most common way that both publicaions described immigrants, and by quite a large
margin compared to the second-most frequent modiiers observed in the corpus. Figure 9 displays how
this frequency was distributed over 1999–2014 in the New Straits Times. The igure illustrates the relaively
consistent frequency with which this newspaper used “illegal” to describe “immigrants”: the normed
frequency, with the excepion of a spike in 2002, remains between about 600 and 1,100 instances per
1 million tokens. “Illegal” represents a quite remarkably high share of all modiiers. At no point during
the whole period does the share drop below about eight in ten instances (the lowest being 79.7 per
cent in 2000). In other words, when a reader of the New Straits Times during this period encountered an
explicit descripion of either an immigrant or immigrants, between about 80–95 per cent of the ime that
descripion would have would have included the word “illegal”.
Figure 9: “Illegal Immigrant(s)”, New Straits Times, 1999–2014 by normalized frequency
and share of all modiiers
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Compare this to the same data for The Naion, as seen in igure 10. Over the 1999–2014 period, “illegal”
as a way of describing immigrants – both in terms of normalized frequencies and the share of all modiiers
– has declined. Another notable diference is the lower share of all modiiers of “immigrants” that “illegal”
makes up: over the period, it declines from over three-quarters (76.1 per cent) of all modiiers in 2001 to
about four in 10 (42.2 per cent) in 2014. This is markedly lower than the shares seen in the New Straits
Times, suggesing that when a reader encountered an explicit descripion of an immigrant or immigrants
in The Naion during this period, they would see the term “illegal” less oten. However, 42 per cent is sill
strikingly high. As a comparison, one can consider the usage of the word “illegal” in the United Kingdom’s
press. The UK press is infamously hosile to migraion and presents a strong associaion between migraion
and criminality (Anderson, 2013). However, when the UK press explicitly described immigrants or migrants
using a speciic modiier from January 2006 to May 2015, the word “illegal” appeared far less frequently,
about 29.5 per cent of the ime (Allen and Blinder, 2013).
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Figure 10: “Illegal Immigrant(s)”, The Nation, 1999–2014 by normalized frequency and
share of all modiiers
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4.1.4 Qualitative indings – Malaysia
The resources to construct a non-English-language corpus of press coverage were not available, but an
iniial qualitaive analysis was conducted, and it supports and enriches the quanitaive indings. As noted
in Secion 2.3.4, a total of 158 aricles from the Malaysian press were analysed and the period covered for
qualitaive analysis was aricles published from 5 October 2015 to 28 February 2016.
In the Malay-language press the terminology used for “migrant” is warga asing (foreign ciizen) or pekerja
asing (foreign worker). Both of these terms are technical and associated with state policies. Pekerja asing is
the term used by the Malaysian Government, and it typically refers to migrants who are working in Malaysia
legally. By contrast, the term PATI (pendatang asing tanpa izin or “foreign visitors without permission”)
is a common abbreviaion used to refer to undocumented workers. Again this terminology is used by
immigraion authoriies in Malaysia; as is pembantu rumah (house assistant), which is the most commonly
used term to describe domesic workers. This indicates that Government policy is well embedded in media
terminology. It also supports the quanitaive indings that legal status is the principle lens through which
Malaysian society views the posiion of migrant workers.
Of the 158 Malaysian newspaper aricles analysed, 28 were on legal status and 23 were about nonimmigraion-related general criminal acivity (ive murders and two thets). Interesingly however, there
were no stories about immigrants as terrorists, nor as traickers – though smuggling of both human beings
and contraband did igure. Employers too were associated with crime, though their role was much less
frequently menioned. Of the 158 aricles, 110 had no frame for employers. In cases where employers
were menioned, 14 were concerned with levies or labour shortages and 12 described employers engaging
in some kind of criminal acivity – usually the employing of undocumented workers.
Naionality of migrants was oten menioned in the headlines. Of the aricles analysed, 36 (i.e. approximately
23 per cent) menioned speciic naionaliies, paricularly if they were associated with crime – for example:
“Operaion pledge: 17 foreign visitors without permission detained” (Utusan Malaysia, 7 Oct 2015); “Burnt
in a well, two Indonesian ciizens who killed a woman are to be jailed for 20 years (Metro, 22 Oct 2015);
“Medicine to faint mixed with lunch: A Bangladeshi man arrested” (Malaysia Nanban, 7 Oct 2015); etc. In
the consumpion of news, the headline is criically important. Oten people do not read the story beyond
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the headline, and even if they do, it is the headline that people recall. In Europe and the United States it
has been found that the combinaion of a focus on crime and the ethnic ideniicaion of suspects has an
“atribuion efect” among readers, namely: “They idenify young black males as the major criminals and
ghetoes as its major locaion” (van Dijk, 2013, p. 165). It could be hypothesized that a similar atribuion
efect may be present in Malaysia, though the ideniicaion is by naionality rather than ethnicity.
The press also relects public concern about Malaysia’s reliance on foreign workers. The naional story that
atracted most sustained atenion during the review period was the MOU with Bangladesh. In February
2016 it was reported that Malaysia and Bangladesh had signed an MOU that would bring in 1.5 million
workers from Bangladesh, with a levy per worker ixed at US$467. There was no addiional informaion
available, and the press relected concerns about the high numbers of workers and anxiety that these
workers would be doing jobs that could otherwise have been done by Malaysians.
The gender of the workers is menioned in 43 of the examples. Of these, 21 stories are about women, and
it is very striking that nearly half (ten) of all stories that explicitly menion women migrants are about sex
work, and only four are to do with domesic work. Given the numbers of domesic workers in Malaysia, the
fact that only four stories out of 158 were concerned with domesic workers is surprising.
Migrants were quoted in 15 of the stories; police in 13; and other oicials, oten government oicials, in 72
stories. The voice of government was therefore very strongly represented in the coverage.

4.1.5 Qualitative indings – Thailand
As noted in Secion 2.3.4, a total of 60 stories (72 aricles) from the Thai press were analysed and the
period covered was from 22 March 2015 to 26 February 2016. The indings below are based on the number
of stories (N=60) – i.e., real-world events covered by the press – and not the number of aricles (N=72).
In the Thai-language press the terminology for “migrant” translates to “alien labour” or “alien person”.
These terms relect oicial terminology used in both law and policy. The main law governing employment
of foreign persons and issuance of work permits in Thailand is the Alien Employment Act B.E. 2551 (2008).
The oice under the Department of Employment of the Ministry of Labour that is responsible for the
employment of foreign workers under this Act is called “The Oice of Alien Workers Administraion” in
Thai. Rules, regulaions, and manuals related to foreign workers also use the same term. Although this
oicial term applies to all non-Thai ciizens (with certain excepions), the general public understands “alien
labour” as meaning low-waged workers mostly from Cambodia, the Lao People’s Democraic Republic, and
Myanmar; while “foreigners”, farangs, or “expats” mainly refer to skilled and Western workers.
Of the 60 stories chosen from the Thai press, there were nine about migrant domesic workers, and ive of
these used the term mae baan, which might be translated as “housekeeper” and can also mean “housewife”.
This is in contrast to the English-language press, which does not usually use either “housekeeper” or
“housewife” (35 cases compared to 236 uses of “maid”). Mae baan is respecful of the domesic worker
role (unlike khon chai – “person for use” – which was used in only one outlet), though it does have “part
of the family” connotaions.
The naionality of the worker is someimes menioned in the headlines (nine stories), but usually headlines
tend to be more generic (for example, “Immigraion Bureau waded to arrest overstay foreigners – violated
seven days laws – seized more than 9,000 persons”, Thai Rath 25 Oct 2015). Of the instances where
naionality was part of the headline, three aricles menioned Myanmar naionals, three Cambodians, two
Vietnamese, and one Chinese. When it is menioned that the migrant is female (six imes), only once is she
a sex worker; the other ive imes she is a domesic worker.
As with the Malaysian press coverage, the main emphasis of the stories in Thailand is illegal status and
overstaying, with the focus very much on the arrest of the undocumented workers, rather than the
employer as employing illegally. This was the principle frame in 24 of the 60 stories. In fact, only eight
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stories were not crime-focused, and they were almost all about policies. There was atenion to sectors –
paricularly ishing, which was the focus of six stories (ten per cent of the sample), though other sectors
(poultry farming, hotels) and employers more generally were also exposed. In 14 of the stories it was the
employer who was the criminal. In contrast to Malaysia there were also a signiicant number of stories on
traicking (seven) and on smuggling. Of the 52 stories related to crime, nearly one third (18) gave numbers
of arrests, and a further three provided the value of an amount stolen, suggesing that for these stories
there is some reliance on oicial press releases.

4.1.6 Conclusions
The press coverage of migraion in both Thailand and Malaysia is heavily focused on legal status, but there
is also a connecion between “illegality” in respect to immigraion status and “illegality” in terms of criminal
acivity. As will be demonstrated below, employers too were extremely concerned about the potenial
for their domesic worker to be associated with criminal acivity. The relaion between press and public
aitudes is complex, however it is clear that both need to be tackled. Although it is temping to use these
results to claim that one country’s media is more or less “immigrant friendly”, it is important to remember
that these publicaions are not representaive of either country’s whole media environment. Furthermore,
the substanial use of the modiier “illegal”, while suggesive of a paricular stance, needs to be interpreted
alongside other factors that may not be immediately apparent from quanitaive assessment – such as
tone, seniment, or claims to other kinds of authority. But, what the results do reveal are clear diferences
in this paricular portrayal between the two English-language publicaions that merit closer follow-up.
In all the stories selected for qualitaive analysis the voices of migrants themselves are absent. Migrants
featured in only three of the more than 200 reports, and in all three instances they were paraphrased
rather than quoted directly. In contrast, police comments were given in 23 cases and other oicials
in 17. The lack of migrants’ voices in press coverage means that journalists and other actors have a
disproporionate inluence on how migrants are portrayed in the media, heightening the risk of negaive
or biased representaions. In order to change public aitudes towards migrant workers, including migrant
domesic workers, journalists should ensure that their voices are equally represented in the media. There
also needs to be increased awareness among journalists and other stakeholders on the contribuion of
migrants, including domesic workers.
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4.2 Employers’ responses to press coverage
In both Thailand and Malaysia, the employers surveyed associated migrants in general with crime, and 36
out of 105 employers felt that migrants bring crime to their country of desinaion (table 6).
Table 6: Employers’ answers to question “Do migrants bring crime to Thailand/
Malaysia?” , by country
Malaysia

Thailand

Total

Yes

19

17

36

No

12

11

23

Depends

16

25

41

Don’t know

2

1

3

Unknown

1

1

2

Total

50

55

105

The Thai employers interviewed all referred to news stories about domesic workers (oten referred to
speciically as Myanmar domesic workers) killing their employers and taking their goods. This kind of
coverage was felt to be a problem – three employers said that there was no appreciaion of what might
have been done to the worker. One person pointed out that the actual proporion of domesic workers
murdering their employers was likely to be extremely small, yet they take up a lot of column inches.
Concern was also expressed about a lack of engagement by reporters, and lack of informaion about what
employers’ responsibiliies are.
In Malaysia most of the employers interviewed referred to the case of Ms Yim Pek Ha, a former light
atendant, who severely abused an Indonesian domesic worker she employed, including burning her with
an iron and scalding her with boiling water. Ms Yim was sentenced in 2008 to 18 years in prison, and this
case seems to have made a lasing impression. The media coverage monitored for this study showed that
press had presented a number of stories about labour shortages and policy negoiaions around migrant
workers, but none of these were cited by the employers. The stories that they repeated were largely about
physical harm, whether perpetrated by an employer or by a domesic worker. Generally employers felt that
the coverage of migraion and domesic work was unbiased and accurate, in part because employers were
implicated in the poor treatment of workers.
Employers in both countries demonstrated some sensiivity to negaive media coverage about migrants
and the broader consequences of this negaive coverage. Widespread coverage of workers murdering their
employers, for example, was viewed as disproporionate, and some employers recognized that it “creates
images of migrant workers in a negaive way. When news comes out people only read the headlines” (Thai
female employer aged 61+). Employers too can be demonized: “We do hear stories about bad employers,
but some of the cases are so bad that it makes other bad pracices seem OK” (Thai focus group paricipant).
This negaive presentaion of both migrants and employers could be represented as balanced: “Of course
you know of abuse cases, where the maid is tortured… but you also hear the story of maids killing the
elderly person, or leaving children alone in the house. So you hear good and bad on both sides” (Malaysian
employer). Paricular cases seem to get stuck in people’s heads, and one Malaysian employer suggested:
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If you are talking about a markeing campaign to encourage goodness, you have to make it known… People
tend to be more atracted to negaive stuf. Like Lim Pek Ha got stuck in my head forever. Why couldn’t it be the
employer of the year or something like that?

The consequences of fear of crime and how this can be used to jusify restricive pracices will be discussed
below. Employers oten struggle to manage inequality, and it seems one way of doing this can be through
fear of being a vicim of crime. One Thai employer was refreshingly honest about his anxieies in this
regard: “They earn low wages so this makes me feel there is a possibility they will kill me. In reality that’s
not going to happen, but this is what I feel.”

4.2.1 Understanding demand for migrant domestic workers in Thailand
While there is very litle literature on the history of domesic service in Thailand, the pracice of young
people coming to work in the homes of those wealthier than them – someimes, but not always, the homes
of relaives – has a long history. Mutarak (2004) claims that the past ideology of thāt (debt bondage) and
patron client relaions created a boundary between the employers and those who perform domesic work
that coninues to have ramiicaions today. This kind of arrangement was also associated with mobility and
the pracice of the urban middle class in Thailand taking in young women from rural areas, paricularly the
north-east, and providing them with room and board in exchange for domesic work, which coninued well
into the twenieth century (Toyota, 2005).
Let’s say, since I was born I had domesic workers. Thai female employer aged 51–60

In Thailand most of our employer interviewees had been brought up by Thai domesic workers. They oten
recalled these workers with real afecion, and some were sill in touch with them: “I can remember her
face and how close I felt to her” (Thai female employer aged 61+). Toyota (2005) has analysed the shit from
the employment of Thai rural–urban female migrants to cross-border migrants beginning in the 1970s,
but becoming marked in the 1990s. Toyota atributes this shit to new and higher earning opportuniies
for Thai women, and the incompaibility of domesic work with thansamay or “modern” status. Some
of the Thai employers interviewed had themselves previously employed Thai workers, but all said that
now they could not ind Thais to do this work. A 2008 study found there coninue to be some, mostly
older Thai women who are domesic workers, usually housekeepers (Booninand, 2010). Our employer
survey conducted in Thailand found that only two people out of the ity-ive surveyed disagreed with
the statement: “Thai people do not want to be domesic workers.” They oten atributed this to improved
educaion, the atracion of factory work and the low status of domesic work: “To call someone khon tam
ngaan baan [domesic worker], no one likes that word. It is about percepion. If one asks, ‘What do you
do?’ and you answer, ‘Domesic work’… she will not be happy” (Thai female employer aged 61+). In 1999
the Thai Department of Employment iniiated a THB1.5 million ($41,911.15) programme called “Supply
of Domesic Workers 1999” as a response to a perceived shortage of “quality Thai housemaids” (Toyota,
2005). It had a major problem atracing trainees (only 329 in all), and outcomes were disappoining
because employers were not prepared to pay a wage that recognized the value of the training.
I could track the Thai. I have less trust for the migrant. I don’t know the background of the person. Thai female
employer aged 41–50
If they are migrant workers, it is diicult for us to visit their homes. There is no fundamental trust at irst. We
are scared of them and they are scared of us. Thai female employer aged 51–60

At the same ime poliical violence in Myanmar and Thailand’s relaive prosperity in relaion to its
immediate neighbours meant a coninuing low of oten undocumented people across land borders and a
ready supply of domesic workers. This facilitated an increase in the numbers of less well-of households
employing migrant domesic workers as child carers and elder carers as well as housekeepers.
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Increased demand for migrant workers has been atributed to the growing middle class and economic
expansion, dual-earning families, decline of the extended family, and gender relaions (Mutarak, 2004).
The importance of migrant domesic workers in facilitaing Thai female employment outside the house
was recognized by our interviewees, some of whom also referred to diiculies that meant other female
relaives, such as mothers and mothers-in-law, were unable to support them with childcare. However, in
our sample, 35 of 55 employers in Thailand, or about two-thirds, were working full ime outside the home
(four of these were male); 11 were working part-ime; three were full-ime household managers; and
ive were reired. This is a sampling bias, as it is likely that those not working outside the home are more
lexible and therefore more easily available for interview, but it does also indicate that increased female
labour market paricipaion is not the only reason that employers hire domesic workers. For example, one
noiceable feature of our indings is the number of workers who have responsibility for domesic animals.
Employers oten said that that one reason they needed a domesic worker was to take care of pets, and
domesic workers too described doing this kind of work.
They saw taking care of the dogs as a very important mater… If you compared me to the dog, they loved the
dogs more than me… I had to eat the letover food, but they bought really good and expensive food for the
dog, 80 baht per can. I was not jealous of the dog; I’m just making a comparison. Hom, Shan domesic worker
from Myanmar aged 29

Employers interviewed and surveyed seem ambivalent in their responses to the increasing employment
of migrant workers in the sector. Some employers were very negaive about Thai employees, describing
them as lazy and thieving, but more oten employers said that they would prefer to employ Thais. Several
described an iniial lack of trust for migrants that they had needed to overcome when they irst employed
a migrant worker, but some then said their best employees were migrant workers.
On the other hand, 35 out of 55 employers agreed that migrant workers were “more diligent” than
naionals. Forty-ive felt that the Government should allow more people to enter legally to work.
As table 7 indicates, some employers related diligence to naionality. Given the size of our sample, it is not
possible to discern the nature of the hierarchy of preferences for diferent naionaliies, but it is clear from
our interviews that naionaliies are an important factor in employers’ decisions about whom to employ.
In Thailand the majority hired Myanmar domesic workers; though Thai interviewees oten seemed to be
paricularly worried about Myanmar migrant workers and found them “scary”, in part because they are
imagined as coming from a violent society.
[B]ecause they have wars at home, they are in an environment that induces them to be cruel persons
automaically, and death is a normal situaion for them. Thai female employer aged 41–50

Shan workers in Chiang Mai seem to be an excepion, however, with employers saying they were desirable
workers on account of similariies in culture and language.
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Table 7: Employers’ answers to “Are migrant workers diligent?”, by country
Malaysia

Thailand

Total

Yes

16

26

42

No

12

8

20

Depends

17

9

26

Don’t know

3

8

11

Unknown

2

4

6

Total

50

55

105

4.2.2 Understanding demand for migrant domestic workers in Malaysia
In contrast to Thailand, in Malaysia only one interviewee had been brought up with a domesic worker
in the house (a live out Malaysian ciizen). When the issue of domesic work is discussed in Malaysian
public debate, it is associated wholly with migraion. Malaysian employers rely on migrant workers in their
homes, and atempts to ill the labour shortage with naive workers have been unsuccessful (Elias, 2013).
There was an atempt to encourage Malaysian women into doing domesic work through a Government
“home management” iniiaive in 2014. However, oicials interviewed for this study explained that this
had a very low take up, partly because it was aimed at supporing single mothers to do this work, and they
found it diicult to atend trainings because they took them away from their children. It is esimated that
there are currently some 300,000 migrant domesic workers employed in Malaysia, the majority of them
from Indonesia. In fact, the number of migrant domesic workers may well exceed 300,000, given that
most esimates are based on oicial staisics of documented labour migrants (UN Women, 2013b; Huling,
2012).
Most Malaysian employers interviewed said that they started to employ a domesic worker when they had
their irst child, which might be explained by the immigraion rules requiring that employers have young
children or sick parents. As in Thailand, while the majority of employers were working full ime (30 out of
50 respondents, and of those 30, 11 were male), seven worked part ime, eight were full ime household
managers, and four were reired, again indicaing that employment of domesic workers is not only about
replacing the labour of female ciizens who are working in the labour market. Moreover, surprisingly over
40 per cent (85 out of 200) of the domesic worker survey respondents in Malaysia were not doing any
care work. Even if they had originally been employed to look ater a child or an elderly person, once the
child had let home or the elderly person passed away they coninued to work for the employer. Fortythree, or nearly one-quarter, were working in their employer’s business. This suggests that the domesic
work visa route may be being used to facilitate the entry of non-care workers. For those working in private
households, some seem to be performing tasks that they are explicitly prohibited from doing. Immigraion
rules in Malaysia require that domesic workers are not assigned to washing cars (IDM, 2016), yet 63 of the
200 workers surveyed counted washing cars and bikes among their responsibiliies.
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Employers in Kuala Lumpur felt that migrant workers were more diligent, and most agreed that Malaysian
people do not want to be domesic workers. Even so, less than half (N=20) thought that the Government
should make it easier for migrant workers to enter legally to do this work. Most of the employers interviewed
employed Indonesians, who were felt to be closer in religion and language (even though notably only 14
of the employer sample were Malay; 21 were Chinese; and 14 were Tamil). Filipinas were considered
expensive and “calculaive”. It is diicult to avoid the implicaion that this is related to the diferenial
income requirements and MOUs governing the employment of diferent naionaliies. This appears to be
producing a segmented labour force.
In both Thailand and Malaysia, “migrant workers” are not considered a homogenous group. Diferent
naionaliies are regarded as more or less suitable for domesic work and more or less trustworthy. These
aitudes are clearly afected by their broader context: in Thailand, for example, fears about Myanmar
naionals commiing crimes were closely allied with the knowledge that these workers had oten led
violent experiences. However, this was viewed as less of an issue for the employment of domesic work
because domesic workers are usually women. In Malaysia, workers from Indonesia were considered
culturally closer, but also they were cheaper to employ than Filipinos. Thus in Malaysia and Thailand, as
elsewhere, there is a hierarchy of naionaliies with some naionaliies being considered more suitable for
domesic work, or perceived to be more skilled than others, and in both states the employment of men,
other than for speciic roles such as gardening and chaufeuring, was inconceivable.
Williams (2014) has analysed how European Union states’ care, employment, and migraion regimes
provide difering insituional contexts that shape a common outcome: migrant women in low-waged care
markets. That is, it is not simply women “choosing” to go out to work that creates a demand for paid child
and elder care workers, but that insuicient state provision also generates demand for certain types of
workers. This was vividly illustrated by one Malaysian employer:
I started employing a domesic worker when I had my irst baby. At that ime both me and my husband were
working… Our maternity leave is two months, which means you are leaving a three-month-old baby with
the nursery, and they have lots of kids and babies to take care of. We didn’t like the idea. Malaysian female
employer aged 41–50

The world of work does not accommodate the labour of care. The very short maternity leave available for
Malaysian ciizens means that working parents must leave their babies when the babies are very young,
contribuing to the “demand” for in-home care provision, paricularly since the ixed hours of insituional
care oten do not match the demands of careers. The ideologies of care and of care’s relaion to the home
and family are also important to appreciaing why demand for care services can translate into demand for
services in the private household. Many families can feel that in-home care is simply a more suitable form
of care, paricularly for younger children.
In the case highlighted above, employing a domesic worker was criical to facilitaing this Malaysian
woman’s employment, and it illustrates how migrant domesic workers can be an important element in
the mix of provisions that make a social safety net for ciizens. However, these workers ind that they
themselves are excluded from protecion, as pregnancy can mean that workers are unable to renew their
visas and they may ind themselves required to return. This was the case for the employer cited above:
The second one worked for four years… We bought her return icket but she didn’t come back. We found out
later that she was actually pregnant, so she couldn’t have come back anyway. Malaysian female employer aged
41–50
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4.2.3 Conclusion
There is nothing new about the demand for people to do domesic work in Thailand and Malaysia, but the
factors that shape this demand have changed. Presently, there are demographic reasons, such as ageing
populaions, that intersect with other realms of public policy, such as the feminizaion of employment
outside the home and limited maternity leave, and with cultural expectaions that child and eldercare should
be largely home-based. The relevance of cultural expectaions should not be underesimated, paricularly
as they also shape the relaion between demand and social status. Domesic workers are necessary to
service certain kinds of lifestyles and pracices, such as pet owning, and their employment contributes
to employers’ social status. This is also a relevant factor in any analysis of the relaion of migraion to the
sector, and the diferenials between diferent naionaliies of worker.
Clearly the negaive images and discourses disseminated in the media and by oicials create a hosile
environment for migrant workers. It is not possible to say whether press coverage is a cause or consequence
of these kinds of aitudes, though it does suggest that contact with migrants might not be suicient to
overcome hosility and xenophobia, as all of these respondents had close contact with migrants through
employment in their homes. If increased rights are to be secured for migrant domesic workers, then
some of these embedded stereotypes and damaging images need to be challenged and unsetled. In terms
of challenging and complicaing public percepions of migrants, there is a need to recognize that these
percepions are fuelled by the dominant discourse espoused by journalists and poliicians. However, further
than this, it must be recognized that the speciic rights abuses faced by migrant domesic workers cannot
be interpreted without criical analysis of racialized and gendered narraives on domesic work (in terms
of who should perform it for whom; how they should behave; and what consitutes appropriate behaviour
for employers and workers). Only through interrogaing these ideas about ethnicity, race, gender, and class
can a fuller understanding of the challenges facing domesic workers in claiming, assering, and realising
their labour rights be developed.
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‘She inspected me every
month… I was thinking
“Why don’t they trust me?
I have stayed here for so long,
what would I steal?”’
Pyone, a Myanmar domesic worker

5. Employment relations:
Contract and ictive kin
How relaions with domesic workers in private households are imagined and managed is highly sensiive
to history and cultural pracices. However, one can crudely disinguish between two models: contractual
relaions and icive kin. This disincion was implicitly acknowledged by some of the employers interviewed.
One Thai employer for example made a disincion between “modern people” who understand about
rights, and older people and those in high society who oppress domesic workers.
Contractual employment relaions ind their idealized form in the relaion between a factory worker and
their employer. The worker is selling their labour power for a paricular period of ime and/or to complete
certain tasks. A person does not have to have a writen contract in order to be engaged in a contractual
relaion. A writen contract is an expression of a contractual relaionship, but it is not necessary to it. The
contract sets out tasks, hours, and condiions for terminaion. Both paries freely enter into the transacion
as equal and individual actors, and it is imagined as amoral and as separate from afecive relaions. For
domesic workers this model of relaionship usually ofers an acknowledgement of some labour rights
(though not necessarily parity with standard workers) and recogniion of their status as workers. It is this
model which is promoted by labour and migrants’ rights acivists.
Ficive kin relaions are by contrast bound up with afecive relaions, mutual dependence, and duty. “Ficive
kin” – or “false kin” – is a term used by sociologists and anthropologists to describe social relaionships
that are not based on “blood” or on marriage, but are explicitly likened to these ies. It suggests a close
relaionship that is governed by emoion and reciprocity rather than contract. The icive kin concept is
paricularly associated with the employment of live-in workers. It draws on hierarchical relaions of status,
and the paricipants are not imagined as coming from posiions of formal equality. The emphasis is not
on selling labour power, but on “helping”. “Helping” is what the domesic worker does in the household
(rather than “working”), but also what the householder does for the worker. These relaions ind their
idealized form in the icive sibling or aunie relaion that a domesic worker may have with children they
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care for in a family. However, the manner in which this relaionship is expressed when it comes to adults in
the family can be more diicult to pin down, and being an “aunie” to a child does not efecively make the
domesic worker the sister of that child’s parent: “When I was a kid I called the nanny pee. When I grew up
my Dad told me to call her by her name and not pee… He said now I’ve become jao nai (boss) and jao nai
does not call her pee because I’m now the employer” (Thai male employer aged 26–30).1

5.1 Fictive kin: Just like one of the family?
The model of treaing domesic workers as “part of the family” is oten viewed as problemaic by both
labour and migrants’ rights acivists. They argue that it leaves workers open to abuse, as their status
as workers is not recognized. Domesic workers may, for instance, give up important contractual rights,
including minimum wage, right to associaion, and rest and leave protecions in return for an ill-deined
relaionship that oten results in long working hours and poorly deined tasks. As one employer in our focus
group put it: "Having a live-in maid is more than just a cleaner; it is someone who rules the house, more like
a butler, who can answer at your beck and call. If it wasn’t live-in then they would be more speciic about
what duies they do" (Thai female employer aged 61+).
Employers all over the world deploy icive kin as a means of managing employment relaions in private
households, and it is a feature of the au pair scheme in states across Europe and North America. Interviewees
in both Thailand and Malaysia emphasized the icive kin model as paricularly culturally appropriate to
their country. Government interviewees, while recognising that domesic workers were workers, also
emphasized treaing people as part of the family as a cultural and historical tradiion.
In the survey, when asked how they assessed their current employment situaion, those domesic workers
who felt that their employer was a 'good' employer were more likely to say that they were treated as part
of the family than as a worker (see table 9). This indicates that the icive kin relaionship is not necessarily
incompaible with good working condiions or respect for workers’ rights.
Table 8: Domestic workers’ view of their current employers, by country
Malaysia

Thailand

N

%

N

%

My employer is a good employer. My rights as a
worker are respected

28

14

37

18.5

My employer is a good employer. I am treated as
part of the family

111

55.5

76

38

My employer is someimes good to me, but
someimes there are problems

31

15.5

64

32

My employer is not a good employer

4

2

6

3

My employer is a bad employer

6

3

1

0.5

Unknown

20

10

16

8

Total

200

100

200

100

1

Pee is a term of respect used for anyone older or as a mark of distinction. In the Thai language there are particular pronouns used
to address ictive kin. For example: pa [aunt], pee [older sibling], nong [younger sibling]. The use of these terms may increase the
feeling of being “part of the family”.
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Homes are spaces of emoion, they are not just where jobs get done, and these emoions are not simply
extras but go to the heart of the employment relaion. Employers frequently referred to the best workers
as those whom they could trust, whether in terms of their personal belongings – “She knows the key to our
safe” (Malaysian female employer aged 41-50) – or in terms of reliability and behaviour. For some, total
trust was never possible. One of the employers we interviewed employed two workers who had been with
her for over 10 years but “we are sill careful and do not leave things that may atract their atenion” (Thai
female employer aged 61+).
Domesic workers also considered employers’ trust to be very important to their relaionship. Pyone, a
Myanmar domesic worker living in Thailand, had worked for the same family for 13 years:
She inspected me every month. Once a month she searched my bag and my body, touched here and there to
see if something was stolen before I let the house. Every ime I had my monthly day of I felt sad… In my mind
I was thinking, “Why don’t they trust me? I have stayed here for so long, what would I steal?”

For workers, trust seems to be closely allied to respect for their integrity and their personhood. Like
employers, they had diferent ideas about what was acceptable behaviour. One worker took ofence when
her employer accepted MYR3 (less than US$1) from her to cover the extra chili that she ate because she
liked spicy food; another objected to her employer’s insistence that she use toilet paper rather than being
able to wash herself; and yet another said that she would draw the line if she found her employers gossiping
about her. Workers emphasized the importance of verbally expressed respect– “please, sorry and thank
you” and disliked being “scolded”, though some employers interviewed were quite unabashed about the
possibility of shouing at their worker: “I can get angry suddenly. I can scold and that is diicult” (Malaysian
female employer aged 41–50).
It is important to recognize that domesic workers themselves can seek out a relaionship where they are
treated as part of the family and may choose such an arrangement over one that ofers beter pay and
condiions:
My friend asked me if I wanted to earn THB12–15,000 (US$335.29-419.11) taking care of old people but I didn’t
go… My relaives back home said I don’t need to earn lots of money because that means I’ll have to work too
hard and won’t be comfortable. They told me I should stay with my good employer who understands khon chai2
even though the salary is low… I think money is important, but I think she is really good, so why shouldn’t I be
good to her? Mia, Vietnamese domesic worker aged 52

Workers used “part of the family” as a posiive descriptor of relaions in the household, but this did not mean
that they equated icive kin with free labour or with emoional commitment. Kamlee is a 35-year-old Shan
woman who described her employer as a 'good' employer. She lived in specially provided accommodaion
with her husband and three children, and felt the relaionship she had with the employer was “like family”.
This did not signify closeness: “I don’t need to be involved with them much.” She was not unhappy and felt
well treated, but she also looked forward to a future when things were diferent, speciically: “I want to
have my own house, and be in a situaion where I do not have to be a ke kaa (servant/slave).”
The concept of icive kin captures the emoional aspect of domesic work and the relaionships that can
ie a worker to a family even more efecively than immigraion status or contract. These relaionships are
not recompensed or recognized in contractual arrangements. However, there are clearly serious problems
with the way this model can turn employment rights into favours bestowed by “benevolent” employers.
For example, despite sick pay being enshrined in various internaional labour standards, coninuing to pay
wages when a domesic worker was sick was not regarded as observing minimum employment standards,
but as evidence of being a 'good' employer and a nice person. Moreover, being part of the employer’s family
means that one can be treated as if one does not have one’s own family demands and responsibiliies:

2

Literally “person-for-use”, a term that is still in some use in contemporary Thailand.
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“Malaysians will not work in the house; they will run back to their own houses. The Indonesian workers
will stay permanently, as they can’t return. They will be around unil their contract ends” (Malaysian male
employer aged 41–50). This last speaker equates permanence with staying for the duraion of a contract,
suggesing that this is about security from the point of view of the employer. Workers also suggested that
being part of the family was suitable for certain periods of one’s life: “If you have a husband, beter to stay
with your husband. If not, it is beter to stay with your employer,” as a Shan woman working in Thailand
put it.
It is not just that the icive kin relaionship means that many domesic workers forfeit their rights as
workers, but they oten do not exchange their rights as workers for rights as family members. The long
years of caring for children through babyhood and adolescence can be dismissed for those who are not
the parent/mother as though the account is fully discharged by the pay: “With my kid I would have all the
rights, but not for nong [a pronoun in Thai referring to a young person]” (Neung, domesic worker from Lao
People’s Democraic Republic aged 31).3 During our focus group discussion in Bangkok, one employer talked
admiringly about the way that one of his employees cared for his elderly father, who he described as “very
spoilt and demanding”. “When he shouts at her, she is super calm. If I were her, I would quit!” (Thai male
employer aged 21-30). When this statement was made focus group paricipants all laughed because they
knew that, unlike a domesic worker, he cannot quit being the man’s son. But it is the fact that these ies
are so diicult to terminate that means that actual kin relaions are not icive. In the case of icive kin, the
relaionship is not necessarily forever. The temporaliies of a icive kin relaionship are crucial to its icive
nature. Unlike “real” kin, it is relaively easy to withdraw kinship status from domesic workers, and at key
moments in their lives (pregnancy, ill health, old age) the kin relaionship is oten dissolved by the employer.
When a “real” family member can expect support, a icive kin member may ind that support withdrawn.
One of the issues that icive kin concept confuses is that a person who is “part of the family” can make
claims for inclusion, if not equality. However, while presening domesic workers as “part of the family”
might sound welcoming and open, families are spaces that are imbricated with power and status, with
paricular consequences for women. It should not be especially surprising that being described as “one of
the family” does not necessarily bring with it dignity, respect, and equality. Drawing on feminist analyses of
hierarchies, power, and violence within the household, Huang and Yeoh (2007) emphasize that the home
is not a space free from conlict:
[T]he home is as much a site of oppression and resistance for women as it is of nurturing and caregiving…
Because the home is a site where power relaions are played out, it oten falls short of its idealized construcion
as a place of safety and support, and instead becomes a place of spaial restricion, abuse and violence.

It is not that employers who invoke familial relaions with domesic workers are speaking insincerely –
although in many cases idioms of kinship are no doubt explicit tools of manipulaion – but rather that
family life can be deined by relaions of violent hierarchy. This is especially perinent for women (Huang
and Yeoh, 2007). While the private home is oten imagined as a safe space for women, in pracice it can be
a place of abuse and violence for wives and children as well as for domesic workers.

5.2 Between ictive kin and contract
Employers in both Thailand and Malaysia generally agreed that domesic workers should be treated as part
of the family. However, in pracice both workers and employers described a slippage between these two
typologies, which are not mutually exclusive.4 When asked whether domesic workers should be regarded
as workers, over two-thirds of respondents agreed, but over half also agreed that domesic workers should
be treated as members of the family (table 9).

3
Other research has found that this is also relected in relations with old people, wherein adult children do not recognise the love
that their elderly parents feel for their carers, and indeed these children can become very anxious about perceived threats to their
inheritance.
4
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Marriage, for example, is depicted as a speciic kind of contract, yet it also lies at the heart of families.
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Table 9: Employers’ answers to “Should domestic workers be treated as family?”, by
country
Malaysia

Thailand

Total

Yes

45

41

86

No

2

9

11

Don’t know

1

5

6

Unknown

2

0

2

Total

50

55

105

Table 10: Employers’ views about whether domestic workers should be treated as ictive
kin or employees, by country
Malaysia

Thailand

Total

Employees only

13

2

15

Ficive kin only

5

20

25

Agreed with both employee and icive kin

36

22

58

Unknown

6

1

7

Total

50

55

105

The preference for the icive kin model was more marked in Malaysia, with 20 employers out of 50 oping
for that choice and only two employers unequivocal that domesic workers were employees and should be
treated as workers (table 10). In Thailand, the balance was rather the other way. As will be discussed below,
how employers imagine the relaion with their domesic worker does not correlate directly with rights,
but the representaion of this relaion to themselves and to others is important for framing engagement
with other employers around the poliics of domesic work. It also suggests the relaion between law and
culture, as domesic workers in Malaysia are cast principally as dependent migrants, unlike in Thailand.
Domesic workers are both part and not part of the family, and employers can impose a number of
disincions in order to disinguish them from the family. Throughout the world, hierarchies and ambiguous
working/quasi-familial relaions – and the tensions they give rise to – create mechanisms of separaion in
the use of space and uiliies within the household (see table 11). Workers may be forbidden from eaing
with employers’ families, and the segregaion of diferent utensils, meal imes, furniture, and laundry is
oten seen as necessary to ensure sanitaion and class division (see Mutarak, 2004 on the Thai context;
see also Hondagneu-Sotelo, 2001). Romero notes that it is not domesic work itself which is degrading –
ater all women employers oten seek a replacement for their reproducive labour when employing paid
domesic work – but it is “the interpersonal relaionship between employers and employees; speciically,
the pracices through which employers structure their employees’ work in order to difereniate and
inferiorize them (control over their food, the spaces they move in, the use of uniforms, etc.)” (Romero,
2002).
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Table 11: Domestic workers answers to “Are you able to use your employers’ dishes and
cutlery?”, by country
Malaysia

Thailand

Total

N

%

N

%

N

%

Yes

153

76.5

86

43

239

59.75

No

26

13

47

23.5

73

18.25

Unknown

21

10.5

67

33.5

88

22

Total

200

100

200

100

400

100

Individuals create and maintain boundaries around spaces, roles, and relaionships. These intersect with
socially constructed boundaries, for example, the boundary between “home” and “work” or between
“family” and “non-family”. Within households, employers may restrict domesic workers’ access to
paricular spaces, or permit them to enter certain spaces only for speciic purposes such as cleaning.
They may also limit boundaries to the domesic worker’s roles with children in paricular, for example not
allowing them to read to children.
Employers vary in the ways they perform “boundary work” and difer in terms of whether they include
domesic workers in family life (to what extent and under what condiions), and thus between the sociospaial boundaries they draw. Employers also construct socio-categorical boundaries diferently, in terms of
highlighing or downplaying hierarchies between themselves and domesic workers. Lan (2003) constructs
a kind of typography of worker-employer relaions according to these two axes. Overall, this typography
reminds us that worker–employer relaions are not a monolith and are oten deined by complexity,
coningency, and contradicion.
Domesic workers were subject to diferent mechanisms of separaion, and even when included could be
diferenially included: “In our house everyone eats together… although my maid sits at another table, as
we want to be able to chat amongst ourselves obviously” (focus group discussion Malaysia).
This may be experienced by the domesic worker as very humiliaing. However, when it came to sharing
space, some preferred to be kept separate: “Khun yai’s daughter said, ‘Come and eat together with us,’ but
I think of myself as khon chai. I sit on the loor. Once khun yai [grandmother] has inished eaing, I eat.”
This slippage is also apparent in the uncertain posiion of domesic work in government departments.
In Thailand, oicials clearly stated that domesic workers were part of the family for social reasons, and
this was one reason why labour authoriies cannot inspect their employers and why social security was
not appropriate. The Ministry of Social Development and Human Security (MSDHS) has responsibility for
promoing gender and good family relaions. However, despite their characterizaion as icive kin, domesic
workers do not fall under the Ministry remit, and MSDHS was clear that their condiions should fall under
the remit of the Ministry of Labour. It is important to bear in mind too that government oicials are oten
also employers themselves. Indeed, if employers of domesic workers were required to recuse themselves
from maters to do with policy and regulaion of domesic workers, then it would be very diicult to ind
oicials to take their place.
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Employment relaions as described by both employers and migrant domesic workers suggest
interdependence that is ambivalent on both sides. In Malaysia in paricular temporality is an important
factor in shaping aitudes, as it can translate into disposability. One model of conduct that emerged in
Thailand from the interviews that straddles both the contractual and the icive kin models is that of the
employer being an ajarn. This can loosely be translated as “teacher”, with regard to the type of respect it
designates, though it is a less formalized term. Imagining the relaion as one between teacher and pupil did
seem to be one way of acknowledging and managing inequality. This viewpoint someimes went alongside
a certain civilizaional discourse, and migrants were seen as simple people who have never seen twostorey buildings and do not know how to cook beyond “vinegar and a litle bit of sauce” (Malaysian male
employer aged 61+).
They are simple people… I love how my maid emulates what we do as a family. Malaysian female employer
aged 41–50

One Malaysian employer favoured Indonesians “because they are more teachable, because they come
from a more diicult environment”. This was echoed by a Thai interviewee who said, “If you look at Thai
society, a lot of people think that we are doing them a favour because it is so bad in their country.” On the
other hand, one employer said that her domesic worker was her “teacher”.

5.3 The written contract
A writen contract seing out the duies and responsibiliies of both paries is indicaive of but not
necessary to, a contractual form of relaionship. Thailand and Malaysia have government-issued contracts.
The Thai contract was developed by the DLPW, while in Malaysia the contract is available on the website
of the immigraion oice and there are also contracts associated with MOUs. Figure 11 below compares
the issues covered in these contracts with what is suggested under Aricle 7 of Convenion No. 189. A
checked box means that the terms are covered, but it does not necessarily mean that they are covered to
the standard proposed by Convenion No. 189.
Most employer survey respondents felt that domesic workers had a right to a writen contract, though
in Thailand a substanial minority felt it was not an appropriate right for any domesic worker, whatever
their ciizenship or immigraion status (see table 12). With regard to writen contracts, one Thai employer
explained the reason why people do not have them as: “People should do, but they won’t care or want
to do it, and that goes for both paries” (Thai male employer aged 26-30). This aitude was conirmed by
another employer we interviewed who thought that employers should ofer a writen contract, but “it’s
too complicated and I’m too lazy” (Thai female employer aged 61+). Moreover, recognising rights in theory
does not necessarily translate into giving it in pracice, and just because an employer has signed a contract
does not mean that they are abiding by its terms. As one employer said rather sheepishly, “I icked them
but I actually do not give these rights to my workers” (Thai male employer aged 26-30).
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Figure 11: Government-issued domestic work contracts in Thailand and Malaysia as
compared to requirements in ILO Convention No. 189
Clause

Thailand

Malaysia

“posiion” rather than
type of work

“shall perform diligently,
faithfully and sincerely all
household duies assigned by
the Employer which shall not
include commercial aciviies”

Name and address
of the employer and
the worker
Address of the usual
workplace
Start and duraion

Type of work to be
performed

Remuneraion,
method of
calculaion, and
periodicity of
payments

“and the payment shall be in
accordance with the labour
laws of Malaysia” (NB: In
Malaysia domesic workers are
excluded from minimum wage
protecion.)

Normal hours of
work

Agreed maximum hours
of work a day

Paid annual leave
and daily and weekly
rest periods

“the Domesic Worker shall be
allowed adequate rest”.

Provision of food
and accommodaion,
if applicable
The period of
probaion or trial
period, if applicable
“Employer has to transfer workers to
a safe place when there is a crisis…
Terms of repatriaion,
and employer has to repatriate
if applicable
the employee back to their home
country and pay the cost.”

Terms and
condiions relaing
to terminaion of
employment
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Table 12: Employers’ answers to “Should a written contract be a beneit for domestic
workers?”5, by country
Malaysia

Thailand

Total

Yes for all domesic workers including
migrant workers

13

24

37

Yes for ciizens who are domesic workers

0

7

7

Yes, but only for documented migrant
domesic workers

32

0

32

It depends

2

6

8

Not appropriate for any domesic worker

2

15

17

Unknown

1

3

4

Total

50

55

105

Notably, of the 13 Thai employers survey respondents who felt that domesic workers were employees
and not to be treated as family members, only six thought that all domesic workers should have a writen
contract. In other words, an employer regarding a domesic worker as a worker does not mean that they
necessarily think they have a right to a writen contract.6
Our survey of domesic workers also found that workers in Thailand were far less likely to have a writen
contract than workers in Malaysia (186 did not have a contract in Thailand compared to 19 in Malaysia)
(see table 13). Having a writen contract is so uncommon in Thailand that the worker’s legal status makes
litle diference to whether or not they have a writen contract. Of the 50 undocumented workers surveyed
in Thailand, 49 did not have writen contracts with their employers (and the remaining one was not sure).
However, similarly, of the 150 documented domesic workers surveyed, only seven had writen contracts.
Table 13: Migrant domestic workers’ answers to “Do you have a written contract?”, by
country
Malaysia

Total

N

%

N

%

N

%

Yes

124

62

7

3.5

131

33

No

19

9.5

186

93

205

51

Don’t know

51

25.5

7

3.5

58

14.5

Unknown

6

3

0

0

6

1.5

200

100

200

100

400

100

Total

5

Thailand

The term “beneit” was used rather than “right” to enable employers to state that these were not necessarily rights.

6

It should be noted that informality of employment is very high in Thailand overall, so the context is one where written contracts
are uncommon. In Thailand an oral contract is just as binding as a written one http://www.thaiembassy.com/thailand/thailandemployment-contract.php [accessed 28 Jan 2016]. The problem is that oral contracts can be very dificult to enforce.
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By contrast, Malaysian employer survey respondents who felt that domesic workers should be treated as
members of the family largely thought that they should also have a writen contract. The prevalence of the
contract in Malaysia is to be expected given that a copy of the contract signed by both paries is sipulated
as an immigraion pre-entry requirement. Indeed, in this context it is alarming that a quarter of domesic
worker respondents surveyed in Malaysia (N=51) did not know whether they had a contract. However,
it also suggests that the contract is an immigraion mechanism rather than a labour mechanism. In the
survey conducted with employers in Malaysia, the survey disinguished between the rights (“beneits”)
appropriate for documented and undocumented domesic workers, and it is striking that the majority
of employers thought that rights were only for documented domesic workers. There are, however,
interesing diferences with regard to employer percepion of paricular rights, as some rights seem to be
more acceptable than others for undocumented domesic workers. In the case of the right to a writen
contract, employers in Malaysia felt paricularly strongly that this is a right only for documented migrant
domesic workers (N=32) perhaps partly because it is used as an indicator of legal employment.
Of the 186 workers in Thailand who did not have a contract, 104 said they did not ask for a contract. The
enthusiasm of employers for contracts and the lack of enthusiasm on the part of workers must be understood
in terms of the kind of relaionship the contract establishes. In this case domesic worker respondents were
asked to explain why they did not ask for a contract, and they gave two main reasons: either they did not
know what a contract was, or (as the majority answered) they associated having a contract with being
ied to an employer: “It’s complicated if I want to quit” (domesic worker from Myanmar aged 22, working
in Bangkok); “If I have a problem I will not be able to leave the employer” (Shan domesic worker from
Myanmar aged 31, working in Chiang Mai). Thus, while a writen contract is customarily associated with
free labour, for these women it was rather felt to limit their freedom to leave. Since domesic work is within
the informal sector, workers are theoreically free to leave at any ime and the freedom to retract from an
employment relaion is one of the only means that workers have of limiing employers’ powers over them.
Workers have every incenive to move frequently unil they ind the most rewarding job. This can clearly be
problemaic for employers, paricularly for those who are looking for paid carers, or who have paricularly
precise requirements in the doing of household work. In pracice, however, workers can ind it extremely
diicult to leave employers, even without the addiional perceived restricion of a contract.
Seeing a contract as chiely a mechanism that limits the possibiliies of changing employer rather than a
guarantor of rights, makes domesic workers’ reluctance to embrace writen contracts understandable.
Ater all, as long as one can leave an employer, other contractual details can be negoiated with the
ulimate sancion of being able to withdraw one’s labour. Restricions on exiing the employment relaion
were explicit in the terms and condiions promoted in government-issued contracts. For example, in the
contract atached to the MOU agreed between the Governments of Cambodia and Malaysia, the irst of
the listed duies and responsibiliies of a domesic worker is: “The Domesic Worker shall work only with
the Employer and shall not seek employment or be employed elsewhere” (Appendix B, 3(a)). Aricle 15
of the Thai contract sipulates: “Throughout the contract, the employee shall not change an employer or
terminate the contract in order to work for a new employer. The employee can request to change employer
when an oicial is aware of the fact that the employer does not comply with a provision under this contract
OR violates or fails to comply with law related to labour protecion.” This is demanding of the worker,
who can only “request” to change employer under egregious circumstances and otherwise is required to
remain with them.
The Contract of Employment on the Immigraion Department of Malaysia website7 also ies domesic
workers to their employer. This is in the context of a signiicant imbalance in the requirements between
worker and employer, as a worker’s residence permit requires them to live in the home of the employer
and not to leave the employer. The worker “is expected at all imes to observe proper aire and shall be
courteous, polite and respecful to the Employer and family members of the Employer” (Paragraph 3(f)).

7

The contract can be downloaded from the “Foreign Maid” section of the following webpage: http://www.imi.gov.my/index.php/en/
resources-and-archives/download-forms-i.html [accessed 28 Jan 2016].
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If the worker neglects household duies or disobeys lawful and reasonable orders or uses possessions
without permission, then the employer has a right to terminate the contract. In contrast, the grounds
under which domesic workers may terminate the contract are: (a) if their life is threatened by violence or
disease; (b) if they are subject to abuse or ill treatment; and (c) if the employer does not pay them.
Constraints on contractual exit are reinforced by immigraion regulaions that make it extremely diicult for
documented migrant domesic workers in both Thailand and Malaysia to leave their employer. In Thailand,
migrant workers are ied to employers by the MOU and NV mechanisms, and employers are supposed to
report domesic workers who leave their employment to immigraion authoriies. In Malaysia, the contract
cited above is an immigraion requirement. Furthermore, the Malaysian immigraion authoriies impose
the condiion that the employer must ensure that the domesic worker does not change employer or
employment without the permission of the Immigraion Department. Domesic workers are subject to
sancion if they break the contract and this sancion is directly implemented by the employer, who has
the authority to report them to the Immigraion Department and order for the worker to return to their
country of origin. While in theory employers are also subject to sancion, the means by which this may
be enforced is opaque. Given that it is framed within the context of immigraion requirements, which by
their nature are primarily concerned with the entry and exit of non-ciizens, there is a severe imbalance
in the sancions and enforcement. The Indonesian Embassy in Kuala Lumpur said it is diicult for migrant
domesic workers to enforce their rights, even in cases of abuse.8
In general, employers surveyed were relaively supporive of domesic workers’ right to change employers
in case of abuse (table 14). Three employers in Malaysia thought that domesic workers should not have
the right to leave employers in case of abuse, and four employers in both states thought it should depend
on the circumstances. But the majority in both Thailand and Malaysia felt that the right to leave was an
important mechanism of combaing abuse: “If you give the right to change jobs, no one would work
for bad employers, right?” (Thai male employer aged 26–30). This was tangenially acknowledged in Thai
Government interviews wherein oicials claimed that abuse of domesic workers was unlikely because of
the high demand for their services.
Table 14: Employers’ answers to “Should domestic workers have the right to change
employer if they are abused?”, by country

8

Malaysia

Thailand

Total

Yes for all domesic workers including
migrant workers

9

49

58

Yes for ciizens who are domesic workers

0

1

1

Yes, but only for documented migrant
domesic workers

31

0

31

It depends

2

2

4

Not appropriate for any domesic worker

3

0

3

Unknown

5

3

8

Total

50

55

105

Interview with Indonesian Embassy oficial, 2 December 2015
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Indeed, there is some evidence that domesic workers take this issue into their own hands, though they
do not necessarily use oicial channels to do so. Our interview with Malaysian oicials conirmed that
there were far more complaints from employers about “runaways” than there were complaints from
workers about employers. The later were described as “prety rare”, which is understandable considering
that for migrant domesic workers lodging a complaint carries the possibility of losing not only their legal
status and source of income, but also the risk of being made homeless if they are live-in workers (ILO,
2016a). In addiion, other issues afect the number of complaints lodged, such as language barriers, lack
of knowledge among domesic workers regarding their rights under the law, the length and cost of the
complaints process, and a lack of faith in the efecive funcioning of the system (ILO, 2016a). The low
number of complaints from workers also suggests that when necessary, some domesic workers will leave
even if they are not permited to do so. In the survey interviews, many domesic workers said that they
would change employers unil they found one that they could work with. Several employers described
their experiences of “runaways” with no relecion on whether this could be anything to do with their
employment condiions or relaions, treaing it as incidents of domesic workers’ unreliability rather than
potenially indicaing a problem. One Malaysian employer described how neighbours in his compound kept
an eye open for any domesic workers who might be “running away”:
Now our area has a security guard so anyone who comes in has to register. Sill recently one [domesic worker]
was smart enough to call a taxi to come to the house. All the security guards have been instructed that maids
cannot go out by themselves in a taxi or anything… In fact we have had a special room made in the security
guard’s hut to keep these people, to keep them. That room is to keep runaway maids in. If they catch her they
will lock her up because the owner won’t be around.

The above interview was conducted in English, which is not the interviewee’s irst language. Yet the term
“owner”, used on several occasions when he meant “employer”, indicates a certain aitude. Employers
can talk about workers as though they own them, highlighing the freighted relaionship between labour
and personhood in domesic employment. Even more disconcering is the apparent approval of detaining
people against their will, especially as it appears to be the policy of an enire housing complex. Yet, like
the majority of employers, this paricular interviewee believed in the right of a domesic worker to change
employer if abused, saying: “That one is a must… I agree with that.” This apparent contradicion between
believing in a domesic worker’s right to leave, yet prevening domesic workers from running away, is
perhaps due to a lack of clarity around what consitutes abuse in a context where domesic work is not fully
contractualized and where kin relaions are icive. This is not only a quesion for employers, and as will
be noted below, domesic workers also are oten not clear when employer behaviour consitutes abuse.

5.4 Beyond contract
Domesic work in private households is regarded, both at the state and at the individual employer levels, as
diferent from more “regular” work, and those who undertake domesic work are not considered subject
to the same legislaion and protecions as are aforded to “regular workers”. In contrast to many other
low-wage, informal sectors, such as agriculture and construcion where workers are imagined simply as
workers, the humanity and sociality of the worker is oten ostensibly recognized in domesic employment.
However, this recogniion typically serves to further disempower workers, and they are easily ensnared in
relaions of personal dependency on employers.
The focus of this study was not on forced labour or traicking in the domesic work sector, as there has
been considerable atenion paid to these issues in previous research. This is relected in the methods used
to contact research paricipants. The study speciically sought out employers who self-ideniied as 'good'
employers, and many of the domesic workers were approached through organizaions, indicaing some
level of freedom of associaion and movement. Surveys did ask workers whether they had experienced
verbal, physical, or sexual abuse, and only a small minority reported having done so. Ten said that their
current employer physically beat them (and of these, seven described their employer as bad employers,
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and three said that their employers were generally good but there were someimes problems). The majority
said that they had not experienced these extreme condiions either currently or in the past. That said,
abuse by employers may be under-reported in surveys. Researchers did not seek to inluence domesic
worker responses, but report this kind of exchange: Q: “Any verbal abuse?” A: “No…very rare.” Q: “So that
means it happened?” A: “No, it is OK.”
It is notable that even when domesic workers later reported that they work excepionally long hours or are
not allowed to go out of the house, they sill rate their employers as 'good'. Furthermore, it is notoriously
diicult to generate robust data on sexual abuse using survey methodology, paricularly when surveys are
conducted in a public space.
However, there is also evidence of more disturbing tendencies. The ILO has established a set of indicators
of forced labour (see igure 12) and some of these are clearly present and unchallenged as part of domesic
workers’ day-to-day experience of employment relaions.
Figure 12: Forced labour indicators

abuse of
vulnerability

decepion

restricion of
movement

isolaion

physical and
sexual violence

inimidaion
and threats

retenion of
idenity documents

withholding
of wages

debt bondage

abusive working and
living condiions

excessive
overime

It is diicult to measure and judge abuse of vulnerability without long-term ethnographic work but some
of the workers interviewed were clearly vulnerable when they irst arrived in Thailand. The Shan women
in paricular oten described leeing dangerous situaions with litle prospect of return, and some would
seem to have a prima facie case for asylum under the Geneva Convenion (see box 5).
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Box 5:
Refugee experiences of domestic workers
They said, “I did not allow you to sneak out and work in the farm, are you giving food for Shan soldiers? If
you don’t tell you will die. Have you ever seen Shan soldiers?”
I said, “I don’t see. I see them some days, but other days I don’t.”
“‘Are they around here? If you don’t tell, I will shoot you and you will die.’’
I said “Go ahead if you want to shoot”. I had to be under their rules anyway. I told myself to be strong. I
just thought, I will let it be. I did not do anything and they want me dead…They did not shoot to kill. They
shot me in the shoulder... They had raped women and set their pubic hair on ire. Just like in the movies. I
saw it with my own eyes. Kamlee, a Shan domesic worker from Myanmar aged 35
Kamlee had not wanted to leave her village, but fled to Thailand, making the dangerous crossing when
she was six-months pregnant.
Hom (a Shan domestic worker from Myanmar aged 29) had travelled to Thailand when she was about
14 years old. Her parents had moved to Thailand from Shan State some time previously and were
working as construction workers. They left her with her grandmother until she inished ninth grade but
were worried about her safety and so brought her to Thailand, even though they themselves were not
being paid any money. She found work as a domestic worker and was paid THB750 ($20.96) a month.
“Was I in hell? There was no time to rest, no time to eat, I had no bedding. There was a hard small pillow.
I slept in the storage room… There was a lock but the employer had the key… If Myanmar, the country I
lived in, had justice, had freedom, had no war, I would have preferred staying there.”

Women coming to Malaysia did not describe situaions of state violence, but grinding poverty “I came here
as there is nothing in the village. It is a diicult life,” says Mariam, a domesic worker from Indonesia aged
39. Employers were furthermore conscious of the poverty of their workers and viewed employment with
them as a golden opportunity for domesic workers: “Her husband only transports small ish… our money is
a lot. One thousand is 10,000 in their country. No one will get that much money a month there” (Malaysian
employing couple, husband speaking).
Despite this recogniion of the imbalance of power, some employers, paricularly in Malaysia, thought
it acceptable to hold their worker’s documents. More than one quarter of our domesic worker survey
respondents (N=108) did not hold their own idenity documents (table 16). Most of these were working in
Malaysia, though some were in Thailand. This is supported by our employer survey, in which the majority of
Malaysian employers and a sizeable minority of Thai employers thought it was acceptable to hold workers’
passports or idenity cards (table 15). Malaysian interviewees said that document retenion was a means of
exercising control. One employer said when discussing whether migrant domesic workers should have the
right to hold their own documents: “This one is a quesion mark because if they hold their ID documents
their mobility becomes easier” (Malaysian male employer aged 51-60); and another: “If the passport is in
their hand they can run away. That is the only reason why I keep the passport” (Malaysian male employer
aged 61+).
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Table 15: Domestic workers’ answers to “Does your employer hold your passport?”, by
country
Malaysia

Thailand

Total

N

%

N

%

N

%

Yes

70

35

10

5

80

20

No

120

60

185

92.5

305

76.25

Unknown

10

5

5

2.5

15

3.75

Total

200

100

200

100

400

100

Moreover, while the Malaysian Government issued contract does sipulate a monthly wage, 70 domesic
worker respondents said that their employers “looked ater” their wages, and more than half (N=109)
said that they had to pay back a debt to their employer either now or in the past before being paid their
wages (only eight of the respondents in Malaysia had to repay a debt to a recruiter). This suggests that the
concerns discussed in Chapter 3 about the MOU amendment facilitaing indebtedness may be well placed.
Table 16: Employers’ answers to “Should employers hold migrant domestic workers’
passports?”, by country
Malaysia

Thailand

Total

Yes

31

14

45

No

11

27

38

Depends

7

12

19

Don’t know

0

1

1

Unknown

1

1

2

Total

50

55

105

5.5 Conclusion
There are two models that are used to manage the commodiicaion of domesic work: icive kin and
contract – “just like one of the family” or “a job like any other”. One of the key indings of this research
is the extent to which domesic workers themselves deploy the concept of icive kin. The contractual
model does not capture important elements of their work and their role, and being considered as “part
of the family” can consitute a source of recogniion and pride for domesic workers. Employers also
deploy icive kin relaionships. Ficive kin is not simply an excuse to mistreat the domesic worker, but
can also express recogniion of the value of their work, paricularly its emoional labour. However, in
pracice, employers oten move between kin and contract, and this slippage is also evident in government
approaches. More atenion needs to be paid to this slippage, as efecively it is the employer who has the
power to decide which model they will deploy and when, meaning that they can evade some of the more
onerous responsibiliies of icive kin on the grounds that the worker is a worker and not part of the family,
at the same ime as escaping the requirements of a contract because the worker is part of the family and
not a “regular” employee. This slippage is facilitated by the ambivalent legal posiion of domesic work in
employment and immigraion law regimes.
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‘They will tell us the ime to
mop, ime to sweep, ime to
wipe things clean and the ime
to be completed. The ime is
given. At the employers’ house,
they decide on ime.’
Linda, an Indonesian domesic worker

6. Keeping time:
Working hours, time off,
and autonomy
Regulaing hours is a paricular challenge for domesic workers (ILO, 2014b). Working ime can be diicult
to calculate, and for the purpose of analysis, this report has difereniated between working hours, weekly
rest days, and annual leave. Reasonable ime away from work is a requirement for any form of employment.
It takes on an added dimension in the case of domesic work, paricularly for those who live-in, because
the home and the workplace are not always clearly difereniated. The ILO deines ime of as periods
during which a domesic worker is free to dispose of her ime as she pleases and is not available to respond
to calls. It includes the freedom to leave the house. This is paricularly important because ime of for
domesic workers is more than ime of from doing tasks; it is also ime of from performing a role. It should
be ime when she can be autonomous and no longer directed by the employing household. However, as
will be discussed, domesic workers may struggle for their right to such individual autonomy in pracice.

6.1 Working hours
Both Thailand and Malaysia have set “normal hours of work” for workers (but not domesic workers) at
eight hours a day. In Thailand, equal treatment in relaion to normal hours of work in law should mean
eight hours a day and not more than 48 hours a week, with a rest period of at least one hour in an eighthour day. In Malaysia the law is similar, but there are special restricions for women in the industrial or
agricultural sector, who are not permited to work between the hours of 10 p.m. and 5 a.m. and are not
allowed to commence working without having 11 hours of consecuive rest-ime.
It is clear from our data that in both Thailand and Malaysia domesic workers were working excessive
hours in relaion to what is considered acceptable for other workers. In this sample, the average working
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hours found in Malaysia (14.42) were signiicantly more than in Thailand (11.89). Our sample was not
representaive, but these indings are in line with the ILO indings that domesic workers in Malaysia work
the longest days in the world (ILO, 2013a). Notably the average hours worked for live-out domesic workers
were less. In Thailand, the average daily hours worked by live-out workers were 9.23. In Malaysia, while
average daily work hours for live-out workers (12.46) were less than the overall average, the diference was
less pronounced than in Thailand, perhaps because in Malaysia the live-out workers were working illegally.
Employers in both Thailand and Malaysia were clear that eight hours a day (the legal working day for
standard workers in both countries) simply was not appropriate for domesic workers: “They are working
full ime. There is no such thing as free ime. They work full ime, no free ime” (Malaysian male employer
aged 61+). Only ive of the 50 Malaysian employers felt that eight hour working days were an appropriate
right for domesic workers, and this view was held by less than half (23) of the 55 Thai employers (though
as noted above, this does not mean that these employers aforded this right to their workers). Moreover,
only 10 of the Malaysian employers (or one-ith of the sample) thought that domesic workers should have
24 hours’ consecuive rest, as compared to two-thirds of the Thai employers.
In both Thailand and Malaysia there is a signiicant relaionship between working hours and naionality
(igure 13), but there is hardly any correlaion between legal status and working hours – indeed in Thailand,
Thai workers are among those who oten have the longest hours, whether or not they are carers.
Figure 13: Average number of hours worked by migrant domestic workers in excess to
the standard eight hour working day, by country of origin
In Thailand

Cambodia 7.87
Indonesia 6.82

Other 5.29
naionaliies1

Viet Nam
Thailand
Lao PDR
Myanmar

5.94
5.67
4.00
3.50

The standard 8 hour
working day

Addiional Hours

In Malaysia

Aitudinal diferences clearly have an impact on working hours, but also important is the nature of the work
that the person is doing and whether or not they are live-in. There is a signiicant relaionship between
working hours and carer status in both Thailand and Malaysia, with carers working longer hours in both
countries (igure 14). Cambodian workers who are carers work paricularly long hours, as do Indonesians
who are non-carers.

1

Sri Lanka and the Philippines
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Figure 14: Average working hours of migrant domestic workers by status as a carer of
children and/or adults, by country
Malaysia

Thailand

15.01

Carer

13.24
13.64

Not a carer

11.06
The standard 8 hour working day

Most domesic worker respondents said that they had a period of rest during their working day (igure 15).
In Thailand 174 workers out of 200 said they had some rest ime; though of these 174 workers, 108 had one
hour or less. In Malaysia, 162 had rest ime, and among our sample the average period was slightly longer
than in Thailand – just 69 reported having one hour or less. Less than one third of workers in Malaysia had
a daily period of 11 hours of consecuive rest. However, among both groups, a signiicant minority (46 in
Thailand and 48 in Malaysia) could be woken or disturbed by their employer during their rest period.
Care work is diicult to manage within the strictures of industrial ime. High quality care, as opposed to
the perfunctory performing of tasks, is relaional. Key to the quality is that the person cared for feels that
the carer is not simply doing this as a duty and for money, but that they have an emoional relaionship
with them and crucially are available to them when they are needed. A single care worker given adequate
breaks, holidays, and days of requires signiicant input and support from family members if reasonable
hours are to be maintained. Ater all, eight hours of care labour in a day means there are sill 16 hours that
need to be covered, and one full weekly rest day too. Either the family must employ relief workers or they
need to do it themselves: “We are individuals, unlike companies who have several workers. If the company
does not have this worker, it sill has other workers, but we have to do it ourselves” (Thai female employer
aged 61+).
Figure 15: Domestic workers’ answers to “Do you have rest periods during the working
day?”
Yes

No

Malaysia

Unknown

Thailand
13
25

200

162

200

Total
4
22
174

17
47

400

336

Long hours are not only associated with those workers who have care responsibiliies. Because domesic
work is not producive, it is diicult to measure in terms of tasks performed or intensity of labour. One
employer who did implement an eight hour working day as a right circumscribed it with: “If the domesic
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worker works at her fullest” (Thai female employer aged 51–60). This seems to be an important component
of employers’ reluctance to allow an eight-hour day: They felt that the worker is not actually working a lot
of the ime: “They should have their eight hours of sleep… their work is domesic work. In between, they
are not fully occupied… They have ime to nap in the aternoon, we tell them to take a break” (Malaysian
employer couple aged 51–60, husband speaking). Our interviews suggest that employers felt that a lot of
the ime domesic workers were doing nothing in paricular or even resing – “She comes with me and sits
here… If someone comes, there is work; if not, just siing only” (Malaysian male employer aged 41–50).
Employers perceived a trade-of between this lack of intensity – taking it easy – and longer hours.
However, this was experienced very diferently by domesic workers, who saw being able to take it easy as
the main diference between being in their own home and living with their employer. In their own home
they could be “lazy”: “Working for khun yai I have to do it orderly. I have to do well. In my own home I can
leave it unil I have ime… I can rest when I’m ired and do it later. But working for an employer, I get paid
so I have to do beter” (Mia, Vietnamese worker aged 52). In your own home you can leave the work unil
you want to do it and decide when to prioriize it. As one domesic worker put it: “They will tell us the
ime to mop, ime to sweep, ime to wipe things clean, and the ime to be completed. The ime is given. At
the employer’s house, they decide on ime, in our house, we decide on ime” (Linda, Indonesian domesic
worker aged 23).
Most of the domesic workers interviewed were unhappy about the lack of control they had over their
hours. The principal advantage of factory work (another opion oten available to low-skilled migrant
women) over domesic work, according to workers, was the possibility of controlling hours and being able
to leave work behind. Employers are imagining that they are in the shoes of the domesic worker, but
it seems they are forgeing that the domesic worker is not in her own house. So while employers may
be able to be “lazy” and prioriize in their own home, this does not mean that domesic workers can
because they are not simply subsituing for the labour of their female employer and are in a very diferent
relaion to the household. While it was not explicitly stated by interviewees, it would appear that resing is
perceived by employers as negaive, rather than an essenial part of well-being.
This is also related to the standard of the work, and domesic worker interviewees almost all agreed that
they had to achieve a much higher standard of cleanliness when working for someone else than they did
in their own house: “I do beter than how I did at home. There, even if it is not clean, no one will scold at
me. If I did some mistakes, employer will see. I have to pay more atenion when I work” (Kamlee, domesic
worker from Myanmar aged 35).
This was relected on by a Thai woman whose long-term domesic worker went away: “During the three
months when she went back home the two of us had to do things by ourselves. We looked at each other…
OK, let’s not cook tonight. It’s iring. When she was away I just cleaned the house once a week, but she
normally cleans it every day.”
Domesic work is about performing a role and being in a certain relaion to a family, it is not only about
undertaking a set of tasks. It is therefore extremely diicult for those who live-in to step out of that role
and leave work behind ater the working day is done. There was recogniion of this by employers, but
they used it to support their posiion that a standard working day was not appropriate. A 41–50 year-old
Malaysian female employer who worked for a labour rights organizaion felt that the work site meant that
limiing working hours to eight a day simply isn’t feasible “because they live in our house. You can’t….
When you have the maid living in the house with you, you can’t have the eight hour working ime. They
cannot just suddenly drop the plate and disappear.” Or, as another employer put it: “Can I tell members of
my family that they shall not interact with me ater eight hours?” Domesic workers cannot just step out
of the domesic worker role when they have inished eight hours of work: “If you stay in, every hour, every
minute, the boss controls you” (Pine, Cambodian domesic worker aged 35).
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6.1.1 Stand-by hours
One of the ways of capturing the diference between industrial ime and other forms of working ime has
been the concept of “stand-by hours”. Stand-by hours are when the worker is expected to be available in
case they are needed but they may not necessarily be called upon, or as Convenion No. 189 deines it:
“periods during which domesic workers are not free to dispose of their ime as they please and remain
at the disposal of the household in order to respond to possible calls” (Aricle 10(3)). So a worker may be
called on in the middle of the night if needed by the care user, but not necessarily. This was, unsurprisingly,
largely an issue for the live-in workers of our sample, and paricularly for domesic workers employed
in Malaysia. Stand-by hours are not restricted to care work and are a feature of domesic work more
generally. One domesic worker interviewee, for example, described how she oten had to wait up so she
was available to open the gate for her employers when they returned from paries.
Employers interviewed regarded stand-by hours as not properly working, but workers were far more
ambivalent. The survey quesionnaire asked whether domesic workers were including stand-by hours in
their esimate of working hours, and if so how many of their hours were stand-by. Because stand-by hours
requires a paricular understanding of how ime in the house is organized, it also included a quesion about
availability to the employer during rest hours as a consistency check. This revealed workers’ uncertainty
about the stand-by concept. For example, people who said that they did not have to work stand-by hours
also said that they could be woken up and had to be available to their employers. Furthermore, of the
24 people who shared their room with a child or an elderly person, 15 – or 62.5 per cent – said they
were not working stand-by hours, but this seems in pracice highly unlikely. One factor contribuing to the
discrepancy might be the regularity of being disturbed. For example, a person might not feel on stand-by if
they are rarely woken by the child with whom they share a room. Being on stand-by and knowing that it is
unlikely you will be called upon is very diferent from being on stand-by and being called upon four imes
a night.
Deining stand-by ime and breaks can then be very diicult in pracice. One of the main diiculies of live-in
domesic work is precisely that there never is a real break, speciically because, as long as domesic workers
are at the workplace, they must respond to calls whenever they are made. In other words, when they
are not acively occupied with performing tasks, they are always on stand-by (ILO, 2014b). Workers’ and
employers’ diferent perspecives on availability and lack of intensity contribute to diferent approaches
about what consitutes working ime.

6.2 Days off, annual holiday, and individual autonomy
If one is liable to be disturbed during rest hours, as 68 per cent of workers in Malaysia and 33 per cent of
workers in Thailand claimed, it is diicult to efecively take ime of and disinguish stand-by ime from
rest ime. Accordingly, days of are therefore extremely important for domesic workers. According to both
Thai and Malaysian labour law, standard employees should receive a minimum of one weekly rest day (24
hours of consecuive rest). In the case of Thailand a weekly rest day is also a right extended to domesic
workers. As can be seen in igure 16 below, less than half (N=160) of the workers surveyed were given a
weekly rest day with pay.
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Figure 16: Domestic workers’ answers to “Do you get a weekly rest day?”, by country
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Given the problem with stand-by hours and rest ime, being able to leave the house on one’s day of has
a paricular salience. It is not only a case of withdrawing one’s availability, but not being simply in the
relaion of “domesic worker” to the household and having some ime to lead an autonomous life. This is
where being a migrant domesic worker can have very paricular consequences. Autonomy is limited by
immigraion requirements in both Thailand and Malaysia, as both governments require, and in some cases
will enforce, dependence on a paricular employer. In Malaysia the Immigraion Department even asserts
that “employers are responsible for the conduct and discipline of the FDH while she is in Malaysia” (IDM,
2016). Furthermore, the pracical reality of migraion means that people are oten separated from friends
and loved ones, and so may have less incenive to go out. Ater all, if the domesic worker is “part of the
family” this erases the worker’s own family, and the separaion oten enforced by immigraion controls
and migratory processes afect this erasure in pracice. Importantly, given the isolaion of the private
household, being able to leave can also enable domesic workers to access organizaions and compatriots
for advice and support as well as relaxaion.
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Table 17: Employers’ answers to “Should domestic workers have the beneit of being
able to leave the house in their free time?”, by country
Malaysia

Thailand

Total

Yes for all domesic workers including
migrant workers

4

33

37

Yes for ciizens who are domesic workers

0

1

1

Yes, but only for documented migrant
domesic workers

9

0

9

It depends

9

16

25

Not appropriate for any domesic worker

25

1

26

Unknown

3

4

7

Total

50

55

105

It was acknowledged by Malaysian oicials interviewed and by the Indonesian Embassy in Kuala Lumpur
that employers in Malaysia commonly assume that domesic workers should remain in the house all the
ime and weekly rest days are oten not given. This is a result of the regulatory framework, which gives
workers and employers the choice of whether or not to implement a weekly rest day, a right which arguably
should not be considered a “choice”.
As can be seen in table 17 above, only four of the 50 Malaysian employers surveyed felt that domesic
workers should have the right to leave the house on their day of. Interviewees were concerned “they
will get spoiled joining unnecessary people” (Malaysian male employer aged 41–50). Another employer
suggested, “The problem is that we don’t know where they go; so it’s beter to pay them and keep them in
the house” (Malaysian couple, husband speaking aged 50–59).
It also suggests that being able to leave the house when you are not working is not considered a right but
rather a privilege. Neither legal status nor length of stay have a staisically signiicant impact on freedom
to go out in either Thailand or Malaysia. In this context it is not surprising that, while workers complained
about the long hours they worked, employers oten said that workers would prefer to work than to have
the day of because they wanted the money.
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Table 18: Migrant domestic workers’ answers to “Can you go out in your free time?”, by
country
Malaysia

Thailand

Total

N

%

N

%

N

%

Yes

86

43

25

12.5

111

27.75

No

48

24

8

4

56

14

Only with permission

37

18.5

98

49

135

33.75

Don’t know

8

4

1

0.5

9

2.25

Unknown

21

10.5

68

34

89

22.25

Total

200

100

200

100

400

100

In Thailand most, but not all (N=33) employers felt that domesic workers should have the right to leave the
house on their weekly rest day (see table 17). However most of the domesic workers surveyed were not
able to go out in their free ime without the employer’s permission, indicaing that they were sill subject to
their employer even on their days of (see table 18).2 Immigraion restricions may also operate to restrict
workers’ movements, both directly and indirectly. Workers who are in the NV system are not permited
to move from the province where they are working. Anxiety about being picked up by the authoriies can
also mean that workers do not want to leave the house. In the Bangkok focus group discussion one of the
paricipants described how his domesic worker had missed one of her three monthly reporing sessions.
He was a lawyer and had tried very hard to get her legalized, but it had proved impossible: “My maid can’t
go outside the house. She is scared of the police and being caught. Even if the employer wants to be good,
if the policy of the government is not good we can’t do anything.”
For workers who are not permited to leave the house, an alternaive means of escaping the domesic
worker role is to meet with people with whom one is not in a service relaion, for instance by having
visitors. Unfortunately, this too was oten forbidden by employers, and again this was paricularly notable
in Malaysia (see table 19). Domesic workers in Malaysia reported being more restricted regarding visitors
than did domesic workers in Thailand, though even in Thailand nearly one-quarter of the sample surveyed
were not permited to have visitors (see table 20). In Thailand, the freedom to have visitors decreases
in the case of domesic workers who work as carers, and in Malaysia no undocumented workers were
permited to entertain visitors.

2

The number of domestic workers who reported that they could only go out with permission in their free time was markedly higher
in Thailand than in Malaysia. However, given that not permitting domestic workers to leave the house is so normalized in Malaysia,
this might indicate a methodological issue, as those domestic workers in Malaysia who are able to leave the house (and therefore be
surveyed) are potentially more free than most.
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Table 19: Employers’ answers to “Should domestic workers be allowed to have
visitors?”, by country
Malaysia

Thailand

Total

Yes for all domesic workers including migrant workers

3

25

28

Yes for ciizens who are domesic workers

0

1

1

Yes, but only for documented migrant domesic
workers

10

1

11

It depends

8

21

29

Not appropriate for any domesic worker

25

4

29

Unknown

4

3

7

Total

50

55

105

Table 20: Domestic workers’ answers to “Are you are allowed to have visitors?”, by
country

Malaysia

Thailand

Total

N

%

N

%

N

%

Yes

72

36

81

40.5

153

38.25

No

105

52.5

47

23.5

152

38

Unknown

23

11.5

72

36

95

23.75

Total

200

100

200

100

400

100

These kinds of restricions either run counter to the idea that domesic workers are “part of the family”, or
suggest that the ways in which they are included in the family are highly patriarchal. If the domesic worker
is like an “aunie”, one might expect her to be able to leave the house when she wishes, or to have visitors of
her own. Thus when employers deployed the icive kin model, they oten had to manage the contradicion
that while domesic workers are like family members, they are in their (i.e., the employer’s) house, and so
these workers are part of the household but do not belong in the home. Employer interviewees suggest
that fear of crime served as both jusiicaion and explanaion for these restricive measures and notably
overrode any thought of the social and emoional needs of workers:
I understand that some people must be able to visit and people have a right to socialize but… this is my house…
this is a developing society. The person who does domesic work earns a lower income and there is a possibility
they could be associated with crime. It is possible that the person can bring someone in to rob us. I am worried.
Thai male employer aged 26–30
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There is no need for that [visitors]. Firstly, she is in a foreign country; if visitors are coming, why, and who? … I
don’t know who is coming. These are people who may end up having boyfriends and running away. Malaysian
male employer aged 61+
Danger, yes surely there is possible danger in their friends visiing my house. Malaysian male employer aged
41–50

Yet fears of crime and the urge to protect one’s private space may also overlap with a negaive response to
manifestaions of the worker’s autonomy. So one employer described how horriied he was when he and
his family returned to the house ater they’d let on a day trip to ind that the domesic worker had taken
a surprise decision: “She had already ordered a McDonald’s and the guy was delivering McDonald’s to the
house, which really took us by surprise. So we don’t know what they do at home” (Malaysian couple aged
51-60, male speaking). Yet it is autonomy from the role of domesic worker as well as the tasks of doing
domesic work that is a component of ime of.
This hosility to visitors also oten extended to telephone usage. “Sneakily” using the phone, or using
a mobile too much, paricularly if the worker might be calling a boyfriend was a source of concern. A
Malaysian female employer aged 41–50 says a lot of problems stem from “the error of hand phones…
that’s where they get contact with the outside world. Most of the ime they are OK unil they get their
hand phone and people start calling them.” From the point of view of the workers, mobile phones were
for many an important appliance. Kyek, a Shan domesic worker in Thailand, described working for a very
diicult family where she was treated very badly, but she did so very instrumentally, because she had lost
her phone and was determined to remain unil she had made enough money to buy a new one. As soon
as she had enough cash, she let. One interviewee explained how to make a conference call and talk to ive
friends; while an employer complained exactly about her worker doing this, and talking to people while she
was sweeping the loor. A Malaysian male employer was very strongly of the opinion that domesic workers
should be treated as part of the family, yet he was adamant that: “A maid should not have a phone. That’s
all… It looks cruel, but it is to keep them safe. We allow them to call their homes from our ixed lines.”
The denial of worker’s rights to weekly days of and visitors is not only an infringement of labour rights, but
equally it is a denial of what might be reasonably expected in a familial relaion. It is further compounded
by limitaions on annual leave. In Thailand, workers are enitled to a minimum of six days paid annual
leave plus 13 public holidays a year. Over 85 per cent (N=171) of the 200 respondents working in Thailand
said they had annual leave, though half of these respondents were given less than the mandated 19
days. Furthermore, this leave was unpaid. Malaysian workers have the right to 8–16 days of annual leave,
depending on their length of service. However, as discussed above, domesic workers are not included in
this because they do not fall under the deiniion of worker in Malaysian labour law, and annual leave is not
menioned in the Government-issued contract (neither are working imes nor days of).
The right to annual leave is not uncontenious, with 16 employers saying that it was not appropriate for any
domesic worker (table 21). And, even though most employers support the idea of annual leave for at least
some domesic workers, this does not mean paid leave. Among the domesic worker survey respondents,
227 (approximately 57 per cent) had no paid annual holiday. Of the 175 who did have paid annual holiday,
63 had eight days of holiday or fewer a year. In interviews with Malaysian employers the fact that domesic
workers are migrants, and migrants in turn are temporary, contributes to the sense that there is a “natural”
limitaion on annual leave:
They came under contract, then follow the contract, so there is no such thing as annual leave. They work for
two years, then we give them a plane icket and send them of… They are only here on a two-year contract,
pension will not come in, nothing like that, nothing… Whatever beneit there is, is within the salary. Malaysian
male employer aged 61+
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Table 21: Employers’ answers to “Should domestic workers have the beneit of annual
leave?”, by country
Malaysia

Thailand

Total

Yes for all domesic workers including migrant workers

8

39

47

Yes for ciizens who are domesic workers

0

3

3

Yes, but only for documented migrant domesic
workers

25

0

25

It depends

3

6

9

Not appropriate for any domesic worker

12

4

16

Unknown

2

3

5

Total

50

55

105

Examining the average number of annual leave days across the two categories of workers by live-in status,
it is observed that in both the countries, there is no signiicant diference in the average number of leave
days of the two groups. Living in does not make any diference to the average number of annual leave days
a domesic worker takes in Malaysia and Thailand even though one might expect that live-in workers’ rights
to holidays are paricularly important to preserve.

6.3 Conclusion
The icive kin model is paricularly detrimental with respect to hours of work and leave days. Domesic
workers in both Thailand and Malaysia work excepionally long hours, paricularly if they are care workers
and if they live in. While there has been excellent research and organising done around the concept and
pracice of stand-by hours, much remains to be done. The right to be absent from the house on one’s
weekly rest day and the right to annual leave are paricularly important if domesic workers’ autonomy and
rights are to be respected.
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‘If I ask my employer for
insurance, I am worried
she will not let me go
out.'
Lea, a Filipina domesic worker

7. Money matters:
Wages and social security
While domesic work is excluded from minimum wage coverage in both Thailand and Malaysia, this research
found that most, but not all, employers agreed that domesic workers should be paid the same minimum
wage as any other worker (table 22). In Malaysia, however, employers felt that, as with other rights, this was
suitable only for documented workers.1 At irst sight it seems that in both countries domesic workers are
earning above the minimum wage, but a closer look reveals that this is far from the case, paricularly when
one takes working ime and social security into account and analyses data by the naionality of the worker

7.1 Minimum Wage
Table 22: Employers’ answer to “Should domestic workers have the beneit of minimum
wage?”, by country
Malaysia

Thailand

Total

Yes for all domesic workers, including migrant workers

8

36

44

Yes for ciizens who are domesic workers

0

5

5

Yes, but only for documented migrant domesic
workers

18

0

18

1

As shown in Tunon and Baruah (2012), about 80 per cent of the respondents in Malaysia, Singapore, and Thailand felt that
unauthorized migrants cannot expect to have any rights at work. With respect to pay, most respondents were of the view that authorized
migrant workers cannot expect the same pay and working conditions as nationals for carrying out the same job: 64 per cent in Thailand
and 73 per cent in Malaysia.
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It depends

6

6

12

Not appropriate for any domesic worker

12

4

16

Unknown

6

4

10

Total

50

55

105

The daily minimum wage in Thailand was THB300 ($8.38) a day at ime of ieldwork. Most respondents’
average pay in Bangkok was THB10,700 a month ($298.97) and in Chiang Mai THB8,000 ($223.53),
although it was unclear from survey data if this pay was then subject to deducions. These igures suggest
approximately THB350–445 ($9.78–12.43) a day in Bangkok and THB265–333 ($7.40–9.30) a day in Chiang
Mai. Depending on whether or not workers have a paid weekly rest day, most were paid above the daily
minimum. It should be noted that it proved very diicult to obtain comparable wage data from domesic
workers, with some giving their wages per day, others per week and others per month. These igures are
calculaions made for this study and are approximaions only.
Although the sample size is small, it seems that naionality is signiicant for wages in Thailand, and Thai
workers are the highest paid (igure 17).
Figure 17: Monthly wages of migrant domestic workers in Thailand, by nationality
Monthly wage in THB
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In Malaysia, the monthly minimum wage was MYR900 ($214.01) at the ime of ieldwork, set to change
to MYR1000 ($237.78) in July 2016. Our survey found the average domesic worker wage was MYR1,100
($261.56) per month.
As in Thailand, wages difer signiicantly by naionality. The reputaion of Filipinas among the Malaysian
employers interviewed was that they were “expensive”, and an employer has to earn a higher wage if they
want to apply to hire a Filipina domesic worker than if they want to hire an Indonesian worker. These
diferences are in part a result of the diferenial rates of MOUs with sending countries or the regulaions
of sending countries with regard to migrant wages. For instance, according to the Indonesian consulate,
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the MOU with Indonesia set the minimum wage at MYR900 (US$214.01), whereas the Philippine Overseas
Employment Administraion (POEA) Governing Board Resoluion 5 of 2006 set the minimum salary for
Filipino domesic workers overseas at $400 per month, or MYR1,682.2 Our indings, however, indicate that
not all workers are receiving the rates set by the MOU or the governments of origin countries. For instance,
More than half (N=38) of the 62 Filipinas for whom the research has wage data earned below MYR1,548
($368.09); 11 earned MYR1,549–1,999 ($368.32–475.32); and three earned 2,000 ($475.57) or above.
The lowest salary among Filipina workers was MYR1,000 ($237.78) and the highest MYR2,500 ($594.45).
Wages for Indonesians were signiicantly lower. Of the 129 Indonesians who gave wage data, 30 received
MYR899 ($213.77) or less, (below the minimum sipulated by the MOU); 68 earned between MYR9001,200 ($214.01-285.34 respecively); and 31 earned MYR1,200 ($285.34) and above. The lowest paid was
MYR400 ($95.11) a month and the highest MYR1,900 ($451.79) (igure 18). This suggests that the MOU is
not ensuring wages.
Figure 18: Monthly wages of migrant domestic workers in Malaysia, by nationality
Monthly wage in MYR
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This diference was tested for signiicance within the sample and the relaionship between wages of
domesic workers and naionality was found to be signiicant in the case of Thailand, but interesingly in
neither country was legal status or length of stay signiicant for wage level. It is also worth noing that there
seems to be a relaion between having a writen contract in Malaysia and wage rate, with respondents who
had a writen contract earning higher wages. It was not possible to gauge this in Thailand because so few
domesic workers have writen contracts.
Based on the wages reported by migrant domesic workers in this study, it would appear as though the
majority (though not all) earn above the minimum wage. However, when the number of hours worked are
taken into account, this no longer holds true. For indicaive purposes only, if it can be assumed that the
Thai minimum wage of THB300 ($8.38) per day is for a maximum eight-hour day, then the minimum hourly
wage is THB37.5 ($1.05). Given that domesic workers in Bangkok are working for an average of 11.9 hours
a day, their minimum daily wage should therefore be in the region of THB445 ($12.43) or approximately
THB11,570–13,795 ($323.27–385.44) per month depending on how many days a week are worked.
Similarly, in Malaysia the minimum wage per hour is MYR4.3 ($1.02). Given that domesic workers are
working some 14 hours a day, their minimum daily wage rate would be approximately MYR61.5 ($14.62) or
approximately MYR1,599–1,906 monthly ($380.21–453.22) depending on how many days are worked. The

2

For more details see http://www.poea.gov.ph/gbr/2006/gbr2006.html [accessed 02 Feb 2016].
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vast majority of workers in both states earned below these amounts: in Thailand 91 per cent of workers
earn THB12,000 ($335.29) or below, and in Malaysia 92 per cent of workers earn MYR1,600 ($380.45) or
below.
Even these minimum rates would not bring parity with other workers. Given that the maximum working
day is eight hours, between three and six hours of the day worked by domesic workers should consitute
overime, payable at a higher rate. In pracice, for reasons related to hours discussed above, overime pay
can be diicult to apply in the case of domesic workers. However, if one takes being paid extra for special
events, such as late night paries, as indicaive of overime recogniion, the proporions are disappoiningly
low: approximately 20 per cent of workers in Thailand, and 20 per cent in Malaysia said that they would be
paid extra for these occasions.
Of course one major diference for domesic workers who live in is that they do not have to pay rent or food
costs.3 For both workers and employers this was acknowledged as part of the deal:
Three hundred baht per day is not appropriate because of the nature of the work and… it depends on how they
live… Like in my house she always has food, soap, shampoo, toothpaste. When I have bought something I don’t
like, I need somewhere to give them away. When I travel I collect the soap from all the hotels… and I give them
to her in bags. Thai female employer aged 61+

It is generally accepted that employers provide accommodaion and food for those who are living in and
that this is in addiion to their salary – only two workers said that this was their in-kind payment for work.
Most workers felt they had enough to eat, though a substanial minority felt they did not, paricularly in
Thailand (see table 23). Undocumented workers were more likely to say that they did not get enough to eat.
Table 23: Domestic workers’ answers to “Are you getting enough to eat?”, by country
Malaysia

Thailand

N

%

N

%

Yes

167

83.5

147

73.5

No

16

8

23

11.5

Someimes

7

3.5

15

7.5

Unknown

10

5

15

7.5

Total

200

100

200

100

While employers imagined domesic workers enduring long hours because their work was less intense, for
workers the trade-of was between length of hours and living costs:
At the factory I would have to start at a certain ime. This will be more comfortable than living with an employer,
but if you compare that to live-in domesic work you cannot really save money because you have to pay for the
rent, water, and electricity. Hom, domesic worker from Myanmar in Thailand aged 29

3
While this is often treated as being particular to domestic work, there are other sectors where employer-provided accommodation is
part of the arrangement.
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Living in is “free” in terms of cost, but it is living out that gives “freedom”. Employers oten referred to
paying for the workers’ living costs in their interviews. While the majority of domesic workers in both
Thailand and Malaysia did not consider this an in-kind payment, it was referred to by both paries as
an important element in the exchange. However, the meeing of these costs are not a straighforward
transacion, but increase dependence and relect status – as is suggested in the case where the employer
gave the worker hotel soaps.
There are, however, hidden costs for both paries. The problem of hours and autonomy for workers have
been menioned, but employers too did not always ind it easy to be living with domesic workers, and
some said that the smaller size of houses now compared to the past made it much more diicult to share
space with a domesic worker. One employer found the weekly rest day to be an opportunity to escape
from each other once a week: “So they would not be bored of us and we would not be bored of them”
(Thai female employer aged 61+).

7.2 Social security
In Thailand and Malaysia, domesic workers are efecively excluded from the social security provisions
governing standard workers, including pensions and maternity pay and leave (see box 6). One Malaysian
employer, when asked whether domesic workers should have a right to a pension, stated that such beneits
are already included in the wage: “Nothing like that… because they are coming to work on a contract.
The salary is there, whatever beneit is within the salary” (Malaysian male employer 61+). However, the
problem is precisely that these costs are usually not incorporated into the salary, and this is especially true
if the domesic worker is being paid at minimum wage.

Box 6:
Domestic workers' social security exclusion in Thailand
According to oficials interviewed, one of the main reasons for the exclusion of domestic workers from
many labour- and social security-related laws in Thailand is that an individual employer (as opposed to
a company or business) does not have the capacity to provide full protection under these laws. Oficials
also explained that the ictive kin model is important in Thai culture, and they believed there was a
danger that heavy enforcement of labour laws would undermine these kinds of relations.

Naional social security protecion can comprise a wide range of insurance and safety net schemes,
including health, pensions, invalidity, maternity, and sick pay. Most employers agreed that they should pay
sick pay when their domesic worker falls ill (38 out of 50 in Malaysia, and 47 out of 55 in Thailand). Under
Malaysian immigraion the employer is responsible for any medical bills incurred by the worker and most
of the domesic worker survey respondents in Malaysia said that they believed their employer would pay
for their medical care if they fell sick – though whether this would happen in pracice is not conirmed.
Seven of the 200 domesic worker respondents in Thailand and 27 of the 200 respondents in Malaysia
said that they did not know how they would meet the costs of health care. In both Thailand and Malaysia,
domesic workers are exempt from each country’s workmen’s compensaion act, meaning that they are
not enitled to compensaion if they sufer injuries, illness, or death during or as the result of work duies.
As discussed above, paid domesic work is oten analysed as a subsitute for female household labour
and uncommodiied care, and the rise in demand for domesic workers in Thailand and Malaysia is oten
atributed to a corresponding rise in female employment and dual earner households. However, while the
employment of domesic workers facilitated motherhood and employment, over four-iths of Malaysian
employers surveyed (N=41) thought that maternity leave should not be a right for any domesic worker.
Nearly three-iths of Thai employers (N=30) on the other hand thought that maternity leave should be
given as a right to domesic workers whatever their ciizenship. That said, some employers had a minimal
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understanding of maternity leave: “I am OK if the maternity leave is two days but I could not take it if the
maternity leave is very long. Otherwise I would not hire” (Thai female employer aged 61+). The primacy of
the employers’ requirements over the workers’ reproducive responsibiliies sill holds. Domesic workers
might want to have children or to live with their own children but “if the mum has to take care of her child,
will she have ime to work?” (Thai female employer aged 41-50).
The Thai employer respondents and interviewees were generally more sympatheic to the relevance of
social security coverage for migrant domesic workers than Malaysian employers (table 24). Thirty-four out
of 55 employers in Thailand felt that domesic workers should have the right to register with Government
social security schemes (though this could be either Secion 40 or Secion 33 – please refer to Secion 3.1.2
above for details), and the oicials interviewed proposed that the Thai Government hold a consultaion
session on this issue with employers.
Table 24: Employers’ answers to “Is social security coverage relevant for domestic
workers?”, by country
Malaysia

Thailand

Total

Yes for all domesic workers

0

34

34

Yes for ciizens who are also domesic workers

0

9

9

It depends

0

8

8

Not appropriate for any domesic worker

0

1

1

Unknown

50

3

53

Total

50

55

105

In Thailand there has been considerable discussion about domesic workers not being covered by
social security provisions. There appear to be diferences of opinion between diferent ministries about
the exclusion of migrant domesic workers from the system. From the posiion of the Department of
Employment, oicials suggested that as domesic workers are workers (not least because they need a
work permit), they should have access to social security. However, the Department of Social Security has
quesioned whether domesic workers are workers, given that domesic work does not produce proit in a
tradiional manner. In fact, Thai domesic workers do have access to social security under Secion 40 of the
Social Security Act, but as most domesic workers in Thailand are migrants, they are not covered (though
some of the survey respondents did seem to be covered, presumably because the employer has registered
them at their business rather than saying that their employment is in the private household). One employer
was paricularly vociferous about the importance of social security for migrant domesic workers claiming:
I think the Government is not smart...for people of working age rarely go to hospital… It is security for everyone...
It is a beneit that can help other people. The security system is how we share good and bad, and some will
be let over for the Government. Speaking as an employer, I would register domesic workers under the social
security system, as it will cover everything and we will not have any risk. Thai female employer aged 51–60

This viewpoint was not uncontested. Another Thai employer felt that it was the responsibility of the
employers rather than the state to cover the addiional costs of domesic workers:
Do we want them to be rooted here? If they stay with us, the employer should take care and not leave this
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obligaion of the Government. If the worker stays with the employer for that long, it is as if they have let their
lives with us. So stay on. But it should not be like Thai people who are taken care of by the Government… It is
inappropriate… other people in the country have not hired them. Thai female employer aged 61+

Among Thai employers, pensions were imagined as the employers’ responsibility on the basis that this is a
long-term relaionship (table 25): “I will take care of them unil they die… They are very good and dedicated
their lives to us. They work their enire lives for us and they will die alone? On the day they could not
work anymore, we should give pension” (Thai male employer aged 25–30). This suggests that icive kin
relaionships, in some cases, are felt to give certain responsibiliies to the employer, though importantly,
as this employer acknowledged, he is rich and can aford to give a pension. It may be in pracice more
diicult for others. Also, in pracice these kinds of decades-long stays may not be desired by employers
or by workers. Several of our interviewees said that domesic work was suitable for migrant women when
they irst arrived in Thailand and could not speak Thai, but when they had more facility with the language
they could move on to other work. Given that this study was a snapshot and did not follow migrants’ career
trajectories, there is no way of knowing whether these interviewees were ciing received wisdom, or if it
described an opportunity that was open to them.
Table 25: Employers’ answers to “Is old age pension relevant for domestic workers?”, by
country

Malaysia

Thailand

Total

Yes for all domesic workers

3

26

29

Yes for ciizens who are also domesic workers

0

5

5

Yes, but only for documented migrant domesic workers

6

0

6

It depends

3

12

15

Not appropriate for any domesic worker

32

8

40

Unknown

6

4

10

Total

50

55

105

Interviews with Malaysian employers suggest that maternity rights and pensions were not relevant to
them, not because they did not care, but because the worker would be returned to their country of origin
and was a temporary worker. Unlike some of the other rights, such as working ime or minimum wage,
maternity rights were simply treated as if they were out of employers’ hands: “For domesic workers,
they are not allowed to have a baby, and then the moment they are pregnant we have to send them back
already. Those are the rules in Malaysia. So it [maternity leave and pay] doesn’t apply” (Malaysian female
employer aged 41–50).
There was the same kind of response when it came to pensions. Immigraion requirements state that
migrant domesic workers must be under the age of 45, and employers believed that pension rights were
superluous, staing: “We don’t want an old worker” (Malaysian female employer aged 51+); “If they’re
already old, it’s beter for them to go home” (Malaysian female employer aged 41-50) and “They are
only here on a two-year contract, pension will not come in [to it]” (Malaysian male employer aged 61+).
However, this viewpoint disregards the idea that social security beneits could be portable.
Domesic workers, like all migrant workers in Malaysia, must pass a medical on arrival, provide a medical
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report from their country of origin, and undergo annual health checks with the foreign workers medical
screening board (FOMEMA). If workers do not pass these check-ups, they will be returned – compounding
the idea that migrant workers are fungible. If a woman is found to be pregnant, she may be pronounced
“unit” to work and have her contract terminated. Some workers may decide to terminate the pregnancy
as a consequence.1 This could be analysed as an insituional extracion of reproducive labour, as migrants
undertake the labour that is necessary for the reproducion of Malaysian ciizens (children) and of Malaysian
ways of life. They are taught to cook suitable foods, care for the elderly, and keep Malaysian homes. They
facilitate the lives and lifestyles of Malaysian ciizens, but they themselves are not allowed to marry or
have children while they are in Malaysia. While domesic workers can be criical to family life and also to
facilitaing working mothers and working wives, they themselves are not permited to become mothers or
to marry either a Malaysian ciizen or a foreign worker while they are in Malaysia.

7.3 Conclusion
The average wages of migrant domesic workers, while low, at irst sight look in keeping with the pay
received by other low-waged workers, paricularly when one considers that food and accommodaion are
included for live-in workers. However, closer atenion to the data exposes a more discomforing story.
First, signiicant proporions of domesic workers do not always feel that they have enough to eat (25 per
cent of respondents in Thailand, and just under 20 per cent in Malaysia). Second, if one calculates the
efecive wages per hours worked, then the pay of domesic workers is signiicantly below the minimum
wage. Third, average pay masks signiicant discrepancies between the pay of diferent naionaliies. In
Malaysia these discrepancies are scafolded by the difering income requirements placed on employers
depending on the naionality of the person they are hiring.
When it came to social security rights, employers – paricularly those in Malaysia – tend to view the social
relaions surrounding the work of the women they employ as external to them and beyond their control,
thereby relieving them of responsibiliies. Thus the rights and beneits that would normally be guaranteed
by the kind of contractual relaions that are embedded in the Malaysian system are waived because,
immigraion requirements essenially consider workers as temporary and disposable if they become sick,
pregnant, or too old, even if visas can be renewed. And the familial relaions that would normally act as
a safety net at imes of crisis are also withdrawn, and this too is legiimated by workers’ temporariness.
Domesic workers will be part of the family and subject to contractual relaions while it and healthy, but
both forms of protecion can be removed at the employers’ and state’s discreion.

1

There has been little research done on this, but according to a report in 2002 from a clinic in Penang they were performing 30
abortions a month for foreign workers https://www.malaysiakini.com/news/6409 [accessed 22 Oct 2016].
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‘I am not praising
myself, I am just being
straighforward.
I am a good person.’
Kamlee, a Myanmar domesic worker

8. Domestic workers’
perspectives
The previous secions examined domesic workers’ rights (or lack thereof) using the framework of
contractual rights. This secion examines what is not captured by such a framework. It considers why icive
kin is used not only by employers, but also by domesic workers, and the implicaions this has on the
relaionship between them. More speciically, it will consider how being “part of the family” captures the
afecive or emoional relaions of the private household, which can get overlooked if the focus is only on
contractual arrangements.

8.1 Self-perception of domestic workers
Migrant domesic workers are oten constructed as a homogenous group by policy and campaigning.
Migrant domesic workers are, however, as varied a populaion as any, and it is therefore not possible to
generalize about their “self-percepion” any more than the self-percepion of Europeans, or women, or
aid workers. However, migrant domesic workers do share the common posiion of having to manage the
social percepion of them as migrant women and as domesic workers. Several of the people interviewed
were self-conscious about their lack of educaion, saying that domesic work is a job that can be done if
you are “not smart” and knowing that “society looks down on the poor and illiterate”. However, It was
not unusual for interviewees to demonstrate considerable self-respect and self-worth, and that they were
diligent, honest, and hard-working – “I am not praising myself. I am just being straighforward. I am a good
person” (Kamlee, Shan domesic worker from Myanmar aged 35, working in Thailand). They had pride in
their work and in doing a good job, even if their employer denigrated them. How they maintained this selfrespect varied (see box 7).
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Box 7:
Kyek’s determined quest for a better life
One of the most striking interviews was conducted with Kyek, a 28-year-old Karen woman from
Myanmar. Kyek was very determined to improve herself, and she left home to escape domesticity: “I
felt if I continued staying here – I was 14 years old – I would be like them: married, have babies and
family. Just that. Human beings were not born to just be that. We should be able to improve to the
better future. I wanted to know how it is like in the outside world.” She wanted to see the world and
asked if she could join her parents who were working in Thailand. She described a dangerous journey
crossing the border illegally: “It was raining, was dark. Crossing the river and the forest I felt unsafe, and
people on my journey teased me as they saw I was a girl and travelled by myself.” For a while she lived
with her mother, who was working in a small factory, and there she had the chance to marry but she
turned the man down: “I want to learn about the future, how to spend life,” she said. Kyek left and came
to Bangkok, starting as a live-in domestic worker when she was 15 years old. Thirteen years on she
is still working as a domestic worker, but educating herself and planning to get a degree and become
an educator herself: “No one is literate since they were in the womb. Everyone was born to earn more
knowledge.”

One challenge faced by domesic workers was how to maintain self-respect in a job where one oten feels
subject to the whim of others. Interviewees commonly referred to their work as “following orders”, and
one worker described domesic workers as in this way being “like a soldier”. One striking commonality
between interviews was the emphasis that many interviewees gave to the virtue of endurance and
paience: “I stayed there for long and I endure” (Keyk, a Karen domesic worker from Myanmar aged 28,
working in Thailand); “I can withstand anything” (Sharon, an Indonesian domesic worker aged 32, working
in Malaysia). That is, there is a sense of their own strength and courage in the face of adversity, and many
expressed pride in endurance and in being hard-working, even if this was not appreciated by employers.
Sharon, an Indonesian domesic worker working in Malaysia, described how proud she was of all the work
she managed to do, despite constant verbal abuse from her employer – she knew that she had done a good
job: “I remain silent… I know my place… I am not a stupid person. I could sill work beter than I did when I
was working with her.” Indeed, being wary of seeming too clever was considered by some to be important,
as employers might become anxious and start limiing their freedom. This sense of pride of work meant
that a majority of interviewees said they would prefer to work cleaning a private household than cleaning
in a factory – the general opinion seemed to be that it was cleaner and safer, and several interviewees also
felt that they would prefer not to have colleagues: “too many rules in a factory and too many steps in the
chain of command” as one worker in Thailand put it. However, nearly all those surveyed and interviewed
said that having more control over one’s ime and being able to leave work behind was a deinite advantage
of factory work.
Endurance was oten future-orientated. Endurance has a value in itself, but it was also oten for a purpose.
Kamlee, for example, came to Thailand from Shan State in Myanmar when she was six-months pregnant
and worked irst on an orange farm and then moved on to work in construcion, earning THB150 ($4.19) a
day. A person who hired the contractor to do construcion work on their house then asked the construcion
employer if she could be their domesic worker. “I live in this house as if it was my house. They have never
complained about me using water or electricity. They let my whole family stay: my husband, my mum, and
three children.” In this respect she was very happy, and found her employers to be kind and generous, but
sill said of her situaion, “I endure it for now.” Like almost all of our interviewees, Kamlee had plans to set
up a small business, selling food or owning a small shop. It is interesing to note that the kinds of businesses
envisaged – food selling – are gendered work that does not require a formal educaion. But in stark contrast
to domesic work, it is autonomous, “outside”, and with control over one’s own ime. It is also risky, and
having capital to miigate against the risk was considered important by many women. It signiies “a life
with freedom where I don’t have to be someone’s employee” (Hom, a Shan domesic worker aged 29,
working in Thailand). All interviewees except one were future-orientated in their outlook, and this might
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be thinking about the future for themselves or for their family. For mothers there was considerable pride
in being a good mother and earning money for their children. Daughters were proud of earning money to
support their parents. They had plans.
Not all were so forceful, of course. A young Cambodian woman who had recently arrived in Malaysia and
felt caught between an abusive husband in Cambodia and an employer she was frightened of in Malaysia
had no expectaions her plans would ever come true. She seemed to feel caught in the present because her
family are “very poor now. They need help now.” Yet she also had litle control of her ime on a day-to-day
basis, that is, she did not feel she had control over either her long-term or her short-term future.
Ficive kinship enables a worker to claim an emoional relaionship with the family they work for and with
the people that they care for. Kyek, quoted above in box 7, is clearly a strong woman with ambiions and
clear about what she wants out of life. She looks ater two older people and earns THB6,500 ($181.61) a
month: “They say if they give high salary, it won’t be a family any more. You have to work according to the
system. If [it is] like a family, you won’t get a high salary.” Kyek knows that she has a lower salary than many
of her friends, and that she does not have the beneits associated with being a worker. She also says she
could leave and ind beter paying work. But she is treated with respect, and visitors bring her gits when
they come to the house:
If you ask domesic workers, they want employers who are mee nam jai (generous/kind), meaning that we can
talk to each other informally… I know their traits… someimes they are arom mai dee (moody), and chun chiew
(bristly) but they are old people like my own grandparents. I stay to take care of them. I can leave when I have
a family, but now I’m single… They treat me well… beter than my own parents. They gave me love. My parents
do not give me love. They have never said that they love me. They have never said it. The man says that they
love me and the woman said she also loves me as if I was her lineage.

The delicate balance she described involved her family history, her life stage as a single woman, and the
personal relaionship between her and the employers. It is of its nature unique and not replicable – and it
could easily go wrong. What would happen if she became pregnant or sick for a long period, paricularly
since she felt that her employers did not have much money? However, Keyk was happy with the arrangement
for now and felt that she had “freedom” within it. This exempliies the “part of the family” relaion that
some workers seem to want.
In Keyk’s case, contractual and afecive relaions were entangled because the couple that she cared for
were also paying her salary. There can be further complicaions when the person/people cared for are
diferent from the person paying the salary, and the emoional relaionship is between the worker and a
person who is not formally the employer. Those caring for children and the elderly oten ind themselves in
this kind of triangular relaionship. It can make for diicult emoional situaions, where love is reciprocated
between the worker and their charge, but overlooked by the employer.
Neung, a 31-year-old woman from Lao People’s Democraic Republic, described a working situaion that
seems to it the archetypal “part of the family” arrangement. Like Kyek, she feels that her employers make
reasonable provision for her. Her accommodaion is nice and she is well fed, but she is paid only THB8,500
($237.49), and she knows that her employer is not fulilling all her obligaions when it comes to her rights
as a worker:
I heard about minimum wage, day of, processing the immigraion card, and health check-ups. I have to tell the
employer every ime that there is a TV announcement. So I told them jokingly about day of, ‘Mae [mother in
Thai], you have to give three/four days of a month.’… She laughed and that’s it.

Neung has been ofered work in other houses, but has not so far taken it up because her main job is to care
for an 11-year-old boy whom she has cared for since birth. She loves him dearly:
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There is no other feeling apart from raising him and that I don’t want to go. I want nong [pronoun for a younger
person] to be older so he can take care of himself, and I don’t have to feel pen huang [worried] when I leave…
When my friend talked about salary I felt noi jai [sulk], but when I think of nong I feel it’s alright, I can stay… I
raised nong and he feels atached to me. Someimes I want to go home, but he cries. He is sill like that even
today. I feel sorry for him, so I have to say, ‘I’m not going. I was just kidding.’

Neung feels she is exploited, but sill she stays because she does not want to hurt the boy. Her love is such
that she has decided she will never again look ater a child or an older person: “It is not that I would be
bored or annoyed or anything, but I’m afraid that they will be atached to me and I won’t be able to go
anywhere.”
Oten separated from their loved ones, working long hours, and isolated from friends and wider society,
this kind of situaion is not unusual for domesic workers. Neung has stayed because she is atached to the
child she has cared for over 10 years: “I sill want to see the kid grow… Even though I receive low salary, I
sill yield to that.” Pyone, a 46-year-old woman of Nepalese descent from Myanmar stayed with a family
for 13 years because she raised a baby, and she described enduring very oppressive condiions: “The Thai
woman was evil. She counted the instant noodles… whether Mae baan would sneakily eat”, but “The kid
loves me, I love the kid.” The father would hit the children when he got angry, and he and his wife argued
constantly, making the home environment diicult. When Pyone eventually let, she found it very diicult
and she broke of all contact because she knew she would ind it too distressing. Sharon, a 23-year-old
Indonesian domesic worker endured very bad working condiions and working in a business, shouing and
scolding, but stayed because “I love the baby so much… I fear if I answer my employer back… I will not be
able to see the baby again.” There is nothing icive in the emoional atachments of these “icive” kin.
Emoional engagement is not only about these intense relaionships with charges. Several of our domesic
worker interviewees described doing a lot of emoional management within the family. The grandparents
of the children Pyone cared for were worried that their stepmother wasn’t taking proper care of their
grandchildren. They were in close contact with Pyone, asking her to cook good food for the children. She
described a household full of emoions:
When the family eats together, when the father and the kids were having fun and laughing, she [the stepmother]
would get jealous and say something and ight and explode. The same thing happened every ime. When they
were happy this woman came in and exploded… When the father got angry he would hit the kids. I don’t like
hiing kids. I said, ‘Pa, please don’t do this’… The woman got jealous and said, ‘Are you two boyfriend and
girlfriend?’ Her mind is negaive… I endure.

This kind of emoional management work perhaps explains some employers’ suspicions about manipulaion
by their domesic worker: “They know how to manipulate, especially when there are two people in control,”
as one employer put it.
Of course as well as costs there are rewards in these relaionships, as workers can feel loved by the children
and old people they care for. Some employers demonstrated genuine afecion for their workers. One
described how close she perceived herself to be to the irst Myanmar worker she employed:
She acted as if she is my child… My house is strange because it does not have a kid. We don’t have much
expense because we both work a lot. Therefore, we don’t have a problem to give money to her. She lived here
and she loved us too… and where we went, we went together. She was young and she might have a family, but
staying with us she might not have a family. Thai female employer aged 61+
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This was oten mixed with an appreciaion of domesic workers’ eforts and an acknowledgment of their
inequality:
She is like a friend… I can trust her. She managed everything… but also I know that she will leave in the end. I
don’t think she will be my employee for the rest of her life although I would be very happy if she does. We laugh
together about staying together for 100 years and how old she would be. But at the end she has to go back
home to take care of her parents. Thai female employer aged 61+

Nevertheless, the emoional imbalance is clear. Houses are also places of irritaion, where people’s quirky
habits grate, but the scolding can only go one way. Employers readily admited that they could someimes
ly of the handle, but by contrast, workers oten felt that they had to keep silent, and deciding when to
speak out was a diicult balance. “If I asked my employer for insurance, I am worried she will not let me
go out… I won’t complain, if I complain they won’t let me go out. When I go out at least I can ind another
employer” (Lea, a Filipina domesic worker aged 41, working in Malaysia). Domesic workers could know
their rights, but in pracice not be able to demand them: “Najib [the Malaysian Prime Minister] said it must
be done this way, according to law, but employers don’t follow the rules” (Linda, an Indonesian domesic
worker aged 23, working in Malaysia). Even aside from caring for children and old people, domesic workers
oten described doing a considerable amount of invisible emoional management, including dealing with
jealousy, anxiety, and bad tempers.
On the other hand, several domesic workers talked about reciprocity: “If jao nai [boss] is good, khon
chai [people for use] has to be good” (Mia, 52-year-old Vietnamese woman in Thailand). Some workers
felt that they had more power and control over their situaion and their relaionship with their employer
than is normally imagined. “Not every employer is bad. It depends on how you treat them,” Keyk said.
Good employers get treated with respect and understanding. Lea, a 41-year-old Filipina woman working
in Malaysia, felt that being treated as part of the family isn’t only about them being nice to you, but
you protecing them and not taking advantage of them. “Protecing” was also the word used by Linda,
a 23-year-old Indonesian woman, who used the word to emphasize the importance of making sure that
nothing happens to the employers and to their children. There was a strong awareness of the emoional
costs and trade-ofs of domesic work, and as Lea put it, these costs can in the end become unsustainable
and you need to move on: “it isn’t just your body that wears out but your ‘temper’.” It is perhaps the
afecive aspects of the work, whether caring for dependents or managing the emoions of adults, that
is overlooked by the emphasis on contract. By engaging with the “part of the family” model, domesic
workers are assering the value of their work even as it escapes the market. To paraphrase the author
Viviana Zelizer (1994), their work may be considered economically worthless, but it is also emoionally
priceless. This suggests the importance of engaging with the emoional aspect of domesic work that can
elude the market and contract, but which is criical to domesic workers’ experiences.

8.2 Working together
Ficive kin is oten viewed by acivists, trade unionists, and other organizaions as a veneer that serves to
excuse employers’ poor treatment and denial of rights to domesic workers. This overlooks the important
fact that domesic workers also deploy the icive kin model, and they deploy it persistently and consistently.
It is not enough to claim that this is “false consciousness”. For domesic workers, the icive kin concept
clearly captures elements of the relaion between domesic workers and the households where they
work. It can help to express the fact that, as outlined earlier in this report, domesic workers do not just
undertake tasks but also have a paricular role in the family. For the workers themselves it seems that the
problems associated with icive kin are not simply (or even in some cases primarily) the denial of workers’
rights, but that icive kin oten does not mean the same commitment to long-term emoional and social
well-being that is assumed in kin relaions. Sole emphasis on contract as the answer to the problems faced
by domesic workers can overlook these issues.
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Of course, not all domesic workers and not all employers want a icive kin relaion. Some are more
contractually orientated than others. This can lead to a mismatch in expectaions: if a domesic worker wants
to feel treated as part of the family but is treated as a worker, or vice versa, it will inevitably lead to feelings
of grievances. This is complicated by the fact that, as previously discussed, these are not mutually exclusive
models. It is important therefore for employers to establish a culture of dialogue with their employees,
enabling honest discussions about what icive kin means in their paricular employment relaionship, and
its implicaions in terms of working pracices and emoional relaionships. Simply ignoring icive kin as an
unwelcome distracion from contract means that these kinds of discussions are insituionally unsupported.
However, whatever the extent of the icive kin relaionship, it should never preclude respect for domesic
workers’ rights as workers and as human beings.
To encourage dialogue between workers and employers, it is important to support the development of
domesic workers’ organizaions that can ariculate and represent the needs and interests of domesic
workers, including migrant domesic workers. Organising is also a way for workers to support each other,
share informaion and advocate for change. In Malaysia, the majority of domesic workers surveyed did
not paricipate in organizaions (148 out of 200), whereas in Thailand the situaion was reversed (163
paricipated in organizaions and 36 did not, and one person did not say). Some diferences between
the situaion of migrant domesic workers in the two states and their relaion to the diferent legislaive
environments have been observed. There may be a relaion between these diferences and organizaional
paricipaion, though the research instrument was too general and the sample size too small to efecively
explore this (see box 8 for more on the challenges domesic workers face with regard to organizing).
However, what is observable in both Malaysia and Thailand is that those who paricipate in organizaions
are signiicantly more likely to think that their employer is a 'good' employer. Furthermore, in Malaysia,
those who paricipate in organizaions are signiicantly more likely to earn higher wages.

Box 8:
Domestic workers organizing
Migrant domestic workers face numerous barriers to organising as workers. Long working hours, lack of
days off, isolated workplaces, language barriers, and limited knowledge of labour rights make it dificult
to unite with other workers. Furthermore, migrant and local domestic workers are often unwilling to join
workers’ organizations due to the threat of being ired or fear of local authorities and police (APWLD,
2010).
In Thailand, domestic workers are not allowed to join trade unions, as they are not recognized as workers
under the Labour Relations Act of 1975. Even if domestic workers were allowed to unionize, only Thai
nationals are allowed to form or lead unions, adding a further barrier to the organising of migrant
domestic workers. Despite these restrictions, however, domestic workers in Thailand are organising
(though informally) and with the support of HomeNet Thailand they have formed the Network of
Domestic Workers in Thailand, which includes a separate migrant domestic workers’ network.
In Malaysia, the Trade Union Act states that migrant workers are allowed to join unions as long as they
do not hold oficial positions. However, the Malaysian Trades Union Congress has twice applied to
register a Domestic Workers Association, but the application has been rejected without explanation. An
appeal against this decision was iled in 2014, but as of yet there has been no response (ILO, 2016a).
Neither Thailand nor Malaysia are signatories to ILO Convention on the Freedom of Association and
Protection of the Right to Organize, 1948 (No. 87). Only Malaysia has ratiied the Convention on the
Right to Organize and Collective Bargaining, 1949 (No. 98).
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Employers’ organizaions could also be important tools for improving the employment condiions and
experiences of domesic workers. Many of the employers surveyed said that they would ask other employers
for advice if they had any diiculies with their domesic workers. They were aware of condiions in the
households of their friends and there was some suggesion that they compared themselves: “I know that
my friend does not let her domesic worker eat at the same table. She does not buy certain food for
her domesic worker. But other houses might give their domesic workers more than us” (Thai female
employer aged 61+). Another employer, who felt that she was a very good employer even though she did
not pay very much, said that “just knowing that I treat my employee like this they (the neighbours) already
don’t want their domesic workers to talk to my domesic worker. The way I treat my domesic worker and
the way they treat theirs is very diferent” (Thai female employer aged 51-60).
Table 26: Employers’ answers to “Do you discuss the beneits you give to your workers
with other employers?”, by country
Malaysia

Thailand

Total

Yes

19

37

56

No

20

9

29

Don’t know

9

6

15

Unknown

2

3

5

Total

50

55

105

Employers also reported that they discussed what beneits to give domesic workers with other employers,
though this was more common in Thailand than in Malaysia (see table 26 above). This indicates that
there is a need for knowledge sharing among employers, and therefore a role for organisaions, including
employers’ organizaions, to spread informaion about domesic workers’ rights and encourage best
pracice. Furthermore, there could be a role for professionals outside the family in encouraging fair
treatment. For instance, the second employer quoted above described how she was reprimanded by a
nurse for not soring out her worker’s registraion and health card. This obviously made an impression
and, thought she was clearly proud of her reputaion as a 'good' employer, she was also open to being
challenged and improving employment condiions further.
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‘I want a life with
freedom, where I don’t
have to be someone’s
employee’
Hom, a Shan domesic worker

9. Conclusion and
recommendations
The work of domesic workers is usually given litle respect, despite the dependence of families and
socieies on their labour. As waged labour has become increasingly normalized and regulated and the
wage earner consituted as the normalized subject, the centrality of social reproducion work has been
forgoten. While viewed as excepional because it does not it the convenional models of employment and
contract that underpin the way waged labour is organized, domesic work has always been done and in
this respect is not excepional at all. In fact, what is surprising is that we tolerate a discourse that has such
diiculty in accommodaing this most basic of aciviies. Domesic and care work are treated as if they are
letover arrangements, when in fact they precede “normal” employment.
Improving the situaion of migrant domesic workers requires both atenion to policy and law – employment
as much as immigraion – but also the culture around domesic work, gender relaions, and aitudes
to migraion. This report has found that the press coverage of migraion in both Thailand and Malaysia
encourages a percepion of migrants as “illegal” and criminal, and that some employers acively draw on
these stereotypes to jusify limiing migrant workers’ individual autonomy, which is already circumscribed
by the deployment of icive kin relaions that can be withdrawn at short noice at the employer’s behest.
The icive kin model is paricularly detrimental with respect to hours of work, and domesic workers in
both Thailand and Malaysia work excepionally long hours, paricularly if they are care workers. One of
the striking commonaliies in employer interviews was the emphasis on the importance of recognising
that domesic workers were human beings. This was oten referred to as characterisic of being a 'good'
employer. It was not clear what this recogniion would mean in pracice, though there were indicaions
that it set a low bar: “Think of them as human too and give them enough rest” (Malaysian male employer
aged 41-50). Being a human being afords more limited rights than being a worker – as is evident in the
case of social security.
Kamlee, a domesic worker from Myanmar working in Thailand, stated, “People treat you badly when they
think that you have no choice.” This is an important observaion. It is oten assumed, in press and policy
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and public opinion, that it is abusive employers who withdraw freedom and opportunity from domesic
workers. Kamlee suggests rather it is the other way around, and that it is a person’s lack of freedom and
choice that gives the license to abuse. The insituional and policy context is criical in shaping the aitudes
and pracices of employers. Employment of domesic workers is a cultural and social pracice as much as it
is an economic one. Everyone has a role to play in creaing socieies where domesic workers are treated
with respect and the importance of their work is acknowledged.

9.1 Recommendations
Good employment pracices in the home are to the beneit of everyone, not just workers. Extending labour
protecion to domesic workers – recognizing domesic work as work – is an important step in creaing
more equal and cohesive socieies. Respecing the labour rights of domesic workers and treaing domesic
workers with respect provides a good example to children and young people, and is an important element
in ensuring good relaions in the home. Too oten, labour rights are regarded as incompaible with icive kin
relaions, but rights can – and should – coexist alongside this kin model. Respecing rights allows for mutual
trust to lourish, creaing more harmonious households for all paries. Creaing workplaces where migrant
workers are treated equally with naional workers is also vital in changing the lived experience of migrant
domesic workers in Thailand and Malaysia. Along with employers and domesic workers, the responsibility
of ensuring labour rights is also the responsibility of all actors in the broader society, including media and
civil society. To this end, recommendaions are structured around three key areas: employment relaions;
immigraion status; and changing culture.

9.1.1 Employment relations
Domesic workers in Thailand and Malaysia are oten in ambivalent relaions with their employers, being
regarded as icive kin and as workers when each model is useful. It is criically important that domesic
workers are recognized as workers.
1. The governments of Malaysia, Thailand, and countries of origin should sign and raify Convenion No.
189. In consultaion with domesic workers' and employers’ organizaions and civil society, governments
should draw from the standards in Convenion No. 189 and Recommendaion No. 201 to guide the
development and/or review of suitable laws and policies. There is a paricular need to set and enforce
basic employment protecions, including working hour limitaions, minimum rest periods, holidays/
leave, sick and overime payment, and minimum wage protecions.
2. Domesic workers’ right to social security and social protecion must be acknowledged. Speciically,
the Thai Government should include domesic workers and migrant domesic workers under the
Social Security Act. At a minimum, the Thai Government should extend its planned research regarding
the suitability of Secion 33 coverage for domesic workers to include migrant domesic workers.
The Malaysian Government should extend the minimum wage to domesic workers, and enable
contribuions to and beneits from the Employee Provident Fund, maternity pay, and unemployment
schemes.
3. The Governments of Malaysia and Thailand should review any exising government-issued employment
contracts, drawing paricularly on the standards in Convenion No. 189 and Recommendaion No. 201
and relecing that contracts must meaningfully protect both employers and domesic workers. The My
Fair Home model contract1 devised with the support of HomeNet is a good staring point. However,
such contracts are a supplement, not a subsitute, for labour protecions and social security provisions.
4. Governments should develop mechanisms to ensure that workers’ rights are respected, including the
establishment or extension of complaints mechanisms for domesic workers that enable the reporing of
exploitaion, underpayment, or any other abuse without fear of retaliaion. This complaints mechanism

1

Available at http://www.idwfed.org/myfairhome/download/employment-contract/thailand [accessed 28 July 2016].
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should be located under employment protecion structures, not within immigraion enforcement.
5. Civil society, in cooperaion with government labour protecion departments, should explore dedicated
communicaion with domesic workers, perhaps through radio or social media, explaining domesic
workers’ rights and sharing informaion about support groups and trade unions.
6. Alongside trade unions and governments, civil society is best placed to educate domesic workers and
employers on how to calculate working hours, including stand-by hours, using the tool developed by
the ILO.2 Calculaing working hours should enable workers and employers to beter regulate the right
to daily and weekly rest. Employers should be encouraged to set aside ideas of “work intensity” and
recognize that stand-by hours are not rest ime and should be paid accordingly.
7. Employers should respect live-in domesic workers’ right to freedom of associaion and movement,
including their right to leave the house during their free ime and weekly rest days. Employers and
workers should discuss the terms under which visitors are permited.
8. Government departments, civil society, and trade unions should work to inform domesic workers and
employers about the funcion and beneits of employment contracts. Government should ensure that
domesic work contracts are enforceable through regular labour channels.
9. Government departments, civil society, trade unions, and the private sector should promote a trade
union- or worker-endorsed model contract and encourage its use among their employees.
Alongside tradiional labour protecion mechanisms, it is also important that the afecive dimensions of
domesic work are recognized. To this end, it is recommended that:
10. Civil society, governments, and other stakeholders should design awareness-raising programmes for
employers and workers emphasising that treaing someone as “part of the family” includes respecing
their human and labour rights.
11. Governments, civil society, and other stakeholders – in consultaion with workers’ and employers’
organizaions – should invesigate how employment contracts can beter relect the emoional ies of
a worker and employer.
12. Civil society, trade unions, and employers’ organizaions should establish appropriate informal
mediaion and dispute resoluion mechanisms available to all domesic workers and employers
regardless of naionality or immigraion status.

9.1.2 Migration/immigration status and domestic work
Migrant domesic workers are oten caught between immigraion law and employment law, and are
paricularly vulnerable if they are undocumented. The majority will seek to be regular, if possible and not
burdensome. To this end we recommend:
1. Rather than separate MOUs, governments of countries of origin should work together to advocate
for improved labour rights and social protecion for all domesic workers, regardless of naionality, in
major desinaion countries. Though MOUs can improve labour protecion for some migrant domesic
workers, they can also have the unintended efect of insituionalising discriminatory pracices towards
those workers not covered by such agreements and creaing inequality between migrant populaions.
2. Where MOUs are used, origin and desinaion states should ensure that domesic work is properly
incorporated and provisions are in line with the standards of Convenion No. 189. Furthermore, the
terms and condiions of MOUs should be made known to employers and to domesic workers. Any

2

See ILO: Working around the clock?: Manual for trainers to help live-in domestic workers calculate their working hours (Geneva,
ILO, 2014), http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_protect/---protrav/---travail/documents/publication/wcms_308825.pdf
[accessed 28 July 2016].
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policy changes should be communicated in a imely manner in simple and understandable language.
3. Governments should ensure that employment protecion and immigraion enforcement issues are
treated separately to enable domesic workers to make complaints about labour rights violaions
without fear of removal.
4. Governments should simplify the processes enabling migrant domesic workers to change their
employers in cases of abuse or exploitaion.
5. Consulates should consider hosing oicial networking meeings for migrant domesic workers that
could funcion as forums for advice and support.

9.1.3 Change of culture around domestic work
The contribuion of domesic workers is oten undervalued. This denigraion of domesic work has negaive
consequences for women’s equality and economic empowerment more broadly. There is a need to change
the culture around paid domesic work and migraion. The media and civil society have important roles
in this, as do trade unions that by organising and represening migrant domesic workers, can increase
domesic workers’ voices and visibility. To this end, it is recommended that:
1. Governments, civil society, trade unions and other stakeholders should conduct a coordinated and
evidence-based publicity campaign on the social and economic value of domesic work.
2. Governments, civil society, trade unions, and other stakeholders should educate the public, paricularly
young people, on the rights of domesic workers and on the posiive contribuions of migrant workers.
3. Civil society and the media should work together to develop a beter understanding of the situaion
of migrant domesic workers among journalists and other media representaives. They should also
cooperate to increase understanding among civil society organisaions on how to construcively engage
with the media around migrant worker issues.
4. All stakeholders, including and especially media, should use respecful terms to describe migrant
workers and domesic workers. Media channels should develop or revise style guides with atenion
to the terms used for “migrant” and “domesic worker”, and consider the use of “undocumented” or
“irregular” rather than “illegal” in reference to immigraion status.
5. Journalists should ensure that voices of migrant workers are equitably included in media coverage
related to labour migraion. Relecing migrant workers’ voices ensures that migrant workers are
seen as individuals, rather than a mass, and challenges negaive stereotypes and percepions. This
encourages a balanced understanding of labour migraion.
6. Civil society and trade unions should facilitate the naional and mulinaional organizing of domesic
workers, including ciizen domesic workers, to increase both domesic worker and migrant worker
voice and agency.
7. Employers of domesic workers should be encouraged to organize either independently or under the
banner of exising employers’ federaions. Employers’ organizaions could be used in wage-seing
negoiaions and to support and share informaion on best pracices, as well as to educate others on
domesic workers’ rights.
8. Civil society, consulates, and desinaion country governments should work together to develop an
“employer of the year” award, to be nominated by a domesic worker and to be promoted in order to
moivate and recognize good pracice.
9. Civil society, government, and other stakeholders should support the development of domesic
workers’ ambiions and educaion, including through language and inancial literacy training.
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Annexes
Annex I. Contacting domestic workers in Thailand
and Malaysia
Contacting domestic workers in Malaysia
In Malaysia, the researcher used her contacts in the Indonesian Embassy in Kuala Lumpur and the
Consulate in Penang to access workers who were renewing their employment contracts. The Embassy
also gave her access to its weekend courses (culinary and other) for domesic workers conducted at the
Indonesian School in Kuala Lumpur. Filipina domesic workers were contacted through St John’s Church in
Kuala Lumpur. Filipinas atend the Tagalog mass every Sunday in large numbers, and the area surrounding
the church becomes a vibrant small business centre on Sundays, selling Filipina food and other goods.
The church is also a gathering place for members of various Filipina associaions, including the Filipina
Community Associaion (TFC), so as well as simply approaching people who were atending mass the
researcher met with TFC members facilitated by the organizer. Also in Kuala Lumpur the researcher was
assisted by the North–South Iniiaive (NSI). This is a youth lead iniiaive based in Malaysia with the aim
of bridging the solidarity divide between the north and south in terms of human rights and social jusice.
It organized a gathering of domesic workers of three diferent naionaliies, but unfortunately on the
day of the event only one group, the domesic workers from the Philippines, turned up. Almost all were
members of UNIMAD (United Workers for Mutual Advancement and Development), another Filipina
worker’s associaion in Malaysia. NSI also put the researcher in touch with a Cambodian who works for
a domesic workers agency who had access to friends and families who have arrived from Cambodia to
work in Malaysia. She brought together a group of Cambodian domesic workers (both with and without
documents) for this survey. Finally, some workers were found using personal contacts, and by approaching
people in McDonalds Kotaraya (a shopping mall) Kuala Lumpur, a weekend gathering place for Filipina
domesic workers.
In Penang the Lifenet Church organized weekend masses for Filipina workers. The church used a shopping
lot to carry out their prayers and share informaion. The pastor who conducts the weekend session
organized a Christmas party for the workers, and he kindly permited the distribuion of the survey on this
occasion. Tenaganita, an NGO that focuses on protecing and promoing the rights of women, migrants,
and refugees, also assisted through their oice in Penang. They introduced the researcher to some of
their contacts and arranged surveys with women who were in their shelter. Non-members of organizaions
were surveyed by approaching them in Komtar, a shopping complex in Penang that atracts many migrant
workers during the weekend.

Contacting domestic workers in Thailand
In Thailand the researcher atended meeings and events with NGOs. Homenet is an NGO based in
Bangkok. It supports two networks of domesic workers, the “Network of Domesic Workers in Thailand”
and the “Network of Migrant Domesic Workers in Thailand”, comprising domesic workers from Myanmar,
including ethnic Burmese, Gurakha, Paoh, Karen, Mon and Shan. Many of these workers are employed by
non-Thai households. The ILO and Homenet organized an event in November to conduct surveys, and 26
members working for Thai employers paricipated. The researcher also accessed domesic workers through
a school run by the Thai Acion Commitee for Democracy in Burma (TACDB) that teaches Thai, English,
and compuing to migrants every Sunday. Finally, workers were accessed through religious insituions
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and events. The Calvary Bapist Church on Sukumvit Road in Bangkok has a mass on Sunday for people
from Myanmar, which was atended by a number of domesic workers, many, but not all, working for
expatriates. By coordinaing with a domesic worker, the researcher atended Shan religious events at
Wat Mai Yai Mon and Wat Mai Sathupradith, two Shan temples in Bangkok. Leaders of migrant domesic
workers introduced her to Nepalese-Burmese domesic workers and invited her to a Karen party where
several domesic workers were surveyed.
In Chiang Mai the researcher organized an event for survey distribuion with the MAP Foundaion, which
has a network of domesic workers who are mostly from Myanmar’s Shan State. She also accessed workers
through the Human Rights and Development Foundaion (HRDF), which is supporing migrant workers to
organize as a trade union called Migrant Workers Federaion (MWF). She approached individuals working for
the Mekong Migraion Network (MMN), Migrant Workers’ Rights Network (MWRN), and Migrant Working
Group (MWG), and also received some contacts of people and churches. She also met domesic workers
through the Migrant Learning and Development Center (MLDC) in Sarapee District, Chiang Mai Province;
the Migrant Learning Center (MLC); the Burma Study Centre; and the Pa Pao Temple, which provides
informal educaion sessions for migrants largely from Shan State. She contacted the Seven Fountains Jesuit
Retreat Center (SFSC), which put her in touch with Catholic priests who say mass for migrant workers.
Other churches that helped were the Meeing Point Church and the Chiang Mai Grace Church. In order
to meet people who did not atend religious services and were not members of organizaions, access
to the queue at the immigraion oice was facilitated by HRDF and kindly permited by the immigraion
police. The HRDF and the researcher also contacted the owner of a grocery shop by a construcion site to
introduce them to the wives of construcion workers at a site in Chiang Mai, several of whom worked as
(live-out) domesic workers. Personal contacts introduced her to a house where Karen workers relax on
their of day. Finally, there was a two-day concert organized by the Thai Government targeing Shan workers
(the majority of migrant workers in Chiang Mai). Famous Shan singers came to perform and government
oicials held a Q&A/game for workers related to immigraion law/rules. The relevant departments and
NGOs had informaion stalls and the survey was promoted at one of these stalls.
The researcher met a Vietnamese worker through a personal contact and discovered that they have a strong
network. Some got to know each other on the bus during visa run trips. All of those interviewed could not
easily leave their place of employment, but they kept in contact through a phone package. They would take
it in turns to buy a THB12 (US$0.34) daily package and conference call the group. The researcher provided
the paricipants with THB60 (US$1.68) of phone credit ater the survey as an incenive for paricipaion.
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Working conditions and attitudes experienced
by migrant domestic workers in Thailand and
Malaysia
Domesic workers, the vast majority of whom are women and girls, make a criical contribuion to
socieies and economies across the world. Sill, domesic work is typically not regarded as work
and is oten excluded from full protecion under labour legislaion and social security provisions.
It is usually carried out for private households, oten without clear terms of employment, leaving
workers vulnerable to abuse. Furthermore, domesic work is increasingly done by migrant workers,
who may be further disadvantaged by restricive migraion laws and diicult recruitment, emigraion
and admission procedures. While exising research has focused on the extent of legal protecion and
employment condiions of migrant domesic workers, research on aitudes and behaviours towards
domesic workers is in its nascence.
To obtain more knowledge on the link between aitudes – of both employers and the public – and the
working condiions experienced by migrant domesic workers, the ILO and UN Women partnered with
the University of Oxford Centre on Migraion, Policy and Society (COMPAS) to carry out innovaive
research in Thailand and Malaysia. The study provides important insights on domesic workers’
perceived role as both family members and workers, and how this afects everything from working
hours to wages, freedom of movement and associaion, and access to social protecion. The report
concludes with recommendaions for policy makers, employers, civil society and the media on how
they can contribute to improving the situaion of migrant domesic workers in Thailand and Malaysia.
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